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DIFFERENTIAL KO-THEORY:
CONSTRUCTIONS, COMPUTATIONS, AND APPLICATIONS
DANIEL GRADY AND HISHAM SATI
Abstract. We provide a systematic and detailed treatment of differential refinements of KO-
theory. We explain how various flavors capture geometric aspects in different but related ways,
highlighting the utility of each. While general axiomatics exist, no explicit constructions seem to
have appeared before. This fills a gap in the literature in which K-theory is usually worked out leav-
ing KO-theory essentially untouched, with only scattered partial information in print. We compare
to the complex case, highlighting which constructions follow analogously and which are much more
subtle. We construct a pushforward and differential refinements of genera, leading to a Riemann-
Roch theorem for yKO-theory. We also construct the corresponding Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral
sequence (AHSS) and explicitly identify the differentials, including ones which mix geometric and
topological data. This allows us to completely characterize the image of the Pontrjagin character.
Then we illustrate with examples and applications, including higher tangential structures, Adams
operations, and a differential Wu formula.
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1. Introduction
The initial goal of this project was to explicitly develop twisted differential KO-theory. However,
as we embarked on the project, we realized that doing all of this at once would be a massive task,
in a large part due to the fact that the differential (untwisted) real theory itself has not been fully
developed, at least not in a systematic way that we could find in the literature. Therefore, to fill
this gap we have decided to first develop the untwisted differential theory in the current paper and
leave the twisted case for a follow-up treatment. We hope that the current treatment will serve
both as a stepping stone for that original goal, as well as being useful and interesting in its own
right. For that purpose we have aimed to make the discussions as complete as possible, highlighting
similarities and differences with the complex case, both for K-theory and its differential incarnation,
as well as with the underlying bare topological real case, i.e. that of KO-theory.
There are two main definitions of KO-theory of a space X. The first is the one by Atiyah and
Hirzebruch (AH) using real vector bundles over X [AH61a]. The second is via the KO-spectrum,
which is an Ω-spectrum with every term E8r being the space BO or ZˆBO, and every space E8r`4
being the space BSp or Z ˆ BSp, and other terms arising from Bott’s periodicity theorem for the
orthogonal group. For X a finite-dimensional CW-complex, the definition as homotopy classes of
maps rX,Z ˆ BOs agrees with the AH definition. See [Ad74] for remarks on this comparison.
Differential KO-theory has not attracted as much explicit attention as its complex counterpart,
i.e. differential K-theory. Freed in [Fr00] proposes considering smooth extensions of real versions
of K-theory, with an indication of how cycle models could look like. Further brief assertions are
indicated and used by him in applications in [Fr12]. Brief remarks by Bunke and Schick appear
in [BS12, Section 4.9] with some expectations and the need is raised for fully working out the
various models. on the applications side, in addition to Freed [Fr12], Belov and Moore [BM06]
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use differential KO-theory for the construction of Chern-Simons action functionals in type II string
theory. 1
The main goal of this paper is to provide explicit constructions of differential KO-theory. The sec-
ond goal is to provide computational tools which allow for explicit computations of this cohomology
theory for various smooth manifolds. This will be in the form of an Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral se-
quence (AHSS), in a treatment that is parallel to those in the series [GS16b][GS18a][GS17b][GS18b].
One major point to highlight in contrast with the complex case is that the coefficients of KO-theory
have torsion, which makes the discussion here more subtle.
Note that one can consider KR-theory [At66], which can be viewed as a generalization of both
KO-theory and K-theory. However, for our purposes (as we will see) we prefer to deal with KO-
theory directly without passing through KR-theory. While applications of KR-theory are quite
interesting (see e.g. [DFM11b][DFM11a][Fo14][DMDR15][HSMV16]), KO-theory suffices for the
ones we have in mind. Note that in [Du06] the AHSS for KR-theory is constructed, with ways of
how to reduce to KO-theory when the involution is trivial.
What does it mean to provide a differential refinement of a cohomology theory? A priori one
would like to add geometric data to the otherwise topological structure. In implementing that, one
might mean three different notions:
(1) A cohomology theory on manifolds, i.e., in the presence of smooth structure.
(2) A cohomology theory with geometric data included: connections.
(3) A cohomology theory with geometric data included: Chern character forms.
So one might consequently ask the following questions:
(i) Which one of the above does one really mean when talking about differential cohomology?
(ii) Are the above equivalent, or at least related?
Indeed, we will clarify what we mean by a differential KO-theory, presenting several approaches
with enough generality to thereby also clarifying a bit what is meant by a differential cohomology
theory in general. After producing the various possibilities, we explore interrelations which we
make explicit.
One conceptual approach is to view a differential cohomology theory as an amalgam of an
underlying (topological) cohomology theory and the data of differential forms, so that one has a
schematic picture
Differential cohomology

// Forms

Cohomology // de Rham cohomology .
That is, we have a fiber product or twisted product
“Differential cohomology “ Cohomology ˆde Rham Forms” .
1As we mentioned above, we will consider the twisted case separately, where we will give extensive references for
motivations and existing constructions in that case.
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This has various explicit presentations; for instance as a triple in the original model [HS05], as well
as using sheaves of spectra [BNV16] and toposes and smooth stacks [Sc13].
Notation. In order to highlight the various notions of refinements of cohomology that we introduce,
we adopt the following notation.
Topological: BO Classifying space of orthogonal bundles
KO Spectrum for KO
KOp´q Cohomology theory corresponding to the spectrum KO
Smooth: BO Classifying stack for smooth orthogonal bundles
KO Sheaf of spectra for smooth orthogonal bundles
KOp´q Underlying cohomology theory corresponding to the sheaf of spectra for KO
Smooth BO∇ Classifying stack for smooth orthogonal bundles with compatible connection ∇
with connection: KO∇ Sheaf of spectra for smooth orthogonal bundles with compatible connection ∇
KO∇p´q Underlying cohomology theory corresponding to the sheaf of spectra for KO∇
Differential: yBO Classifying stack for orthogonal bundles with form datayKO Sheaf of differential spectra for KO with Chern character formyKOp´q Differential cohomology theory corresponding to the sheaf of spectra for yKO
The three versions of of differential KO-theory, namely KO, KO∇p´q, and yKO are related via
diagram (3.3)
(1.1) KO∇
ycyc
//
F 
yKO
I

KO
cyc
// KO .
The map F : KO∇ Ñ KO forgets the data of connections of vector bundles, while the map on the
right I : yKO Ñ KO is canonical map which topologically realizes the geometric data. The cycle
map cyc and its differential refinement xcyc are described later in that section and in Proposition
32.
We also encounter other variants related to the spectrum KO, namely the ones arising from
taking the underlying discrete form Oδ of the stable orthogonal group O, leading to the (orthogonal)
algebraic K-theory of R which we denote KpOδq. This is related to KO and to the geometrically
discrete spectrum δpKOq via diagram (3.8), i.e.,
(1.2) KO I
++❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱❱
❱
KpOδq
j 44❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
// δpKOq .
Similarly, the spectrum KO∇ satisfies diagram (3.9), i.e.,
(1.3) KO∇ I
++❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱❱
❱
KpOδq
j 44❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
// δpKOq .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide the setting of the underlying topological
KO-theory, starting with the coefficients, the description of the spectrum, and the product structure.
In Section 2.1 we recall the Pontrjagin classes pi and the Pontrjagin character Ph, together with
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their properties and corresponding differential form representatives. Then, in Section 2.2, we recall
orientations and genera associated to KO-theory, mainly the Aˆ-genus and to a lesser extent the
somewhat related signature. Then we describe the Thom class in relation to the index. We end in
Section 2.3 by highlighting the basics of the relation to complex K-theory, focusing mainly on the
Bott sequence which mixes the two theories, and which we refine later in Section 3.3.
The main section of the paper is Section 3, where we construct the three variants of differential
KO-theory (summarized above). This uses smooth stacks, starting with classifying stacks of real
orthogonal bundles with connections in Section 3.1. We also consider differential refinements of
Pontrjagin classes as natural transformations between the category of smooth vector bundles with
connections and differential integral cohomology in degree a multiple of 4. We also consider the
differential Pontrjagin characters, which end up being polynomials in differential Pontrjagin classes,
except that multiplication of these is given by the Deligne-Beilinson cup product in differential coho-
mology. (A more fundamental construction via sheaves of spectra is given later in Section 3.6 – see
Proposition 36). Similarly, we describe the genera, particularly, the differential A-genus, which we
denote pA. In Section 3.2 we use the smooth stacks to describe the three differential variant theories
in detail, including the properties they enjoy. In Section 3.3 we provide a differential refinement of
the Bott sequence from Section 2.3 above. This ends up having the very interesting and rich feature
of relating and mixing yKO-theory to the underlying KO-theory, to the complex K-theory and even
to the differential refinement pK of the latter. One main ingredient in the differential refinement
is the flat theory KOflatp´q which is related to the theory with Up1q coefficients, ĄKO˚pM ; Up1qq,
both of which we describe in Section 3.4, where we also describe the corresponding properties and
provide a vanishing theorem. The cycle map cyc and its differential refinement xcyc appearing in
diagram (1.1) are described explicitly in Section 3.5. In Section 3.6 we describe the differential
Pontrjagin character via sheaves of spectra, refining the topological description from Section 2.1,
and explain how the character behaves under various maps in the differential cohomology diamond
or hexagon diagram (3.12) for yKO.
Further constructions are provided in Section 4. In order to describe the orientation and push-
forward, in Section 4.1 we introduce differential KO-theory with compact vertical supports,yKOcpV q,
for a vector bundle V . There we also define differential forms with vertical compact support on
the Thom space, integration over the fiber
ş
D
, and a corresponding differential desuspension map
σˆ´1n . These are used in Section 4.2 to connect the differential A-genus
pA with a Thom isomorphism
theorem for yKO-theory. This requires differential Thom classes νˆ P yKOpV q, the set of which we
study and a distinguished one of which is identified via naturality in the Spin case. Then we prove a
differential KO Thom injection formula, which we use to provide an expression for pA in terms of the
Thom injection Φ pH . The constructions of this part then culminate in Section 4.3 with establishing
a pushforward and a Riemann-Roch theorem for yKO-theory.
Having constructed differential KO-theory, we would like to be able to compute. So in Section 5
we describe our main computational tool, which is the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence (AHSS).
We start in Section 5.1 by elucidating the AHSS for topological KO-theory, summarizing the main
results scattered in the literature, which we hope will be useful in its own right. Here torsion is
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very subtle and is what distinguishes the real theory from its complex counterpart. Improving
on the existing results in the case of KO-theory, we identify a large portion of the differentials in
analogy to the complex case. This serves as a basis for the differential version in Section 5.2. Here
we use our earlier general constructions in [GS16b] to construct the differential AHSS and identify
its main pages. We show in Section 5.3 that here there are two main differentials, one on the 1st
quadrant and another on the 4th quadrant, both of which we identify using the refinements of
Steenrod squares xSq we established earlier in [GS16a]. Being a differential theory, yKO will have
an AHSS the differential within which should mix geometric and topological data. Indeed, we
explicitly identify such mixing differentials, which are not differential refinements of those of the
underlying topological theory, as images of certain differentials forms, depending on dimension (8k
vs. 8k ` 4). This then allows us in Section 5.4 to provide integrality and realizability results for
the Pontrjagin character Ph, presenting answers for when a differential form can arise as the image
of Ph. Then we end this part in Section 5.5 by providing explicit computations for yKO-groups of
spaces, particularly spheres. These serve as illustrations of the utility of the machinery developed
earlier in this section.
Equipped with the properties and computational tools for differential KO-theory, we provide in
Section 6 some applications of these. First, in Section 6.1 we study integrality conditions arising
from higher structures, such as String, Fivebrane, and Ninebrane structures (see [SSS09b][SSS12][Sa15]).
These can be obtained efficiently from the results in Section 5.2. In Section 6.2 we construct Adams
operations foryKO-theory, extending those of KO-theory in such a way that is compatible with ones
constructed by Bunke [Bu10a] for pK-theory. We also do so for (the degree zero part of) KO∇,
whose complex counterpart does not seem to have been considered before. We further describe
main properties, uniqueness, and the relation between the two versions of the operations via the
differential cycle maps. The third application in Section 6.3 is describing differential refinements
of Stiefel-Whitney classes wj, which are useful for those refined differentials given by xSqi’s, leading
to a Wu formula at the level of differential cohomology.
Finally, in the Appendix, we provide basic higher categorical framework in just enough abstrac-
tion to allow our constructions in the bulk of the paper to go through. This we hope could also be
of independent interest as a summary of the homotopy background for differential cohomology in
general.
2. Topological KO-theory
In this section we provide a recollection of basic material on KO-theory (see [AH61a][Bo62][Ad74]
[Ka78] [Hu94][Sw02]). For each space X, the KO-theory of X can be defined as the Grothendiek
group completion of the monoid of real vector bundles on X (with monoidal operation given by
Whitney sum). When X is pointed, the reduced theory can be defined asĄKOpXq :“ kerpKOpXq ÝÑ KOpx0qq ,
so that KOpXq –ĄKOpXq ‘ Z.
The spectrum definition of KO-theory. The reduced functor ĄKOp´q is represented by the
infinite loop space Z ˆ BO, with Z ˆ BO » Ω8pZ ˆ BOq, where BO is the classifying space of
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the orthogonal group O and ΩpBO is the p-th based loop space on BO. The cohomology theory
KO˚p´q is represented by the Ω-spectrum KO with the nth space KOn “ ΩmpZ ˆ BOq, where m
is chosen so that n “ m ” 0 mod 8 and 0 ď m ă 8. The tensor product pairing is represented by
pairings of spectra that makes KO into a an E8 ring specturm. The unit S Ñ KO is generated by
the map S0 Ñ Zˆ BO that takes the non-basepoint to trivial rank 1 bundle on the point.
Explicitly, Bott periodicity implies
O » ΩpZˆ BOq, O {U » ΩO, U {Sp » ΩpO {Uq, Zˆ BSp » ΩpU {Oq ,
Sp » ΩpZˆ BSpq, Sp {U » ΩSp, U {O » ΩpSp {Uq, ZˆBO » ΩpU {Oq .
Thus the corresponding KO-spectrum KO “ pεn : ΣKOn Ñ KOn`1qnPZ is given as follows (see e.g.
[Ya07])
KO8n “ Zˆ BO, KO8n`1 “ U {O, KO8n`2 “ Sp {U, KO8n`3 “ Sp
KO8n`4 “ Zˆ BSp, KO8n`5 “ U {Sp, KO8n`6 “ O {U, KO8n`7 “ O .
Dim. mod 8
Spectrum level
O BO Sp BSp O{U Sp{U U{SO U{Sp
n ” 0 Z{2 Z 0 Z Z{2 0 0 0
n ” 1 Z{2 Z{2 0 0 0 0 Z Z
n ” 2 0 Z{2 0 0 Z Z Z{2 0
n ” 3 Z 0 Z 0 0 Z{2 Z{2 0
n ” 4 0 Z Z{2 Z 0 Z{2 0 0
n ” 5 0 0 Z{2 Z{2 0 0 Z Z
n ” 6 0 0 0 Z{2 Z Z 0 Z{2
n ” 7 Z 0 Z 0 Z{2 0 0 Z{2
The spectrum admits a nice analytic model (see e.g. [LM89, Theorem 8.8]). A model for the
spectrum of topological KO-theory is given by Atiyah and Singer as the space of real Fredholm
operators FR. For any compact Hausdorff space X there is a natural isomorphism
ind : rX,FRs » // KOpXq
having the functorial property: for any continuous map f : X Ñ Y between compact Hausdorff
spaces, ind ˝ f˚ “ f˚ ˝ ind, so that FR is a classifying space for KO-theory. Consequently, for all
k ě 0, there are isomorphisms
πkpFRq »ÝÑĄKOpSkq ” KO´kpptq .
Looking ahead, one would like to replace the above spectra by the corresponding sheaves of spectra
to make it possible to calculate the homotopy sheaves.
A topological symmetric E8 ring spectrum that represents (periodic) topological KO-theory is
constructed in [Jo01] using an appropriate subspace of the space of Fredholm operators. This is
developed further in [AGG14, Appendix].
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There are elements η, α, and β, with |η| “ ´1, |α| “ ´4, |β| “ ´8, as generators of KO´1 “
π1pKOq – Z{2, KO´4 “ π4pKOq – Z, and KO´8 “ π8pKOq – Z, respectively. The elements η, α,
β are represented by the real Hopf line bundle over S1, the symplectic Hopf line bundle over S4,
and the canonical bundle over S8, respectively [Ka78]. Then the homotopy groups of the spectrum
are given by Bott periodicity as
πipKOq “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
Ztβku for i “ 8k,
Z{2tηβku for i “ 8k ` 1,
Z{2tη2βku for i “ 8k ` 2,
Ztαβku for i “ 8k ` 4,
0 otherwise.
As a graded ring, the coefficient ring is given by ([ABS64]; see also [Bo69, p. 73])
(2.1) KO˚pptq “ π˚pKOq “ Zrη, α, β˘1s{p2η, η3, ηα, α2 ´ 4βq .
For example, KO´10pptq “ 〈βη2〉 – Z{2 and KO6pptq “ 〈β´1η2〉 – Z{2.
Product structures. KO-theory is a a generalized cohomology theory with a cup product. As
explained in [Ad78], in order to form a multiplicative structure one looks at elements of the form
1 ` x for x P ĄKO0pXq. Consider the subspace 1 ˆ BO Ă Z ˆ BO, and one has to impose a
non-standard H-space structure on BO. This is given by a product map
µ : BOˆBO ÝÑ BO
defined using the tensor product of virtual vector bundles of virtual dimension 1. The result-
ing H-space is denoted BOb, which is an infinite loop space [Se74]. Consider the operation
γi : KOpXq Ñ KOpXq [At67][AT69], whose total operation γtpxq “
ř8
k“0 γ
kpxqtk gives exponential
map γt : KOpXq Ñ KOpXqrrtss. For each t P Z, and X finite-dimensional, there is a corresponding
exponential map
γt :ĄKOpXq ÝÑ 1`ĄKOpXq
which gives rise to a unique induced H-mapping γt : BSO‘ ÝÑ BSOb.
2.1. The Pontrjagin character. Writing the characteristic series in terms of elementary sym-
metric functions, using Newton’s identities, one can expand the Pontrjagin character in terms of
Pontrjagin classes. The first few terms are
(2.2) Ph “ rank`p1 ` 112pp21 ´ 2p2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Since each pn represent integral cohomology classes, each homogeneous component of the formal
power series is rational. The forms pn are natural with respect to pullback of vector bundles with
connection. From the identity pnpV q “ p´1qnc2npV bCq, it follows at once that Ph gives a natural
transformation factoring through K-theory
(2.3) Ph : KO0p´q ÝÑ K0p´q ÝÑà
iě0
H4ip´;Qq .
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Moreover, one can show that this transformation preserves the ring structure. Thus, the Pontrjagin
character is the analogue for KO-theory of the Chern character transformation and, in fact, it factors
through this transformation.
Remark 1 (Properties of the Pontrjagin character). The following are satisfied:
(i) Ph is a natural transformation of cohomology theories.
(ii) It is graded by Phk “ chk ˝pbRCq. It is also the composition of the Chern character and the
complexification
Ph “ ch ˝c : KO cÝÑ K chÝÑHQru, u´1s ,
i.e. PhpEq “ ChpE bR Cq. In components, PhkpEq “ p´1qk ch2kpE bR Cq.
(iii) It is an isomorphism when tensored with Q. The rational Pontrjagin character defines an
isomorphism
Ph : KOpXq b Q – rX,Z ˆ BOs b Q ÝÑ H4˚pX;Qq .
In components, KOip´q b Q – ‘8k“0H4k`ip´;Qq, i “ 0, 1, 2, 3.
(iv) It satisfies
PhpE bE1q “ PhpEq ¨ PhpE1q and PhpE ‘ E1q “ PhpEq ` PhpE1q .
(v) In degree 4, π4pKOq “ KOpS4q Ñ H˚pS4;Qq, the Pontrjagin character of the generator α can
be evaluated on the fundamental class rS4s P H4pS4;Zq giving xphpαq, rS4sy “ 2. For X “ pt, one
has KO˚pXq – KO˚ and H˚˚pX;Qq – Q and ph is entirely determined by
Phpηq “ 0 , Phpαq “ 2 .
In particular, Ph is integral (see [Oc91]) Ph : KO˚ Ñ Z.
Example 1 (Pontrjagin character of the universal bundle). Let ξ be the universal oriented 2-plane
bundle over CP8 “ BSOp2q, and let u “ ξ´2 P KOpCP8q “ Zrus, the ring of formal power series
in u (see [AW65]). For x P H2pCP8q the generator, one has (see [CJ93]) Phpuq “ řiě1 1p2iq!x2i.
A more general take on the Pontrjagin character. The rationalized coefficients of KO are
given by (as utilized, e.g., in [BZ17])
(2.4) KO˚pptq b Q – Qrα, β, β´1s{xα2 ´ 4β2y – Qrα,α´1s
with α P KO4pptq and β P KO8pptq. This implies that rational KO-theory is 4-periodic. It is
a module over the above coefficients with the module multiplication with α{2 implementing the
4-periodicity. The complexification c : KO˚pptq Ñ K˚pptq – Zru, u´1s satisfies cpαq “ 2u2 and
cpβq “ u4, where u P K2pptq. This implies that, rationally, the coefficients for complex K-theory
split as two copies of the coefficients of KO-theory (see [BZ17])
c :“ c` u´1c : pKO˚‘KO˚q b Q –ÝÑ K˚bQ .
More generally, there is an isomorphism KO˚QpXq – H˚pX;π´˚pKOq b Qq and the rationalization
gives a map
Ph : KO˚pXq ÝÑ H˚pX;π´˚pKOq b Qq
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which coincides with the above Pontrjagin character, and the diagram
K˚pXq //
Ch
**
K˚pXq b Q – // H˚pX;Qru, u´1sq
KO˚pXq //
c
OO
Ph
44
KO˚pXq b Q – //
cbQ
OO
H˚pX;Qrα,α´1sq
αÞÑ2u2
OO
commutes. The Pontrjagin character defines an injection [MM79, Theorem 4.29]
rBSO,BOs ÝÑ H˚pBSO;Qq .
Note that the real representation ring of the special orthogonal group is given by the polynomial
ring
ROpSOp2n ` 1qq “ Zrγ1, γ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , γns
where γi “ γipV ´ dimV q, with V the standard representation of SOp2n ` 1q on R2n`1. The
augmentation idea IOpSOp2n` 1q is the usual augmentation ideal so the completion ROpSOp2n`
1qq^ “ Zrrγ1, γ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , γnss is the usual power series ring. Now each finite skeleton of BSO is contained
in some BSOp2n` 1q so
rBSO,BOs “ Zrrγ1, γ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ss .
Then rBSO,BOs maps indicatively into rBSO,BOs b Q – rBSO,BOrQss where BOrQs denotes the
rational type of BO. However, Ph : BOrQs Ñśně1KpQ, 4nq is a homotopy equivalence.
Geometric representatives. The Pontrjagin classes admit differential form representatives via
Chern-Weil theory. Taking the above approach one then immediately has a Pontrjagin character
form which depends on a choice of connection, as the right hand side of (2.2) a formal power series
of certain closed differential forms. As such, we review the construction of the Pontjagin forms via
Chern-Weil theory in [GHV73, Section 9.6]. Let V Ñ M be an n-dimensional real vector bundle
on M and let gln denote the Lie algebra of endomorphisms of the fiber. Consider the homogeneous
functions
σppϕq :“ trp
Ź
pϕq , ϕ P gln .
Then we have the formula
detpϕ` λ1q “
nÿ
p“0
σppϕqλn´p .
Fix a connection ∇ on V Ñ M and let F∇ be the associated local curvature forms on M . The
homogeneous functions σp are Adgln-invariant and the following are well-defined via Chern-Weil
theory.
Definition 1 (Pontrjagin forms). (i) The Pontrjagin forms are defined by
pkpF∇q :“ σ2kpF∇q .
(ii) The total Pontrjagin form is the sum
ppF∇q :“ p1pF∇q ` p2pF∇q ` p3pF∇q ` . . . .
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The forms pnpF∇q can also be obtained as the 2n-th Chern form of the corresponding complexified
bundle. From the splitting principle, one immediately sees the integrality of the integrals
1
2π
¿
c
pnpF∇q P Z
for every cycle c : ∆n Ñ M . Hence, each pn is in the image of the canonical map H4npM ;Zq Ñ
H4npM ;Rq.
Remark 2 (Realizability of forms by Pontrjagin/Chern characters). One can ask which differential
form can arise as the Pontrjagin character form of some real vector bundle. One can ask for results
on the latter in analogy to those of the Chern character.
(i) Note that the characterization for Chern character forms are given in [TWZ13] (Corollary 2.7
and Corollary 5.8). See also [PT14] for the case of Hermitian holomorphic vector bundles.
Earlier computational results appear in [Da04, Theorem 5.4]
(ii) For any bundle over a closed Riemannian manifold after stabilizing, there is a unitary con-
nection on the bundle whose Chern-Weil form is the harmonic representative of the Chern
character of the bundle [SS10, Corollary 5.1].
(iii) From [SS18] one has the following results involving the Todd genus Td. A cohomology class c
in HevenpX,Qq is the Chern character of a complex bundle over X if and only for every closed
even-dimensional stable almost complex mapping to X, V
fÝÑ X, the integral ş
X
f˚cTdV is
an integer. A similar statement holds for the transgressed ch in U , odd-dimensional closed
stable almost complex structures in X, elements in HoddpX,Qq and maps X Ñ U .
We will address the real, i.e., KO-theoretic, counterparts to the above via the use of the Atiyah-
Hirzebruch spectral sequence (AHSS) in Section 5.2. Thus our statements will not necessarily be
presented in the above form.
As 2-torsion is central to KO-theory, we include the following discussion which seems to have
been somewhat ignored in the literature.
Remark 3 (Whitney sum formula for Pontrjagin classes). The total Pontrjagin class ppE‘E1q of a
Whitney sum is congruent to ppEqppE1q modulo elements of order 2, i.e., 2`ppE‘E1q´ppEqppE1q˘ “
0. The proof (e.g., from [MS74, Theorem 15.3]) simply ignores the 2-torsion arising from the odd
Chern classes altogether. In fact, keeping the 2-torsion is not so bad to identify. This has been
worked out in [Th62b][Br82]. Let E be a real n-dimensional vector bundle over a paracompact space
X. Associated with E are the Pontrjagin classes
ppEq “ 1` p1pEq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pqpEq
where pjpEq P H4jpX;Zq and q “ rn{2s the largest integer in n{2. For EC “ E b C the complexifi-
cation of E, the homogeneous Pontrjagin classes pipEq are defined by
pipEq “ p´1qic2ipECq 1 ď i ď rn{2s .
In order to keep track of all degrees, one sets
P2kpEq “ p´1qqckpECq q “ rk{2s, 1 ď k ď 2n ,
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so that pjpEq “ P4jpEq. The classes P4k`2pEq, for k ě 0, are called the torsion Pontrjagin classes
of E as they satisfy 2P4k`2pEq “ 0. They are given by [Th62b]
P4k`2pEq “ β2pw2kpEqw2k`1pEqq “ pkpEqβ2w1pEq ` pβ2w2kpEqq2 “ β2Sq2kw2k`1pEq ,
where β2 is the Bockstein corresponding to the mod reduction. The 2-torsion correction to the
multiplicative property of the Pontrjagin classes
DkpE,E1q “ pkpE ‘ E1q ´
ÿ
i`j“k
pipEqpjpE1q
is given by
DkpE,E1q “
ÿ
i`j“k´1
β2rw2ipEqw2i`1pE1qsβ2rw2ipE1qw2i`1pEqs .
One observes that this correction is, however, trivial in many relevant instances, especially in
applications:
‚ If E and E1 are both orientable bundles, meaning w1pEq “ 0 “ w1pE1q, then D1pE,E1q “
0 “ D2pE,E1q.
‚ If E and E1 are Spin bundles then DkpE,E1q “ 0 for 1 ď k ď 6.
2.2. Orientation and genus. In this section we study orientations and genera associated with
KO-theory and which will be useful for us in later constructions. First, the genera that are relevant
are the signature and, to a larger extent, the A-genus. The latter takes values in KO-theory for
Spin manifolds while the former takes values in L-theory for oriented manifolds. Note that L-theory
and KO-theory are related after some manipulation of coefficients (see below).
Genus Orientation
Signature σ MSO ÝÑ L
A-genus A MSpin ÝÑ KO
The pA-genus. By Borel-Hirzebruch [BH59], if M is a Spin manifold, then pApMq is an integer.
The reason for this is given by Atiyah and Singer via the interpretation as the index of a Dirac
operator (see [AH59][AS63] and [LM89] for exposition). By using families of operators, the index
of a family operators is now a difference of vector bundles, which is a KO-element. Then the index
provides a ring homomorphism pA : M Spin˚ ÝÑ KO˚
This can be lifted to a morphism of spectra, as follows; see the nice summary in [Kn13]. As
orientation is a stable operation, it is enough to construct a Thom class for Spin bundles E Ñ X
of dimension 8k and recover the other case by suspension and shifting degrees. Let PSpinpEq be
the associated principal bundle. Using the periodicity element β in the Grothendieck group of
Cℓ8-modules, one forms the bundle
E “ PSpinpEq ˆSpinp8kq βk .
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Over the disk bundle DpEq of E, there is a map
π˚E0
&&◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆
σ // π˚E1
xx♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣
DpEq
π
X ,
defined by σpp,vqpxq “ v ¨ x. Since σ restricted to the sphere bundle is an isomorphism, it defines a
difference class rπ˚E1, π˚E0, σs P KOpDpEq, SpEqq –ĄKOpThpEqq, which is KO-Thom class for E.
The construction is functorial and multiplicative, and so can be refined to a map of ring spectra
MSpinÑ KO lifting the A-genus.
Let E be a real vector bundle over X with a Spinpnq structure, n “ dimE “ 8k. For such
bundles there is a Thom isomorphism in KO-theory
Φ : KO˚pXq ÝÑĄKOpThpEqq .
Let ΦH : H
˚pX;Qq Ñ rH˚pThpEq;Qq be the Thom isomorphism in cohomology, which is uniquely
determined by the orientation of the bundle E. Then we have the compatibility
(2.5) pApEq´1 “ Φ´1H PhpΦp1qq .
This compatibility immediately implies the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem for KO-theory
(see [AH59]). Indeed, let f : W Ñ M be a proper map between Spin oriented manifolds and
for simplicity, assume M to be connected and that all connected components of W have the same
dimension. Set n “ dimpMq´dimpW q for the codimension. Choose a fiberwise embedding i :W ãÑ
M ˆ Rk for sufficiently large k. We can extend i to a tubular neighborhood N of the embedding
and this gives rise to a map of Thom spaces
cpiq :M` ^ Sk ÝÑ ThpN q .
Using the Thom isomorphism and the rationalized Pontrjagin character, we form the diagram
KO˚pW q
Ph

–
Φ //ĄKO˚´n`kpThpN qq
Ph

cpiq˚
// KO˚´npMq
Ph

H˚pW ;Qrα,α´1sq ΦH
–
// rH˚´n`kpThpN q;Qrα,α´1sq cpiq˚ // H˚´npM ;Qrα,α´1sq .
Now for V ÑW a real vector bundle onW , consider the two horizontal compositions f! :“ cpiq˚ ˝Φ
and f˚ :“ cpiq˚ ˝ΦH . Then, from the compatibility (2.5) and using the projection formula for ΦH ,
we immediately have the formula
f˚pPhpV q Y AˆpN q´1q “ f˚pPhpV q Y Φ´1H PhpΦp1qqq
“ f˚Φ´1H pp˚PhpV q Y PhpΦp1qqq
“ Phpcpiq˚pp˚V ¨ Φp1qqq
“ Phpf!pV qq .
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By definition, the A-genus satisfies AˆpE ‘ F q “ AˆpEq Y AˆpF q. Since rN s “ f˚rTM s ´ rTW s as
classes in KO, we have AˆpN q´1 “ AˆpTW q Y f˚AˆpTMq´1. Hence,
f˚pPhpV q Y AˆpTW qq Y AˆpTMq´1 “ f˚pPhpV q Y AˆpTW q Y f˚AˆpTMq´1q
“ Phpf!pV qq
which is the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem for KO (see [AH59]).
Remark 4 (Signature). Similarly, the signature is an orientation for oriented manifolds taking
values in L-theory L
MSO ÝÑ L .
Let L be the L-theory spectrum generally, with L‚pZq and L‚pRq over Z and R, respectively. Inverting
2 one gets spectra L‚pZqr1
2
s and L‚pRqr1
2
s which admit a map which is a homotopy equivalence
[RW06]. Furthermore, there is also another equivalence L‚pRqr1
2
s » KOr1
2
s (see [MM79, pp. 83-85]
and [Ro95]). This allows for the construction of a map of spectra MSO Ñ KOr1
2
s, given by the
signature σR, which sends a class rMns to 2´r
n
2
ssignaturepMq (see [RW06]). This is related to
the Adams operations ψk in KO-theory, which we will discuss and refine to the differential case in
Section 6.2. For k “ 2 these operations invert 2, and so by the above equivalence can be viewed as
operations in L‚pRqr1
2
s. See also Remark 21. The lift of the above equivalence to an E8-equivalence
is given in [LN18], where it was further shown that KOr1
2
s – LpZqr1
2
s as E8-ring spectra.
2.2.1. KO-Orientation. Let π : E Ñ X denote a real vector bundle over a compact space X. Via
the projection π : E Ñ X, the compactly supported version KO´˚cptpEq is canonically a KO´˚pXq-
module. A class u P KOcptpEq “ KO0cptpEq is a KO-theory orientation for the bundle E if KO´˚cptpEq
is a free KO´˚pXq-module with generator u. An extensive modern discussion of KO-orientation
can be found in [AHR18].
The ABS orientation: One way to approaching orientability of bundles with respect to KO-
theory is via the one introduced in [ABS64]. Another approach is to consider the Atiyah-Hirzebruch
spectral sequence (AHSS) [AH61a]; see [Kn13] for a nice description, which we follow. Starting
with a bundle E Ñ X which is orientable with respect to integral cohomology, we have a Thom
class µZE . The Thom isomorphism gives an isomorphism of E2-pages
HppX;π´q KOq +3

KOp`qpXq
✤
✤
✤
rHppXE ;π´q KOq +3ĄKOp`qpXEq
induced by cup product with the Thom classes µZV and µ
Z{2
E . When n “ dimE, the Leibniz rule
implies that the first obstruction to the existence of the dashed arrow is
d
n,´q
2 µ
πqKO
E “ 0 .
One way to construct the AHSS is via the Postnikov tower of KO, in which case the differentials are
exactly the k-invariants. In particular, dn,´12 is a nontrivial stable cohomology operation HZ{2Ñ
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Σ2HZ{2, i.e., given by Sq2. Hence a necessary condition for orientability is
w2pEq :“ Sq2µZ{2E “ 0 .
That is, there is a nullhomotopy of the composite in the following diagram, hence a lift to the
homotopy fiber
BSpinpnq

X
E
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ // BSOpnq w2 // KpZ{2, 2q .
One can show that this is also sufficient, so that a vector bundle is KO-orientable if and only if
it is a Spin bundle – see [ABS64] for the hard work. The following example provides a concrete
geometric description of KO-orientation for a bundle π : E Ñ X which we will use later.
Example 2 (Spinorial description of KO-orientation). See [LM89, Example C.4]. Let E “ X ˆ
R8m
πÝÑ X be a trivialized Riemannian vector bundle and X compact. Using the Clifford algebra,
define
u “ rS`, S´;µs P KOcpEq ,
where S “ S` ‘ S´ “ π˚SpEq is the irreducible real graded Cℓ8m-module (extended trivially over
E) and where µx,vpϕq “ v ¨ ϕ is given by Clifford multiplication. By Bott periodicity, u is a
KO-orientation for E. This can be generalized to nontrivial bundles [LM89, Theorem C.9]. Let
π : E Ñ X be a real 8m-dimensional bundle with a Spin structure, over a compact space X.
Consider the class
SpEq “ rπ˚S`pEq, π˚S´pEq;µs P KOcpEq ,
where SpEq “ S`pEq ‘ S´pEq is the irreducible graded real spinor bundle of E and for an element
e P E, the map µ is defined fiberwise by µepϕq “ e ¨ ϕ via Clifford multiplication. Then SpEq is a
KO-theory orientation for E. In particular, the map i! : KOpXq Ñ KOcpEq given by
i!paq “ pπ˚aq ¨ SpEq
is an isomorphism.
2.2.2. The index and the Thom class. The Dirac operator on X has an index in KOmpptq, given
by f!p1q, where f : X Ñ pt is the collapse map. Depending on m, one has [Hi74, Sec. 4.2]
KO´p8m`1qpptq – Z{2 f!p1q “ hD mod 2,
KO´p8m`2qpptq – Z{2 f!p1q “ hD` mod 2,
KO´p8m`4qpptq – Z f!p1q “ 12 pApXq,
KO´8mpptq – Z f!p1q “ pApXq.
The α-invariant is defined as αpXq “ f!p1q P KO´npXq for a Spin manifold of dimension n. This
is related to bilinear forms – applications are given in [Sa12a, Sec. 5.2.2].
To connect to the index, let X be an n-dimensional compact Riemannian Spin manifold and let
E be a real vector bundle over X with an orthogonal connection. Then the spinor bundle S can be
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twisted by E and the index of the corresponding Dirac operator DE on Sb E is
indEpXq “ indnpDEq P KO´npptq .
When n ” 1 or 2 (mod 8), let hE ” kerDE denote the space of harmonic E-valued spinors. Then
(see [LM89, Theorem 7.13])
indEpXq “
$’’’&’’’%
dimC hE pmod 2q if n ” 1 pmod 8q,
dimH hE pmod 2q if n ” 2 pmod 8q,
1
2
tchpEq ¨ pApXqurXs if n ” 4 pmod 8q,
tchpEq ¨ pApXqurXs if n ” 0 pmod 8q.
The topological interpretation of the index is as follows: Xn can be embedded in Sn`8k for suffi-
ciently large k, and the normal bundle N of X can be identified with a tubular neighborhood of
the embedding. The Spin structure on X determines a unique Spin structure on N . Let S˘pN q
denote the canonical real spinor bundles of N of dimension 8k. Via the projection π : N Ñ X one
can lift S˘pN q to the total space of N . At each nonzero vector n P N consider the isomorphism
µn : π
˚S`pN q –ÝÑ π˚S´pN q given by the Clifford multiplication by n. Then the difference element
τN ” rπ˚S`pN q, π˚S´pN q;µs
represents a class in the relative KO-group KOpN ,N ´Xq, where X Ă N is the zero-section, and
is the KO-theory Thom class of N . Given a real bundle E over X, one can consider the class
τN pEq “ τN ¨ rπ˚Es P KOpN ,N ´Xq .
SinceN is embedded as a domainN Ă Sn`8k, there is an excision isomorphism j : KOpN ,N´Xq –
KOpSn`8k, Sn`8k ´ Xq. Composing this with the natural map i : KOpSn`8k, Sn`8k ´ Xq ÑĄKOpSn`8kq and applying Bott periodicity β : ĄKOpSn`8kq – ĄKOpSnq ” KO´npptq, one obtains a
class pAEpXq “ β ˝ i ˝ jpτN pEqq P KO´npptq .
The Atiyah-Singer index theorem gives indEpXq “ pAEpXq.
We will consider the corresponding orientations and genera in the differential case in Section 4.2.
2.3. Relation to the complex theory. Here we consider some basic relations between KO-theory
and K-theory. We will refine this discussion in Section 3.3 and towards the end of Section 3.5.
Operations on vector bundles. The following operations on vector bundles are inherited from
corresponding ones on the vector space fibers:
(1) Complexification: Given a complex vector bundle E we can take the conjugate bundle
E “ τ´1pEq.
(2) Realification: Given a real vector bundle E we can define a complex vector bundle
cpEq “ EC “ E bR C.
(3) Conjugation: Given a complex vector bundle E we can forget the complex structure,
obtaining a real vector bundle rpEq.
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These operations define respective natural transformations at the level of the corresponding K-
theories
τ´1 : rK˚ ÝÑ rK˚ , c :ĄKO˚ ÝÑ rK˚ , r : rK˚ ÝÑĄKO˚ ,
and even maps of spectra
τ´1 : K ÝÑ K , c : KO ÝÑ K , r : K ÝÑ KO .
They further satisfy the relations (see [Sw02, 13.93])
rc “ 2 , cr “ 1` τ´1 , τ´1c “ c , rτ´1 “ r , τ´1τ´1 “ 1 , rpx ¨ cpzqq “ rpxqz ,
for all x P KpXq and z P KOpXq. Note that c and τ are ring homomorphisms, hence mul-
tiplicative, while r is only a homomorphism of the underlying abelian groups. This gives that
KO˚pXq – tK˚pXquZ{2, the fixed elements under the conjugation automorphism of K˚pXq [Bo69].
Note that this would also produce the coefficients via the homotopy fixed point spectral sequence
corresponding to this action.
The map c is realized by a fibration U{O Ñ BO Ñ BU and by Bott periodicity U{O » Ω´1BO.
This then leads to the following long exact sequence [Bo69] [Ka78, Theorem III.5.18]. 2
The Bott sequence: Real and complex K-theory are related by the Bott exact sequence
(2.6) ¨ ¨ ¨ // KO˚`1pXq ¨η // KO˚pXq χ // K˚`2pXq r // KO˚`2pXq // ¨ ¨ ¨
where the homomorphism ¨η is multiplication by η and χ is complexification followed by multipli-
cation by the Bott generator u´1. Note that for any element g P K˚pXq, the difference g´ g lies in
the kernel of r, hence in the image of χ, and χprpugqq “ g ´ g. Several consequences follow:
‚ This immediately leads to KOpS8nq c– K˚pS8nq.
‚ The product of any element of KO˚pXq with η is zero if and only if the element is in the
image of the realification homomorphism.
‚ Whenever KO˚pXq is a free abelian group, the sequence shows that r is an epimorphism
and c is a monomorphism.
‚ Taking X “ S0 and using the fact that the first Chern class cip´q : K0pS2q Ñ H2pS2q is an
isomorphism that commutes with conjugation, so that cipuq “ cipuq, leads to the following
characterization of the image of ui P K´2ipS0q under the realification homomorphism
rpuiq “
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
2β
i
4 i ” 0 pmod 4q,
η2β
i´1
4 i ” 1 pmod 4q,
αβ
i´2
4 i ” 2 pmod 4q,
0 i ” 3 pmod 4q,
2 The existence of such a sequence is noted by Bott [Bo69] but with a typo. Atiyah [At67] gave further clarifications
writing it as ΣKO
η
ÝÑ KO
c
ÝÑ KI
R
ÝÑ Σ2 KO, but without determining R (see [BG10, Remark 4.1.1]). In [MT91,
Lemma 5.11] the following essentially equivalent form is given: With η a generator ofĄKOpS1q – Z{2 and g a generator
of rKpS2q – Z, the following sequence is exact for n ě 1: ĄKOpSn`1q ^ηÝÝÑĄKOpSn`2q p^gq´1˝cÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rKpSnq rÝÑĄKOpSnq ^ηÝÝÑĄKOpSn`1q.
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as well as the images of η, α, β under complexification
cpηq “ 0 , cpαq “ 2u2 , cpβq “ u4 .
We will make explicit use of the Bott sequence in identifying differentials in the AHSS for KO-theory
(see Proposition 58).
There is one further relationship between K-theory and KO-theory after inverting 2:
KO0pXq bZ Zr12 s – K0pXq bZ Zr12 s ,
which highlights the importance of 2-torsion. We will discuss KO-theory with coefficients further,
first in relation to orientations and genera towards the end of Section 2.2 and then in Section 6.2
in the context of Adams operations.
Remark 5 (Involutions at the level of spectra). The involutions can be lifted to the level of spectra
(see [Ru98, Chapter VI, Lemma 3.3] and can be described explicitly as follows. A map c “ tckukPZ
of Ω-spectra that represents the complexification c : KO˚pXq Ñ K˚pXq is given in the first few
levels by the following (see [Wa95][Wa97]):
(1) c0 “ BC ˆ 1 : BOˆZ Ñ BUˆZ.
(2) c1 “ ξc : U {O Ñ U. Let pG,σq be a symmetric pair, where G is a Lie group and σ is an
involutive automorphism of G. Let Gσ be the fixed point subgroup of σ. Then we have a
map ξ : G{Gσ Ñ G defined by ξpxGσq “ xσpxq´1 for xGσ P G{Gσ. For G “ U with the
appropriate involution, one has ξ : U {OÑ U.
(3) c2 “ pjq, 0q : Sp {U Ñ BUˆZ. The map q : U Ñ Sp leads to the following fiber sequence
U
qÝÑ Sp πqÝÑ Sp {U jqÝÑ BU.
Remark 6 (An exact couple from the Bott sequence). An exact couple is an exact triangle of
graded abelian groups
D
i // D
j||①①
①①
①①
①
E
k
bb❋❋❋❋❋❋❋
Then d “ j ˝ k : E Ñ E satisfies d2 “ 0 and there is another couple (the derived couple)
D1
i1 // D
j1||①①
①①
①①
①
E1
k1
cc●●●●●●●
where D1 “ ipDq, E1 “ ker d{Imd, i1 is induced by i, k1 is induced by k, and j1pipaqq “ rjpaqs for
a P D. The Bott exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ //ĄKO1´qpXq η //ĄKO´qpXq c // rK´qpXq δ //ĄKO2´qpXq // ¨ ¨ ¨
yields an exact sequence by setting (see [Wa95]) D “ĄKO˚pXq, E “ rK˚pXq and
i “ η :ĄKO˚pXq ÑĄKO˚´1pXq, j “ c :ĄKO˚pXq Ñ rK˚pXq, k “ δ : rK˚pXq ÑĄKO˚`2pXq.
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Since η3 “ 0 then it follows that D3 “ 0 and E3 “ 0. Such constructions are also useful when one
considers the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence (AHSS) – see Section 5.
We will work out the differential refinement of the above sequence later in Section 3.3.
3. Differential KO-theory
3.1. Differential refinements of Pontrjagin classes/characters. In this section, we introduce
differential refinements of the Pontrjagin classes. General methods for constructing differential
refinements of characteristic classes have been studied extensively from various points of view
(e.g. [CS85][Sc13][Bu12][Bu10b][FSSt12]). Our starting point will follow closely both [Bu12] and
[FSSt12] (see also [SSS12][FSS13][FSS15a]), combining elements of both perspectives.
Definition 2 (Category of vector bundles with connections on smooth manifolds). Let Man denote
the category of smooth manifolds. Define the functors
Vect : Man ÝÑ Cat , Vect∇ : Man ÝÑ Cat
which associate to each smooth manifold M , the the category whose objects are vector bundles
(respectively, with connection) on M and morphisms are the usual morphisms of vector bundles.
The operation of pullback of vector bundles (respectively, with connection) makes both associations
functorial.
The category of smooth manifolds can be topologized by taking good open covers as covering
families. Since bundles (respectively, with connection) are glued from local data, both the functors
Vect and Vect∇ define smooth stacks. For each smooth manifold M P Man, we can take the core
(maximal sub-groupoid) of the categories VectpMq and Vect∇pMq, yielding groupoids. This oper-
ation preserves sheaves and we get corresponding sheaves of groupoids IsopVectq and IsopVect∇q.
Passing to 8-groupoids via the nerve operation (which also preserves sheaves) we get corresponding
sheaves of 8-groupoids.
Definition 3 (Classifying stack for real bundles). We define the smooth stack BOpkq as the orbit
stack
BOpkq :“ ˚{{C8p´; Opkqq ,
and the smooth stack BO “škPNBOpkq, where the maps BOpkq Ñ BOpk` 1q are induced by the
obvious inclusions as block matricies.
Definition 4 (Classifying stack for real bundles with connection). We define the smooth stack
BOpkq∇ as the orbit stack
BOpkq∇ :“ Ω1p´; opkqq{{C8p´; Opkqq ,
where locally g P C8pU ; Opkqq acts on A P Ω1pU ; opkqq by gauge transformations A ÞÑ g´1Ag `
g´1dg . We define the smooth stack BO∇ :“
š
kPNBOpkq∇,
We now summarize some well known relationships between these smooth stacks (see [FSSt12][FSS13]
[FSS15a][Sc13]). For each n P N, there is an equivalence of smooth stacks Opnq bundles Opnq-Bun »
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BOpnq, where Opnq-Bun is the smooth stack of principal orthogonal bundles. The operation of
taking associated vector bundles gives an equivalence
IsopVectgq »
ž
nPN
BOpnq ,
where the stack on the left is the smooth stack of vector bundles equipped with a smooth fiberwise
inner product. 3 Similarly, we have an an equivalence of smooth stacks Opnq-Bun∇ » BOpnq∇
where the stack on the right is the moduli stack of principal bundles Opnq-bundles equipped with
connection. Again, taking associated bundles yields an equivalence
IsopVectg
∇
q »
ž
nPN
BOpnq∇ ,
where the stack on the left is that of vector bundles equipped with metric connections. At the level
of the connected components of these stacks, the data provided by the metrics becomes redundant –
every vector bundle can be equipped with a (noncanonical) metric. Indeed, we have the following.
Proposition 5 (Stacky realization of vector bundles (with connection)). We have isomorphisms
of presheaves of commutative monoids
π0Vect
gp´q – π0Map
´
´,
ž
nPN
BOpnq
¯
.
Adding connections, the following are also isomorphic
π0Vect
g
∇
p´q – π0Map
´
´,
ž
nPN
BOpnq∇
¯
.
Moreover, the canonical map π0Vect
gp´q Ñ π0Vectp´q which forgets the fiberwise metric is an
object-wise isomorphism.
Proof. From the preceding discussion, we only need to prove the last assertion. Since every vector
bundle admits a fiberwise metric any isomorphism between two such bundles can be improved to
an isometric isomorphism, the claim is immediate. ✷
We now discuss the differential refinement of the Pontrjagin classes. Via pullback of vector
bundles, the Pontrjagin classes pn P H4npBO;Zq give a natural transformation
pn : π0Vectp´q ÝÑ H4np´;Zq .
Similarly, by Chern-Weil theory, the Pontrjagin forms give rise to natural transformations
pnpFp´qq : π0Vect∇p´q ÝÑ Ω4ncl p´q ,
where the sheaf on the right is the sheaf of closed differential forms of degree 4n. Now we can ask
whether there is a unique differential refinement pˆn : π0Vect∇p´q Ñ pH4np´;Zq which makes the
3Note that the associated bundle comes equipped with a canonical inner product inherited from the standard inner
product on Rn. A choice of metric is required to define the inverse construction.
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diagrams
(3.1) π0Vect∇p´q
pˆn //
U

pH4np´;Zq
I

π0Vectp´q
pn // H4np´;Zq
and π0Vect∇p´q
Fp´q

pˆn // pH4np´;Zq
R

Ω2p´; oq
pnpFp´qq
// Ω4ncl p´q
commute. Indeed, this is the case.
Proposition 6 (Differential n-th Pontrjagin class). There is a unique natural transformation pˆn :
π0Vect∇p´q Ñ pH4np´;Zq making the diagrams (3.1) commute. We call this transformation the
n-th differential Pontrjagin class.
Proof. Fix a vector bundle V Ñ M and a connection ∇ on V . The Pontrjagin classes pnpV q P
H4npM ;Zq satisfy the compatibility rppnpV qq “ rpnp∇qs, where r : H4npM ;Zq Ñ H4npM ;Rq
is induced by tensoring with R and pnp∇q is the Pontrjagin form defined by Chern-Weil theory.
The ambiguity in defining the differential refinement pˆnpV,∇q is measured by the image if the
map a : H4n´1pM ;Rq Ñ pH4npM ;Zq (see Appendix, Proposition 97). Let BO :“ šnPNBOpnq
and V : M Ñ BO be the classifying map. Since BO is a countable CW complex, it admits an
approximation by finite dimensional smooth manifolds. More precisely, for each n P N there is a
smooth manifold N , a classifying map W : N Ñ BO which is r “ maxtn,dimpMqu ` 1 connected
and a smooth map f :M Ñ N such that f˚W – V . Fix a connection ∇1 on W . Since the rational
cohomology of BO vanishes in degrees which are not a multiple of 4, it follows that the ambiguity in
defining pˆnpW,∇1q vanishes. Then by naturality, we are forced to define pˆnpV, f˚∇1q “ f˚pˆnpW,∇1q,
whence
pˆnpV,∇q “ pˆnpV, f˚∇1q ` apcsp∇, f˚∇1qq .
This proves uniqueness, but it remains to show that this map is well defined and independent of
the choices.
Let W 1 : N 1 Ñ BO be another r-connected map and g :M Ñ N 1 be such that g˚W 1 – V . Fix a
connection ∇2 on W 1. We must show that
pˆnpV, f˚∇1q ` apcsp∇, f˚∇1qq “ pˆnpV, g˚∇2q ` apcsp∇, g˚∇2qq .
Choose a third manifold N2, a map W 2 : N2 Ñ BO and maps h : N 1 Ñ N2, k : N 1 Ñ N2 giving
rise to the commutative diagram
N
h
%%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲ W
%%
M
f
99sssssssssss
g
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
%%
N2
W 2 // BO .
N 1
k
99sssssssssss
W 1
99
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Then we have
pˆnpV, f˚∇1q ` apcsp∇, f˚∇1qq´pˆnpV, g˚∇2q ` apcsp∇, g˚∇2qq
“ f˚ppˆnpW,h˚∇3qq ` f˚apcsp∇1, h˚∇3qq ` apcsp∇, f˚∇1qq
´ g˚ppˆnpW 1, k˚∇3qq ` g˚apcsp∇2, k˚∇3qq ` apcsp∇, g˚∇2qq
“ f˚ppˆnpW,h˚∇3qq ´ g˚ppˆnpW 1, k˚∇3qq ´ apcspf˚h˚∇3, g˚k˚∇3qq .
The last expression is zero by the homotopy formula (see Appendix). This shows that the map is
well defined and independent of the choices made and naturality is easily verified. ✷
Remark 7 (Real vs. complex). The method of proof of the previous proposition closely follows
the corresponding proof for the Chern classes in the complex case (see e.g. [Bu12, Theorem 3.42]),
adapted to the real setting. Using the formula for the Pontrjagin classes in terms of Chern classes
(and their corresponding characteristic forms), one could deduce the previous proposition from the
complex case. However, following our general methodology, we have chosen to work completely in
the real setting.
Notice that the unique morphism of presheaves pˆn : π0Vect∇ Ñ pH4np´;Zq lift to morphisms of
prestacks pˆn : Vect∇ Ñ pH4np´;Zq, since such a lift is completely determined by its value on an
isomorphism class. Using the identifications Vectg »škPNBOpkq and Vectg∇ »škPNBOpnq∇, the
Yoneda lemma implies that there is a unique homotopy class pˆn P
ś
kPN π0MappBOpkq∇,B4n´1Up1q∇q,
given by precomposing pˆn with the canonical forgetful map Vect
g
∇
p´q Ñ Vect∇p´q. The curvature
in
ś
kPN π0MappBOpkq∇,Ω4ncl q is the natural transformation pnpFp´qq and whose underlying topo-
logical class in
ś
kPNrBOpkq∇,B4nZs factors through the homotopy invariant stack BOpkq and is
equal to pn. Summarizing:
Lemma 7 (Differential Pontrjagin classes for metric connections). Precomposition of pˆn with the
canonical map π0Vect
g
∇
p´q Ñ π0Vect∇p´q gives homotopy class of natural transformations
(3.2) pˆn :
ž
kPN
BOpkq∇ ÝÑ B4nUp1q∇ .
Remark 8 (Various approaches). We could have constructed the class (3.2) directly via Chern-Weil
theory (see [FSSt12]) and defined this class to be the Pontrjagin class. However, this definition is
slightly more restrictive, since it requires the vector bundles to be equipped with a metric connection.
Therefore, we have chosen the more general definition in Proposition 6.
Recall that differential cohomology admits a cup product operation (see [FSS13][FSS15a])
YDB : Bn´1Up1q∇ ˆBm´1Up1q∇ ÝÑ Bn`m´1Up1q∇ ,
induced by the Deligne-Beilinson cup product. At the level of cohomology this gives the graded
group pH˚pM ;Zq, for each smooth manifold M , a graded commutative ring structure which is
natural with respect to pullback. We can consider rational differential cohomology in an analogous
way, via the hypercohomology of the positively graded complex
. . . // 0 // Q 
 // Ω0
d // Ω1
d // . . .
d // Ωn .
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The Deligne-Beilinson cup product is defined on local sections via
αYDB β :“
$’&’%
αβ |α| “ n,
α^ dβ |β| “ 0,
0 otherwise.
This product gives pH˚pM ;Qq the structure of a graded commutative ring.
The Pontrjagin character as an element of the ring H˚˚pBOpnq;Qq is determined by the even
series
řrn{2s
i“1 2 coshpxiq. The index class IpEq P H˚˚pBOpnq;Qq is determined by the formula (see
e.g. [Kh11])
I “
ź xi
1´ e´xi
ź ´xi
1´ exi .
Given any formal power series in the Pontrjagin classes, we can define differential cohomology
classes which refine these underlying classes in an obvious way – replacing the Pontrjagin classes
by their differential refinements and using the multiplicative structure of the Deligne-Beilinson
cup product. With expansion (2.2) in mind, we thus have the following natural definition for the
differential Pontrjagin character.
Definition 8 (Differential Pontrjagin character). Let V ÑM be a real vector bundle with connec-
tion ∇. Consider the series
gpx1, . . . , xrn{2sq “
rn{2sÿ
i“1
2 coshpxiq .
Let g “ řj fj be a presentation of g in terms of the elementary symmetric functions, with fj the
homogeneous component of degree j. We define the differential Pontrjagin character viaxPhpV,∇q “ÿ
j
fj
`
pˆ1pV,∇q, pˆ2pV,∇q, . . . , pˆjpV,∇q
˘
,
where products are taken with respect to the Deligne-Beilinson cup product, i.e., pˆ21 :“ pˆ1 YDB pˆ1
and so on. The first few terms arexPhpV,∇q :“ rank` pˆ1pV,∇q ` 112 ppˆ21`V,∇q ´ 2pˆ2pV,∇q˘ ` . . . .
We will provide characterizations in Section 3.6 below (see Proposition 36). Similarly, for the
Aˆ-genus, we provide the following. 4
Definition 9 (Differential A-genus). We define the refinement of the Aˆ-genus as
AˆpV,∇q “
ÿ
j
Kj
`
pˆ1pV,∇q, . . . , pˆjpV,∇q
˘
,
where Kj is the multiplicative sequence associated to the formal power series
Qpzq “
?
z{2
sinhp?z{2q .
4Another refinement
ˆˆ
A in the context of differential character is provided in [CS85] as the lift in HˆoddpM ;R{Qq of
the Chern-Weil representative AˆpTM,∇TM q.
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The first few terms are
AˆpV,∇q “ 1´ 1
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pˆ1pV,∇q ` 15760
`´ 4pˆ2pV,∇q ` 7pˆ21pV,∇q˘ ` . . . ,
and the products are Deligne-Beilinson cup products, i.e., pˆ21 :“ pˆ1 YDB pˆ1 and so on.
The following observation will be useful in later sections.
Lemma 10 (The differential A-genus as a unit). The class AˆpV,∇q is a unit in the ring pH˚pM ;Zq.
Thus, the multiplicative inverse AˆpV,∇q´1 is well-defined.
Proof. Since M is finite-dimensional, AˆpV,∇q “ 1` x, with x a nilpotent element. Hence
1
1` x “ 1´ x` x
2 ´ x3 ` . . . ` p´1qk´1xk
is a multiplicative inverse. ✷
Remark 9 (Refinements of classical genera). Formally, it is clear that these classes refine their
corresponding topological counterparts. Indeed, this follows immediately from the fact that Ippˆjq “
pj and I is a ring homomorphism. Differential form representatives of the A-genus have been used
in [Bu09] in discussing geometric index theorems. We will connect these ‘naive’ definitions with
more refined versions appearing at the level of spectra in Section 4.2.
3.2. Constructing differential KO-theory. In this section we study two sheaves of spectra
which deserve to be called differential refinement of KO. One spectrum is the analogue of the
algebraic K-theory spectrum in the smooth context, capturing the data of locally trivial vector
bundles and connections. The other is the Hopkins-Singer construction [HS05] applied to KO, which
captures the key ingredients in Chern-Weil theory. As a prerequisite to the algebraic approach we
also give a sheaf of spectra which represents smooth KO-theory. These theories are related by maps
in the following ways
(3.3) KO∇
ycyc
//
F

yKO
I

KO
cyc
// KO .
The map F : KO∇ Ñ KO forgets the data of connections of vector bundles, while the map on the
right I :yKOÑ KO is canonical map in the Hopkins-Singer model which topologically realizes the
geometric data. We study the cycle map cyc and its differential refinement xcyc explicitly later in
Section 3.5 and in Proposition 32.
In order to present these various theories in a systematic way, we need to briefly review some of the
theory of sheaves of spectra. More details are found in the Appendix, which closely follows [BNV16]
and [Sc13]. The 8-category of sheaves of spectra Sh8pMan; Spq admits several adjoints relating it
to the 8-category of spectra. More precisely, we have a quadruple adjunction Π % δ % Γ % δ:,
(3.4) Sh8pMan; Spq
Γ //
Π //
sSet
δ:oo
δoo .
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The functor δ : Sp ãÑ Sh8pMan; Spq takes a topological spectrum and forms the associated constant
sheaf of spectra. The functor Γ evaluates a sheaf of spectra on the point manifold and the functor
Π geometrically realizes, recovering a topological spectrum from a sheaf of spectra. It will turn
out that the only differences in the sheaves of spectra depicted in diagram (3.3) is in the geometry.
More precisely, the topological 5 realization I of all maps there are equivalences. For any sheaf of
spectra E, the quadruple adjunction allows us to form the differential cohomology hexagon diagram
(see Appendix, Section (A.4))
(3.5) fibpIq
&&▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼
// cofibpjq
&&▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
Σ´1δΠcofibpjq
88qqqqqqqqqq
&&◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
E
I
&&◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆
R
88qqqqqqqqqqqqq
δΠcofibpjq ,
δΓE
j
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
// δΠE
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
where both the right and left square are Cartesian, the two diagonal sequences are exact and the
bottom and top sequences are exact. We will spell out what the various ingredients that go into
this diagram look like for the sheaves of spectra depicted in diagram (3.3).
Remark 10 (Topological spectra as sheaves of spectra). The functor δ : Sp ãÑ Sh8pMan; Spq is
fully faithful. As should be clear from the context, whenever a topological spectrum appears as the
source or target of a map of sheaves a spectra, the reader should assume that it is embedded via δ.
The usual functorial constructions one can perform in the category of spectra carry through
without difficulty to the category of sheaves of spectra. In particular, given a sheaf of spectra E,
one can form the infinite loop stack 6 Ω8E, with the ”loop stack” operation given by using the
intrinsic homotopy theory of smooth stacks. Similarly, one defines the infinite suspension spectrum
of a sheaf of spectrum in the usual way (see Appendix, Section A.1).
We now turn our attention to constructing the two sheaves of spectra KO and KO∇. Recall
the smooth stacks Vect, Vect∇, BO and BO∇ from Section 3.1. It is well known that we have a
natural bijective correspondence
π0IsopVectqpMq – π0MappM,BOq
between isomorphism classes of locally trivial vector bundles onM and homotopy classes of maps to
BO. Note, however, that it is not true that we have an equivalence at the level of the corresponding
8-groupoids (i.e., VectpMq fi MappM,BOq). This fails for obvious reasons – for example, VectpMq
is the nerve of a category (hence 1-truncated), while MappM,BOq may have complicated homotopy
5also often (confusing) called ‘geometric’ realization. This name arose from the need to distinguish between simplicial
constructions and topological space constructions, and the latter was broadly and vaguely referred to as geometric.
We believe, especially in light of recent interest in actual geometric constructions via differential cohomology, that
the second classical construction should be referred to as topological realization, because that is really what it is, and
reserve geometric realization for differential contexts as the one we have (elsewhere) in this paper.
6Note that sheaves of spectra are defined via pointed smooth stacks, just as ordinary spectra are defined via pointed
topological spaces.
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type. In contrast, we saw in Section 3.1 that we have an equivalence of 8-groupids
(3.6) IsopVectgqpMq » Map
´
M,
ž
nPN
BOpnq
¯
.
Thus, we see that working in the smooth setting has the advantage of capturing the entire categorical
structure of vector bundles (with isomorphisms as morphisms) and not just their underlying set of
homotopy classes.
Let CMonp8Gpdq denote the sub8-category of commutative monoids in8Gpd and let CGrpp8Gpdq
be the subcategory of 8-abelian groups (i.e. connected spectra). The inclusion i : CGrpp8Gpdq ãÑ
CMonp8Gpdq admits a left adjoint K (see the Appendix, Section A.2) which can be thought of
as taking the group completion. The functor K prolongs to a functor between presheaves of 8-
monoids and 8-abelian groups. We have the following natural definition in harmony with Quillen’s
definition for the algebraic K-theory spectrum [Qu74].
Definition 11 (Smooth KO-spectrum). Let L : PSh8pMan; Spq Ñ Sh8pMan; Spq denote the
stackification functor (left adjoint to the inclusion i). We define the smooth KO-spectrum as the
connected sheaf of spectra defined by
Ω8KO :“ L ˝K
´ž
nPN
BOpnq
¯
.
As pointed out in [BNV16], application of the sheafification functor L is needed, since K is a left
adjoint and hence does not preserve sheaves in general. Given the discussion in Section 3.1, it is
immediate from the definition that we have the following.
Lemma 12 (Equivalence of smooth and topological KO-theory). There is a natural isomorphism
KOpMq – Gr`IsopVectgqpMq˘ – KOpMq .
Thus, as a cohomology theory, the smooth variant of KO-theory contains the same information
as topological KO-theory. At the level of spectra, we have the following.
Proposition 13 (Topological realization of KO). The topological realization 7 δΠ induces a mor-
phism of sheaves of spectra
cyc :“ δΠ : KO ÝÑ KO .
Proof. The monoidal structure on
š
nPNBOpnq corresponds to the direct sum of vector bundles,
and pullback by a smooth map preserves this operation. Hence the diagram
(3.7)
ž
nPN
BOpnq : Manop ÝÑ 8Gpd
factors through CMonp8Gpdq. At the level of presheaves, Π is presented by the colimit operation.
We claim that the colimit over diagram (3.7) in CMonp8Gpdq can be computed by Π. To see this,
note that by [Pa18, Proposition 4.3.36], Π can also be presented by the colimit over the simplicial
diagram indexed by the smooth simplicies ∆n – a diagram of shape Np∆opq. By [Lu09, Lemma
5.5.8.4], Np∆opq is a sifted simplicial set. By [Lu17, Corollary 3.2.3.2], the category CMonp8Gpdq
7See footnote 5.
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admits such colimits and these colimits are detected by the inclusion CMonp8Gpdq ãÑ 8Gpd.
Hence the colimit is
Π
´ž
nPN
BOpnq
¯
»
ž
nPN
BOpnq .
Finally, since K is a left adjoint and Π sends local equivalences in Sh8pManq to equivalences, we
have
Π
´
L ˝K
´ž
nPN
BOpnq
¯¯
» Π
´
K
´ž
nPN
BOpnq
¯¯
» K
´ž
nPN
BOpnq
¯
.
The claim then follows by passing to associated spectra and the well-known fact that (see the
beginning of Section 2)
Ω8KO » K
´ž
nPN
BOpnq
¯
» BOˆZ .
✷
We can add connections into the picture in a similar way, giving the following analogous defini-
tion.
Definition 14 (Smooth KO-spectrum with connections). We define the smooth KO-spectrum with
connections as the connected sheaf of spectra defined by
Ω8KO∇ :“ L ˝K
´ž
nPN
BOpnq∇
¯
.
Again we immediately see that we have an equivalence L ˝ K ˝ Iso`Vectg
∇
˘ » Ω8KO∇ , which
gives rise to a natural isomorphism KO∇pMq – Gr
`
IsopVectg
∇
qpMq˘. In this case, the theory
KO∇ differs from KO, as it detects the data of connection. However, the two theories agree upon
topological realization.
Proposition 15 (Topological realization of smooth KO-spectrum (with connections)). We have
equivalences in Sp
ΠpKO∇q » ΠpKOq » KO .
Proof. The same argument as in the proof of Proposition 13 applies to KO∇, since
Π
`
BOpnq∇
˘ » BOpnq
and pullback of bundles with connections commutes with direct sums. We deduce that we have an
equivalence of infinite loop spaces
Π
´
L ˝K
´ž
nPN
BOpnq∇
¯¯
» Π
´
K
´ž
nPN
BOpnq∇
¯¯
» K
´ž
nPN
BOpnq
¯
.
We, therefore, have an equivalence of infinite loop spaces
ΠpΩ8KO∇q » Π ˝ L ˝K
´ž
nPN
BOpnq∇q
¯
» K
´ž
nPN
ΠpBOpnq∇q
¯
.
Combining this with Proposition 13 gives the result. ✷
Interestingly, both theories KO and KO∇ are related to algebraic orthogonal K-theory in a
nontrivial way. Here, by algebraic orthogonal K-theory, we mean the cohomology theory obtained
by applying the Quillen plus construction to the classifying space of orthogonal group Oδ equipped
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with the discrete topology. This theory is related to the algebraic K-theory of R via the inclusion
of discrete groups Opnq ãÑ GLnpRq.
Proposition 16 (Relations among theories). We have the following:
(i) The bottom triangle in the differential cohomology diamond diagram for KO-theory takes the
following form
(3.8) KO I
++❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱❱
❱
KpOδq
j 44❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
// δpKOq ,
where KpOδq is the orthogonal algebraic K-theory spectrum of R, and δpKOq is the geometri-
cally discrete spectrum corresponding to the topological KO-spectrum.
(ii) For the spectrum KO∇, it takes the similar form
(3.9) KO∇ I
++❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱❱
❱
KpOδq
j 33❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤ // δpKOq .
Hence the differences between the two spectra are purely geometric.
Proof. Proposition 15 already identifies the right diagonal map I in diagrams (3.8) and (3.9). We
need only compute δΓpKO∇q and δΓpKOq. Since the global sections functor Γ evaluates a smooth
stack on the point manifold ˚ and K is defined by object-wise prolongation on sheaves, we have
(3.10) Γ ˝ L ˝K
´ž
nPN
BOpnq
¯
» K
´
Γ
´ž
nPN
BOpnq
¯¯
.
Now, since
Γ
`
BOpnq˘ » ˚{{C8p˚,Opnqq “ ˚{{Opnqδ » BOpnqδ
and since Γ commutes with coproducts, we identify the right hand side of (3.10) withK
´š
nPNBOpnqδ
¯
.
Since we also have Γ
`
BOpnq∇
˘ » ˚{{Opnqδ » BOpnqδ, a similar argument shows that
Γ ˝ L ˝K
´ž
nPN
BOpnq∇
¯
» K
´ž
nPN
BOpnqδ
¯
.
✷
We now would like to construct the Hopkins-Singer differential yKO-spectrum. We will need the
following ingredients:
(i) Recall that we have the Eilenberg-MacLane functor
H : Ch ÝÑ Sp ,
which sends an unbounded chain complex to a corresponding spectrum (see the Appendix,
Section A.3).
(ii) Let Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq be the complex of forms with coefficients in π˚pKOq. Explicitly, by
rationalizing the coefficients of KO, this complex is 4-periodic and looks as follows
Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq “
`
. . . //
À
nΩ
4n //
À
n Ω
4n`1 //
À
n Ω
4n`2 //
À
nΩ
4n`3 //
À
nΩ
4n // . . .
˘
.
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(iii) We can truncate the complex Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq at degree zero, removing all forms in negative
degrees. We denote this truncated complex by
τď0Ω
˚p´;π˚pKOqq “
`
. . . // 0 // 0 //
À
n Ω
4n //
À
nΩ
4n`2 //
À
nΩ
4n`3 // . . .
˘
,
where the first nonzero component appears in degree zero.
(iv) The Pontrjagin character form gives a morphism of smooth stacks
Ph :
ž
nPN
BOpnq∇ // Ω0p´;π˚pKOqq .
Since Ω0p´;π˚pKOqq is already a sheaf of abelian groups, we have the identificationKpΩ0p´;π˚pKOqqq “
HpΩ0p´;π˚pKOqqq. Post-composing with the canonical map
i˚ : HpΩ0p´;π˚pKOqqq // Hpτď0Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqqq
induced by the inclusion i : Ω0p´;π˚pKOqq ãÑ τď0Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq, we get an induced map on
completions
(3.11) Ph : KOpnq∇ :“ K
´ž
nPN
BOpnq∇
¯
// Hpτď0Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq .
By Proposition 15, geometrically realizing gives a map
ΠpPhq : KO // HpRrα,α´1sq ,
where |α| “ 4. Setting ĂPh :“ ΠpPhq, we now have the following definition.
Definition 17 (Hopkins-Singer differential KO-theory).
(i) The differential KO-theory spectrum is defined via the pullback in sheaves of spectra
diff
`
KO,ĂPh, π˚pKOq˘ //

H
`
τď0Ω
˚p´;π˚pKOqq
˘

KO
ĂPh // Hpπ˚pKOq b Rq
.
This pullback depends on the map ĂPh and the graded ring π˚pKOq. We fix this data once and for
all and denote the sheaf of spectra simply asyKO :“ diff`KO,ĂPh, π˚pKOq˘ .
(ii) The differential KO-spectrum refining higher degree KO-groups is given by the pullback
diff
`
ΣnKO,ΣnpĂPhq, π˚pKOqrns˘ //

H
`
τď0Ω
˚p´;π˚pKOqrnsq
˘

ΣnKO
Σnppq
// Hpπ˚pKOqrns b Rq
.
where Σn denotes the n-fold suspension and π˚pKOqrns denotes the shift of the complex π˚pKOq up
n-units. Again we fix this data once and for all and define 8yKOn :“ diff`ΣnKO,ΣnpĂPhq, π˚pKOqrns˘ .
8These sheaves of spectra are not to be confused with the notation for homology, which we do not consider in this
paper.
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(iii) Differential KO-cohomology of a manifold M is defined asyKOnpMq :“ π0MappM,yKOnq .
One has the following properties, as for any differential cohomology theory.
Remark 11 (Basic properties of yKO).
(i) (Diamond) From [BNV16, Lemma 6.8], we see that the differential cohomology hexagon diagram
takes the following form
(3.12)
Ω˚´1pM ;π˚pKOqq{impdq
a
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
d // Ω˚clpM ;π˚pKOqq
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
H˚´1pM ;π˚pKOq b Rq
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
yKOpMq
I
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
R
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
H˚pM ;π˚pKOq b Rq ,
KO˚´1pM ;Up1qq
j
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
β
// KO˚pMq
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
which related differential KO-theory to the underlying topological theory and differential form rep-
resentatives for the rationalization.
(ii) (Coefficients) Both diagonals in the diagram are exact and the bottom sequence is exact – induced
from the cofiber/fiber sequence
KO » KO^S ÝÑ KO^SR ÝÑ KO^SUp1q ,
where SR and SUp1q are Moore spectra for R and Up1q, respectively. These correspond to the
cohomology theories with coefficients, namely KO˚p´q, KO˚p´;Rq, and KO˚p´;Up1qq, respectively.
(iii) (Mayer-Vietoris) Again applying the general construction of [BNV16] to our case, ifM a smooth
manifold and tU, V u an open cover, we also have a Mayer-Vietoris sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ // KOn´2pU X V ;Up1qq //yKOnpMq //yKOnpUq ‘yKOnpV q =<JK
ON89
//yKOnpU X V q // KOn`1pMq // ¨ ¨ ¨ .
We now discuss the ring structure onyKO. We recall that the 8-category Sp admits the structure
of a symmetric monoidal 8-category [HSS00][MMSS01][Lu17, 4.8.2.19]. The 8-category of sheaves
with values in Sp, being a localization of a functor category into a symmetric monoidal category,
itself admits a symmetric monoidal structure from Sp.
Proposition 18 (Ring structure on yKO). The sheaves of spectra yKOn fit together to form an E8-
algebra yKO˚ :“ ŽnPZyKOn in the symmetric monoidal 8-category Sh8pMan, Spq. At the level of
cohomology, this gives a bigraded algebra
π0Map
´
M,
ł
nPZ
yKOn¯ –à
nPZ
πmMappM,yKOnq .
In particular, if we restrict to the diagonal, we have natural multiplication maps
µˆ :yKOnpMq byKOmpMq // yKOn`mpMq
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which make the diagrams
(3.13) yKOnpMq byKOmpMq µˆ //
IbI

yKOn`mpMq
I

KOnpMq bKOmpMq µ // KOn`mpMq
and
(3.14) yKOnpMq byKOmpMq µˆ //
RbR

yKOn`mpMq
R

ΩnpM ;π˚pKOqq b ΩmpM ;π˚pKOqq ^ // Ωn`mpM ;π˚pKOqq
commute.
Proof. The subcategory of E8-algebras in Sh8pMan; Spq admits pullbacks. Moreover, this pullback
can be computed as the pullback in Sh8pMan; Spq and the algebra structure is inherited from its
associated cospan diagram [Lu17, Section 3.2]. Since KO admits the structure of an E8-algebra,
and the map ĂPh : KO Ñ KO^HR » Hpπ˚pKOq b Rq is a map of E8-ring spectra, we need only
focus on the differential form part of the cospan. The wedge product of forms gives maps
^ : τď0Ω˚
`´;π˚pKOqqrns b τď0Ω˚p´;π˚pKOq˘rms // τď0Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqqrn `ms
which are strictly graded commutative and associative. Thus, with these multiplication maps,
the wedge product
Ž
nPZ
`
τď0Ω
˚p´;π˚pKOqqrns
˘
admits the structure of an E8-algebra. Since
coproducts commute with pullbacks in Sh8pMan; Spq, we immediately computeŽ
nPZ
yKOn //

Ž
nPZ
`
τď0Ω
˚p´;π˚pKOqqrns
˘
Ž
nPZΣ
nKO //
Ž
nPZΣ
nHpπ˚pKOq b Rq .
Since all the maps are morphisms of E8-algebras, diagram (3.13) and diagram (3.14) manifestly
commute. ✷
Using the above multiplicative properties for I andR, we also deduce the following multiplicative
property for the third natural transformation in the diamond.
Proposition 19 (Multiplicative property of the secondary curvature map a foryKOpMq). The map
a in the diamond (or hexagon) diagram (3.12), satisfies
apλ^Rpxqq “ apλq ¨ x ,
for all λ P Ω´1pM ;π˚pKOqq{impdq.
Proof. By the commutativity of diagram (3.12) and the fact that the ring structure on yKO˚pMq
refines the ring structure on Ω˚pM ;π˚pKOqq (by Proposition 18 above), we have
Rpapλ^Rpxqqq “ dpλ^Rpxqq “ dλ^Rpxq “ Rpapλq ¨ xq .
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By exactness of the diagonal in the diamond, we have apλ ^Rpxqq ´ apλq ¨ x “ jpyq for some y P
KOpM ;Up1qq. By commutativity of the bottom triangle and the left square of (3.12), jpyq “ apγq
for some class γ P H´1pM ;π˚pKOq b Rq and
(3.15) apλ^Rpxqq ´ apλq ¨ x “ apγq ùñ apλq ¨ x “ apλ^Rpxq ´ γq .
We now need to show that γ is 0. Since the product on yKO, the wedge product of forms and map
a are natural with respect to smooth maps f : M Ñ N , it follows that γ must define a natural
operation in λ and Rpxq. By (3.15), one easily checks that γ is additive in both variables. In
particular, it defines a natural operation
γ : Hm´1p´;Rq ˆHnp´;Rq ÝÑ Hn`m´1p´;Rq ,
for some m,n P Z. Consequently, by the Ku¨nneth Theorem and the Representability Theorem, γ
defines an element in Hn`m´1pKpR,mqˆKpR, n´1qq – R, generated by the cup product operation.
Considering relation (3.15), this forces γ “ 0. ✷
Just as KO has as infinite loop space Ω8KO » BOˆZ, the sheaf of spectra yKO has a related
infinite loop stack. Define the smooth stack yBO as follows. Let Rrαs be the graded algebra with
|α| “ 4 and consider the canonical monomorphism of sheaves of differentially graded algebras
(3.16) i : Rrαs   // τě0Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq ,
where τě0Ω
˚p´;Rrα,α´1sq is the truncated, positively graded complex of differential forms with
values in Rrα,α´1s. We also consider the sheaves of chain complexes τě0Ω˚clp´;Rrα,α´1sq which is
truncated, but has closed forms in degree zero, and the complex τď0Ω
˚p´;π˚pKOqq appearing in
the Hopkins-Singer model.
Note also that from the definition of the Eilenberg-MacLane functor H : Ch Ñ Sp, we have a
commutative diagram
Ch
H // Sp
Ch`
DK //
?
OO
Sp` ,
?
OO
where Sp` is the category of connected spectra, or infinite loop spaces, and DK : Ch` Ñ sAbÑ Sp`
is the Dold-Kan functor. This commutative diagram prolonges to sheaves. Using these ingredients,
we make the following definition.
Definition 20 (Classifying stack for real bundles with form data). Define yBO by the 8-pullback
diagram
(3.17) yBO //

Ω0clp´;Rrα,α´1sq

δpBOq Ph
1
// DKpτě0Ω˚clp´;Rrα,α´1sqq ,
where DK : Sh8pCartSp;Ch`q Ñ Sh8pCartSpq is the Dold-Kan functor, prolonged to sheaves, and
the map Ph1 : BOÑ DKpτě0Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq is defined by the composite of the Pontrjagin character
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Ph : BOÑŽną0KpR, 4nq » DKpRrαsq with DKpiq (see (3.16)). The right vertical map is induced
by the canonical inclusion.
Remark 12 (Corresponding differential cocycles). A map M Ñ yBO is equivalently a triple,
pω, V ÑM,hq, where
(i) V ÑM is a real vector bundle with orthogonal structure, classified by a map V :M Ñ BO,
(ii) ω “ ω0 ` ω4 ` ω6 ` . . . is a differential form, and
(iii) the map h : M ˆ∆r1s Ñ DKpτě0Ω˚clp´;Rrα,α´1sq whose restriction to i0 : ∆r0s ãÑ ∆r1s the
Pontrjagin character DKpiq ˝ PhpV q and the restriction to the endpoint i1 : ∆r0s ãÑ ∆r1s is ω.
Note that, by resolving M by the Cˇech nerve of a good open cover tUαu, h can be identified with
a Cˇech cocycle with values in the sheaf τě0Ω
˚
clp´;Rrα,α´1sq, such that Dphq “ pd ´ δqphq “ ω ´
iPhpV q, where PhpV q is a Cˇech cocycle representative of the Pontrjagin character.
Proposition 21 (Infinite loop stack for differential KO). The zero stack (or infinite loop stack) of
the sheaf of spectra yKO can be identified with yBOˆ Z
Proof. From the definition of the Hopkins-Singer yKO-theory, and using the fact that passing to
infinite loop stacks preserves 8-pullbacks, we have the 8-pullback diagram
Ω8yKO //

DKpτď0Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq

Ω8KO
ĂPh // DKpπ˚pKOqq .
Since the map Rrαs ãÑ τě0Ω˚clp´;Rrα,α´1sq “ τě0Ω˚clp´;π˚pKOqq and the inclusion i : Ω0clp´;π˚pKOqq ãÑ
τď0Ω
˚p´;π˚pKOqq are quasi-isomorphisms and DK sends quasi-isomorphisms to equivalences, it fol-
lows that Ω8yKO can be presented by the 8-pullback (3.17). ✷
3.3. Relation to the complex theory: Differential refinement of the Bott sequence.
We would like to have differential refinements the some of the relationships between KO-theory
and K-theory. The main emphasis will be on the following refinement of the Bott sequence from
Section 2.3. Using the notation from that section, recall the realification r : K˚ Ñ KO˚ and
complexification c : KO˚ Ñ K˚ operations as described there. Recall also the inclusion of flat
classes j : KOp´;Up1qq ãÑyKOp´q, the topological realization map I : yKOp´q Ñ KOp´q, and the
Bockstein map βUp1q : KOp´;Up1qq Ñ KOp´q (see the diamond diagram (3.12)). The maps r and
c can be refined to the differential theories pK and yKO in a fairly obvious way. For example, the
realification map r : K Ñ KO induces an epimorphism on coefficients r : π˚pKq Ñ π˚pKOq. This
induces a morphism on differential forms
r : Ω˚p´;π˚pKqq ÝÑ Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq
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which carries through to a homotopy commutative diagram of sheaves of spectra
(3.18) HpτďiΩ˚p´;π˚pKqqq
ri //

HpτďiΩ˚p´;π˚pKOqqq

Hpπ˚´ipKqq
ri // Hpπ˚´ipKOqq
ΣiK
ri //
OO
ΣiKO
OO
which induces a morphism of sheaves of spectra
(3.19) rˆ : diffpΣiK, ĂCh, π˚`ipKqq ÝÑ diffpΣiKO,ĂPh, π˚`ipKOqq .
Similar considerations gives rise to a complexification morphism of sheaves of spectra
(3.20) cˆ : diffpΣiKO,ĂPh, π˚`ipKOqq ÝÑ diffpΣiK, ĂCh, π˚`ipKqq .
Definition 22 (Differential realification and complexification maps). (i) We define the differential
realification map
rˆi : pKipMq ÝÑyKOipMq
as the natural map induced by (3.19).
(ii) We define the differential complexification map
cˆi :yKOipMq ÝÑ pKipMq
as the natural map induced by (3.20).
Proposition 23 (Differential refinement of the Bott sequence). There is a long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ // Kn´2pM ;Up1qq
rβUp1q
// KOn`1pMq jη˜ //yKOnpMq =<JK
ON
cˆ
89
//❴❴❴❴ pKnpMq rˆI // KOn`2pMq // ¨ ¨ ¨
refining the Bott sequence (2.6), where the map η˜ : KO˚pMq Ñ KO˚pM ;Up1qq satisfies βUp1qpη˜q “
η : KO˚pMq Ñ KO˚´1pMq.
Proof. The fiber sequence
ΣKO
ηÝÑ KO cÝÑ K
induces a long exact sequence on homotopy groups, which (rationally) gives an exact sequence of
graded abelian groups
(3.21) 0 ÝÑ π˚pKOq b R cÝÝÑ π˚pKq b R ÝÑ pπ˚pKOq b Rqr2s ÝÑ 0 .
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Applying the Eilenberg-MacLane functor H : Sh8pMan;Chq Ñ Sh8pMan; Spq, we have homotopy
commutative diagrams
(3.22) ˚

0 // Hpτď´nΩ˚p´;π˚pKOqqq //

Hpτď´nΩ˚p´;π˚pKqqq

˚ 0 // Hpπ˚`npKOqq // Hpπ˚`npKqq
Σ´n´1KO
OO
η
// Σ´nKO
c
//
ĂPh
OO
Σ´nK
ĂCh
OO
2
s{ ♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣♣
♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣♣
id
s{ ♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣
♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣
id
u} rr
rrr
rrr
rr
rrr
rrr
rrr
r
1
t| rrr
rrr
rrr
r
rrr
rrr
rrr
r
.
The homotopy 1 exists from the compatibility of complexification followed by the Chern character
and the Pontrjagin character, the vertical maps on the left are the induced maps on fibers and
the homotopy 2 is induced from the universal property of the pullback. Since taking pullbacks
commutes with taking fibers, we have an induced diagram
(3.23) Hpτď´nΩ˚p´;π˚pKOqq
Σ´n´1KO
η1
//
))❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙ diff
`
Σ´nKO,ĂPh, π˚`npKOq˘ cˆ //
R
OO
diff
`
Σ´nK, ĂCh, π˚`npKq˘
Σ´n`1KO^SUp1q
j
OO
where the horizontal and vertical sequences are fiber sequence and SUp1q is the Moore spectrum
for Up1q. The map η1 refines η and factors (up to homotopy) through the fiber of the map R,
hence factorizes through j, filling the dashed arrow. Let η˜ denote such a filler. Then at the level
of homotopy classes, we have
βUp1qpη˜q “ Ipjpη˜qq “ Ipη1q “ η .
Recall that for any sheaf of spectra E, with refinement pE :“ diffpE, c, Aq, we have ΣndiffpΣnE, c, Arnsq »
ΣnE^ SUp1q for n ą 0. Then using this, applying I to the horizontal fiber sequence in (3.23) and
using the homotopy commutative diagram
Σ´n`1K^SUp1q j //
β ,,❳❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳❳
❳
diffpΣ´nK,ĂPh, π˚`npKqq
I

Σ´nK
gives the identification rˆβUp1q for the connecting map. ✷
We highlight that the above differential Bott sequence involves an interesting interplay of various
theories from topological to flat to differential, as well as real and complex flavors. We, therefore,
believe that it has a very rich content and hence deserves further study. For now we consider direct
consequences of the differential Bott sequence. In general we know that j is always injective while I
is always surjective. For the other maps we have the following statements which generalize classical
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statements (see e.g. [Do07]). Note that the nature of the maps are different than the ones in the
classical case.
Corollary 24 (Maps in the differential Bott sequence). In the differential Bott sequence
(i) The product of any element of KO˚pXq with jrη is zero if and only if that element is in the
image of rβUp1q.
(ii) Whenever KO˚pXq is free abelian, we have that rI is an epimorphism and c is a monomor-
phism.
In [Zi15], a systematic computation of the KO-groups of all full flag varieties using Witt rings and
the relation with K-theory. The Witt group of a space X is defined to be W ipXq :“ KO2ipXq{ri,
where ri : K
2ipXq Ñ KO2ipXq is the realification map. These capture the 2-torsion of the KO-
groups of X. The Witt ring is W˚pXq :“ÀiPZ{4KO2ipXq{ri. We consider the corresponding ring
in differential KO-theory.
Definition 25 (Differential Witt group and ring). With rˆi the realification map in Definition 22,
(i) We define the differential Witt group xWipMq as the group yKO2ipMq{rˆi.
(ii) Similarly, we define the differential Witt ring as xW˚pXq :“ÀiPZ{4yKO2ipXq{rˆi.
The following shows explicitly that differential refinement does not capture any new geometric
information. This is in contrast to torsion cohomology operations retaining some geometry under
differential refinement [GS15][GS16a].
Proposition 26 (Correspondence of differential Witt groups and rings). We have an natural
isomorphism xWipMq – WipMq, where WipMq is the Witt group corresponding to the topological
theory KO. Moreover, this isomorphism lifts to an isomorphism on corresponding Witt rings.
Proof. From the differential cohomology diamond and the definition of rˆi, we have a commutative
diagram
(3.24) Ω2i´1pM ;π˚pKqq{impdq
ri //
a

Ω2i´1pM ;π˚pKOqq{impdq //❴❴❴❴
a

0
pK2ipMq rˆi //

I

yKO2ipMq
I

//❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ xWipMq
I

K2ipMq ri // KO2ipMq //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ WipMq
where the two columns on the left are exact. The map ri is the map on forms induced by the
realification on coefficients ri : π˚pKq Ñ π˚pKOq. Since this map is surjective, it follows that ri is
surjecitve. Passing to the corresponding quotients gives the dashed arrows in diagram (3.24). A
quick diagram chase reveals that the induced map I is a both an epimorphism and a monomor-
phism, hence an isomorphism. ✷
We will encounter further interactions between the real and the complex differential theories in
the flat case below.
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3.4. The flat theory. KO-theory with arbitrary coefficients has been studied in [Me79], the results
of which, based on [An64a], we will apply for the case when the coefficients take values in Up1q.
The spectrum KO with coefficients in the 1-dimensional unitary group Up1q is the smash product
with the Moore spectrum with Up1q-coefficients, SUp1q, i.e., KOUp1q “ KO^SUp1q, and similarly
for the complex case. The flat theory will be important in our identifications of the differentials in
the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence in Section 5.
As in the complex case [FL10, (2.2)], the flat real theory KOflatp´q participates in the following
short exact sequence
0 // KOflatpXq //yKOpXq Ph // Ω4nBOpXq // 0 ,
where
Ω4nBOpXq :“
 
ω P Ω4nd“0pXq | rωs P Im
`
r ˝ Ph : KO0 ÝÑ H4npX;Rq˘( .
In [BS12, Section 2.3], it was shown that for any Hopkins-Singer type differential cohomology theorypE, one always has a natural isomorphism 9pEflatpMq – EpM ;Up1qq ,
where the cohomology theory on the right is the theory represented by the spectrum EUp1q :“ E ^
SUp1q. One always has a long exact sequence (Bockstein sequence) associated to the fiber/cofiber
sequence
E ÝÑ E ^ SR ÝÑ E ^ SUp1q .
This long exact sequence appears as the bottom long fiber sequence in diagram (3.5).
Let η : S3 Ñ S2 be the second Hopf map and let H denote the complex Hopf bundle over the
complex projective plane CP 2. In [Me79] it was shown that there is an equivalence of spectra
K » KO^h, where h “ S0Yη e2 is the suspension spectrum whose second term is CP 2 (see [Ad74,
p. 206]). For X a pointed CW-complex there is a cofibration of spectra
KO^h ÝÑ KO^Σ2S0 ÝÑ KO^ΣS0 .
After smashing with the Moore spectrum SUp1q, this induces a long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ // rKnpX; Up1qq //ĄKOn`2pX; Up1qq //ĄKOn`1pX; Up1qq // rKn`1pX; Up1qq // ¨ ¨ ¨ .
The following is then an immediate application of [Me79, Theorem 1.7] adapted from pointed
CW-complexes to smooth manifolds (hence we omit the proof).
Proposition 27 (Vanishing of flat KO-theory). LetM be a smooth manifold. ThenĄKO˚pM`; Up1qq –yKO˚`1flat pMq “ 0 if and only if rK˚pM`; Up1qq – pK˚`1flat pMq “ 0.
We now use the known results about flat K-theory to readily deduce results about flat KO-theory.
9In [BS12], there is a condition on the torsion subgroup of E˚pptq which is not satisfied by KO. However, in [Bu12,
Proposition 4.57] there is a more general proof which does not rely on this condition.
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Proposition 28 (Coefficients of KO-theory with U(1)-coefficients). We have the identification
ĄKO´iUp1qpptq “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
Up1qtβku for i “ 8k,
Z{2tηβku for i “ 8k ` 2,
Z{2tη2βku for i “ 8k ` 3,
Up1qtαβku ‘ Z{2tη2u for i “ 8k ` 4,
0 otherwise.
where for a generator β, we make the convention Up1qtβu :“ Rtβu{Ztβu.
Proof. We have a long exact sequence on coefficients
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑĄKO˚´1Up1qpptq βUp1qÝÝÝÑĄKO˚pptq ÝÑĄKO˚pptq b R ÝÑĄKO˚`1Up1qpptq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Using the identification of π˚pĄKOq, we immediately see that we have isomorphisms
ĄKO´2Up1qpptq βUp1q– ĄKO´1pptq – Z{2tηu and ĄKO´3Up1qpptq βUp1q– ĄKO´2pptq – Z{2tη2u .
We have an exact sequence ĄKO´1Up1qpptq ãÑ Z ãÑ R, so ĄKO´1Up1qpptq – 0. We also have an exact
sequence
0 ÝÑ Ztαu ÝÑ Rtαu ÝÑĄKO´4Up1qpptq ÝÑ Z{2tη2u ÝÑ 0 ,
where Ztαu denotes the free abelian group generated by α and Rtαu is the free 1-dimensional vector
space, generated by α. From this, it follows that we have an induced short exact sequence
Rtαu{Ztαu ÝÑĄKO´4Up1qpptq ÝÑ Z{2tη2u .
Since Up1q – Rtαu{Ztαu “: Up1qtαu is divisible, this sequence splits, which gives ĄKO´4Up1qpptq –
Up1qtαu ‘ Z{2tη2u. Finally, we have ĄKO´5Up1qpptq – ĄKO´6Up1qpptq – ĄKO´7pptq – 0, as well as an
exact sequence
Ztβu ÝÑ Rtβu ÝÑĄKO´8Up1qpptq ÝÑ 0
and hence ĄKO´8Up1qpptq – Up1q. The claim follows by 8-periodicity. ✷
Using the identification yKO˚flatpMq – KO˚´1Up1qpMq, 10 we immediately have the following identifi-
cation for coefficients of the flat theory. This will be useful for the AHSS in Section 5.
Corollary 29 (Coefficients of flat KO). We have the following coefficients
yKO´iflatpptq “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
Up1qtβku for i “ 8k ´ 1,
Z{2tηβku for i “ 8k ` 1,
Z{2tη2βku for i “ 8k ` 2,
Up1qtαβku ‘ Z{2tη2u for i “ 8k ` 3,
0 otherwise.
Remark 13 (Pairing with KO-homology). There is a pairing between KO-theory and KO-homology
defined as a map KOpˆKOp Ñ Z. This factors as KOpˆKOp Ñ KO0pptq – Z, where the
10Note that in the differential theory we are still using the underlying reduced topological theory. However, in order
to not overburden the notation we avoid writing
yĄKO and assume it to be understood.
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isomorphism between KO0pptq and Z is given by a form of an index map (in geometric or analytic
settings). For coefficients in Up1q, there should be an index pairing KOppX;Up1qq ˆ KOppXq Ñ
Up1q, which again should involve an isomorphism KOppt;Up1qq – Up1q that requires an appropriate
index. The complex case Kp´;Up1qq was realized analytically via the reduced η-invariant [Lo94]
and geometrically via KK-theory involving II1-factors [De14]. It would be interesting to develop
this aspect, which we believe holds, but we will not consider this here.
3.5. The cycle map. We have already seen that theory KO∇ represents real orthogonal vector
bundles equipped with metric connections (see Section 3.2). In this section, we describe a cycle
map which relates this theory to the Hopkins-Singer differential yKO model, completing diagram
(3.3).
Definition 30 (Cycle maps for KO andyKO). (i) Fix an equivalence of infinite loop spaces Ω8KO »
BOˆZ. This equivalence induces a natural transformation of functors
(3.25) cyc : π0IsopVectq ÝÑ KOp´q .
We call such a map a cycle map for KO-theory.
(ii) Let F : π0IsopVect∇q Ñ π0IsopVectq be the forgetful map which sends an isomorphism class of
vector bundles with connection to the underlying class of bundles. We call any map xcyc filling the
top arrow in the commutative diagram
π0IsopVect∇q
ycyc
//
F

yKOp´q
I

π0IsopVectq
cyc
// KOp´q
a refinement of the cycle map.
The next proposition shows that there is a unique refinement of a cycle maps which is compatible
with the underlying topological and geometric data. We use the notation from diagram (3.12).
Proposition 31 (Unique refinement of cycle maps). The set of natural transformations
(3.26) xcyc : π0IsopVect∇q ÝÑyKOp´q
which satisfy RpxcycpV,∇qq “ PhpF∇q and IpxcycpV,∇qq “ cycpV q is either empty or contains a
unique element.
Proof. Let V be a k-dimensional real vector bundle on a smooth manifold M . First, observe that
if ∇ and ∇1 are connections on V then, from the affine structure on the space of connections, the
homotopy formula for yKO (see (A.8) in the Appendix) implies that
φpV,∇q ´ φpV,∇1q “ a`csφp∇,∇1q˘
for any natural map φ : π0Vectp´q Ñ yKO. It is always possible (see [Bu12][Bu10b] in the spirit
of [NR61]) to find an pn ` 1q-connected map W : N Ñ BOpkq (with N a smooth manifold and n
sufficiently large), and a smooth map f : M Ñ N such that f˚W – V . Now, since the rational
cohomology of BO is generated by Pontrjagin classes (see, e.g., [MT91]), it follows from connectivity
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that 11 à
k:4k´1ďn
H4k´1pN ;Rq “ 0 .
Fix an element x PyKOpNq with Rpxq “ Php∇1q and Ipxq “ cycpV q. Such choices are parametrized
by (see Proposition 97 in the Appendix)
a
`
H´1pN ;π˚pKOq b Rq
˘ “ a´ à
k:4k´1ąn
H2k`1pN ;Rq
¯
.
Let φ and ψ be elements of the set described in the proposition (if nonempty). Since, φ and ψ
both refine the Pontrjagin character form, it follows via transgression that csφp∇,∇1q “ csψp∇,∇1q
for any two connections ∇, ∇1 on the same bundle. By the above, it follows that there is a form
ρN :“
ř
k:4k´1ąn ρ4k´1 on N such that, by naturality,
apρM q “ φpV,∇q ´ ψpV,∇q “ φpV, f˚∇1q ` a
`
csφp∇, f˚∇1q
˘´ ψpV, f˚∇1q ´ a`csψp∇, f˚∇1q˘
“ f˚pφpW,∇1q ´ ψpV,∇1qq
“ apf˚ρN q .
Hence, up to forms in the image of Ph, the components of ρM in degrees ď n must vanish. By
finite dimensionality of M , we can take n sufficiently large so that apρM q vanishes. ✷
We now turn our attention to showing the existence of a differential refinement of the cycle map.
We first construct this map as a full morphism of sheaves of spectra. We will make use of the
adjunction between the Grothendieck group completion Gr and the functor i that forgets the group
structure but retains the monoid structure (see the Appendix, Section A.2).
Proposition 32 (Refinement of cycle map via sheaves of spectra). Given an equivalence of infinite
loop spaces cyc : Ω8KO » BOˆZ giving rise to a cycle map, there is a morphism of sheaves of
spectra xcyc : KO∇ ÝÑyKO ,
such that Ipxcycq » cyc ˝ F and Rpxcycq » Ph, where Ph is the map defined by (3.11). Hence, xcyc
gives rise to a natural transformation
xcyc : Gr`π0pIsopVectg∇qq˘ ÝÑyKOp´q ,
and precomposition with the unit of the adjunction pGr % iq gives the unique transformation satis-
fying the conditions in Proposition 31.
Proof. The proof is essentially contained in the construction of the Hopkins-SingeryKO-theory. The
map ĂPh, given as part of the data in the differential function spectrum diffpKO,ĂPh, π˚pKOqq “:yKO,
was defined by applying the topological realization δΠ to the morphism Ph in Proposition 31. Thus,
11The notation k : 4k ´ 1 ą n here indicates that we are summing over all k’s up to the greatest integer
X
1
4
pn` 1q
\
.
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by definition, we have a homotopy commutative diagram
(3.27) KO∇ ycyc
((◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗
Ph
&&
F
,,
diff
`
KO,ĂPh, π˚pKOq˘
I

R // H
`
τě0Ω
˚p´;π˚pKOq
˘

KO
ĂPh // H`Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq˘ ,
where F is the canonical map induced by the unit η : 1 Ñ δΠ (i.e., the map that forgets the geo-
metric data). 12 The dashed arrow is the map induced by the universal property and depends on
the choices of homotopy filling the diagram. From the homotopy commutativity, we immediately
read off the desired compatibility. ✷
Remark 14 (Independence of choice of homotopy). Note that the universal map (3.27) is already
unique up to a contractible choice (as part of the universal property). However, this uniqueness
depends on a choice of homotopy filling the outer square in the diagram. Proposition 31 shows that
after mapping out of a smooth manifold and passing to the induced map on connected components,
this map is unique, independent of the choice of homotopy.
From the above result, namely Proposition 32 and its proof, we see that we have completed the
homotopy commutative diagram (3.3). We now show that, upon topological realization, each of
those sheaves of spectra gives a model for topological KO.
Proposition 33 (Equivalences via topological realization). The topological realization of the maps
in diagram (3.3) are equivalences.
Proof. We have already shown in Proposition 15 that we have equivalences ΠpKO∇q F» ΠpKOq »
KO. By the two-out-of-three property, it remains to show that the map I induces an equivalence
upon topological realization. But this holds by construction. Indeed, the map I is defined as the
unit 1 Ñ δΠ applied to the sheaf of spectra yKO. Since ΠδΠ “ Π, it immediately follows that
ΠpIq “ 1. ✷
We now consider the relationship of the cycle map with complex K-theory (see [Bu10b][Bu12]).
In [Bu10b], it was shown by similar means that there is exists a cycle map
xcycC : VectC∇ ÝÑ Kp´q ,
12Actually this map uses the geometric data to build a topological spectrum – it is the constant sheaf of spectra on
the topological realization. We have called it ’forgetful’ in order to emphasize that it reduces to an underlying theory
(in this case KO).
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which satisfies RpV,∇q “ Chp∇q and IpV,∇q “ cycC. A similar argument as the one in Proposition
31 shows that this map is also unique. At the topological level, we have commutative diagrams
IsopVectq
bC

cyc
// KOp´q
bC

IsopVectCq cyc
C
// Kp´q
and IsopVectq cyc // KOp´q
IsopVectCq cyc
C
//
F
OO
Kp´q ,
F
OO
where the right vertical maps are induced by identifications of infinite loop spaces Ω8KO » BOˆZ
and Ω8K » BUˆ Z, along with the complexification map bC : BOpkq Ñ BUpkq and the forgetful
representation F : BUpkq Ñ BOp2kq, both stabilized.
Proposition 34 (Refinement of cycle maps – real vs. complex). Let c : yKOp´q Ñ pKp´q be the
complexification map and F : pKÑyKO be the forgetful map. We have commutative diagrams
(3.28) IsopVect∇q
bC

ycyc
//yKOp´q
c

IsopVectC∇q
ycycC
// pKp´q
and IsopVect∇q
ycyc
//yKOp´q
IsopVectC∇q
ycycC
//
F
OO
pKp´q .
F
OO
Proof. With minor modification, the proof of Proposition 31 implies that there are unique maps
φ : π0IsopVect∇q ÝÑ pKp´q and ψ : π0IsopVectC∇q ÝÑyKOp´q ,
satisfying Rpφq “ Chp∇ b Cq, Ipφq “ cycC b C, Rpψq “ PhpFp∇qq and Ipψq “ cyc ˝ F. Since the
compositions in diagrams (3.28) satisfy the given properties, uniqueness implies commutativity. ✷
3.6. The differential Pontrjagin character. In this section, we discuss the Pontrjagin character
as a morphism of sheaves of spectra. Recall the discussion on the Deligne-Beilinson cup product in
the latter part of Section 3.1. Given this product operation, one has an induced product operation
on the tensor product of graded rings pH˚pM ;Qq b π˚pKOq. Alternatively, one could consider
taking the Hopkins-Singer differential refinement of the corresponding spectrum HpQ b π˚pKOqq.
In particular, we have the differential function spectrumpH`Qb π˚pKOq˘ :“ diff`Qb π˚pKOq, i,Rb π˚pKOq˘ ,
where i : Qbπ˚pKOq ãÑ Rbπ˚pKOq is the canonical inclusion. The resulting spectrum admits the
structure of sheaf of E8-ring spectra and one can ask whether this product structure is compatible
with the Deligne-Beilinson product structure. Indeed, this is the case.
Lemma 35 (Ring structure for differential cohomology with coefficients in π˚pKOq). We have a
natural isomorphism of graded ringspH˚pM ;Qq b π˚pKOq – pH˚pM ;Qb π˚pKOqq ,
where the ring structure on the left is induced by the Deligne-Beilinson cup product, and the ring
structure on the right is the canonical ring structure induced by the differential refinement of the
Eilenberg-MacLane ring spectrum HpQb π˚pKOqq as discussed above.
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Proof. We first show that we have an isomorphism at the level of the underlying abelian groups.
The refinement of Qb π˚pKOq – Qrα,α´1s can be presented by the sheaf of chain complexes
diffnpHQrα,α´1s, i,Rrα,α´1sq » H
´
cone
`
Qrα,α´1s ‘ τěnΩ˚rα,α´1s ãÑ Ω˚rα,α´1s
˘r´1s¯ .
By standard arguments in homological algebra (see e.g. [GM99]) one finds that the projection
π : cone
`
Qrα,α´1s ‘ τěnΩ˚rα,α´1s ãÑ Ω˚rα,α´1s
˘r´1s // cone`Qrα,α´1s Ñ τănΩ˚rα,α´1s˘r´1s
is an equivalence. Identifying the complex on the right degree-wise, we can organize this sheaf as
follows
8 Q  r
##❍
❍
Ω0 d
$$■■
■
Ω1 d
$$■■
■
Ω2 d
##❍❍
❍
4 Q  q
##❋❋
❋ ‘ Ω3 d
##●●
●
Ω0 d
$$❍❍
❍ ‘ Ω4 d
$$❍❍
❍
Ω1 d
$$❍❍
❍ ‘ Ω5 d
$$❍❍
❍
Ω2 d
##●●
● ‘ Ω6 d
##●●
●
0 Q
##❍❍
❍❍
‘ Ω3
$$■
■■
‘ Ω7
0
%%❏❏
❏❏ ‘ 0
%%❏❏
❏❏
0
%%❏❏
❏❏ ‘ 0
%%❏❏
❏❏
0
$$❏❏
❏❏ ‘ 0
$$❏❏
❏❏
´4 Q 0 0
where the diagonal arrows represent the action of the differential. This, in turn is immediately
identified with the direct sum of the Deligne complexes Dp4n,Qq “ conepQ ãÑ τă4nΩ˚qr´1s. Passing
to cohomology gives the identification at the level of the underlying graded abelian groups. To
see that this isomorphism preserves the ring structure observe that, since the isomorphism came
from an identification at the level of sheaves of complexes, it is enough to note that there is
(up to equivalence) a unique graded commutative ring structure which refines the underlying ring
structures. Thus the map
Y :ÀnDp4n,Qq bÀmDp4m,Qq –Àn,mDp4n,Qq bDp4m,Qq YDB // Àn,mDp4n ` 4m,Qq
must present the canonical product structure on pH˚pM ;Qb π˚pKOqq. ✷
Recall the definition of the differential Pontrjagin character via the Deligne-Beilinson cup product
(i.e. Definition 8). We have not yet related this Pontrjagin character to a natural transformation
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of differential cohomology theories yKOp´q Ñ pH˚p´;Q b π˚pKOqq. In fact, we have the following
characterization.
Proposition 36 (The differential Pontrjagin character via sheaves of spectra). The Pontrjagin
character Ph : KO Ñ Hpπ˚pKOq b Qq admits a differential refinement at the level of sheaves of
spectra
(3.29) xPh :yKO // pHpπ˚pKOq b Qq “ diffpHpQ b π˚pKOqq, i,R b π˚pKOqq ,
such that the underlying natural transformation xPh : yKOp´q Ñ pH˚p´;π˚pKOq b Qq is uniquely
characterized by the following properties
(i) (Curvature) RpxPh ˝ xcycpV,∇qq “ xPhpF∇q.
(ii) (Topological realization) IpxPh ˝ xcycpV,∇qq “ PhpV q.
Proof. We first show that there exists a refinement. From the definition of yKO and the fact that
the Pontrjagin character form takes rational periods on cycles (i.e., it represents an element in the
image of H˚pM ;Qq ãÑ H˚pM ;Rq term-wise), we have the homotopy commutative diagram
(3.30) Hpτě0Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqqq

Hpτě0Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqqq

KO∇
Ph
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
//
ηKO∇ ((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗
HpΩ˚p´;π˚pKOqqq HpΩ˚p´;π˚pKOqqq
KO
ĂPh //
iĂPh»ΠpPhq
OO
Hpπ˚pKOq b Qq .
?
i
OO
By the universal property, this induces a morphism of differential ring spectra
KO∇ // diff
`
KO,Ph, π˚pKOq
˘ xPh // diff`Hpπ˚pKOq b Rq, id, π˚pKOq b R˘ .
By the definition of the Hopkins-Singer yKO, the map xPh ˝ xcyc satisfies the desired properties. We
need only prove uniqueness of the underlying natural transformation. Arguing as in the proof of
Proposition 3.26 proves the claim. ✷
Corollary 37 (Uniqueness of the differential Pontrjagin character). The differential Pontrjagin
character given in Definition 8 is compatible with the unique transformation xPh : yKOp´q ÑpH˚p´;π˚pKOq b Qq satisfying the properties of Proposition 36. More precisely, Definition 8 is
given by precomposing xPh with the cycle map
xcyc : π0IsopVect∇q ÝÑyKOp´q .
Proof. We only need to verify that the differential Pontrjagin character of Definition 8 satisfies
the conditions of Proposition 36. This, however, is clear since the Deligne-Beilinson cup product
refines both the wedge product of forms and the cup product. ✷
Given the compatibility provided by Corollary 37, we will henceforth not distinguish between
various manifestations of the differential Pontrjagin character. We will only speak of the unique
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differential Pontrjagin character. The differential Pontrjagin character satisfies similar properties
as its topological counterpart (from Remark 1).
Proposition 38 (Properties of the differential Pontrjagin character). Let xcyc : Vect∇ ÑyKOp´q be
the unique differential refinement of the cycle map which sends a vector bundle V with connection
∇ to its associated differential cohomology class. The differential Pontrjagin character xPh satisfies
the following properties:
(i) (Naturality) xPh is a natural transformation of differential cohomology theories.
(ii) (Compatibility with the differential Chern character) It is given by the composition
xPh :yKOp´q bCÝÝÝÑ pKp´q xChÝÝÑ pH˚p´;Qru, u´1sq .
(iii) (Correspondence) Under the canonical maps R :yKOp´q Ñ Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq and I :yKOp´q Ñ
KOp´q, we have
IpxPh ˝ xcycpV,∇qq “ PhpV q and RpxPh ˝ xcycpV,∇qq “ PhpF∇q .
(iv) (Whitney sum and tensor product) It satisfiesxPhppE,∇q b pE1,∇1qq “ xPhpE,∇q YDB xPhpE1,∇1q
and xPhppE,∇q ‘ pE1,∇1qq “ xPhppE,∇qq ` xPhpE1,∇1q .
Proof. (i) This follows immediately from the fact that xPh comes from a morphism of sheaves of
spectra.
(ii) This follows immediately from the uniqueness clause of Proposition 36 along with the usual
properties of the Pontrjagin character.
(iii) This is a restatement of part of Proposition 36.
(iv) This follows from uniqueness, the fact that the Deligne-Beilinson cup product refines the wedge
product and the cup product, and the corresponding identities which are satisfied by the Pontrjagin
character and the Pontrjagin character form. ✷
4. Further constructions in differential KO-theory
4.1. Differential KO-theory with compact support. In order to discuss orientation and push-
forward, we will need to introduce differential KO-theory with compact support. Let rSn be the
smooth sheaf in Sh8pManq obtained by quotienting the smooth n-dimensional disk Dn by its
boundary (see [GS17a] for a detailed discussion on this approach). The result is (of course) not a
smooth manifold, but is a smooth sheaf. Similarly, given any vector bundle V ÑM , we can form
the Thom space ThpV q ÑM as a quotient of the unit disk bundle by the sphere bundle, taken in
the category of smooth sheaves. 13 Since yKO is represented by a sheaf of spectra, we can make
sense of the differential KO-theory of any smooth stack. More precisely, if X is a smooth stack, we
can define yKOnpXq :“ π0MappX`,yKOnq ,
13Note that one can also define more general Thom stacks as in [GS17a].
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where ` is the functor which formally adjoins a basepoint andyKOn :“ diffpΣ´nKO,ĂPh, π˚`npKOqq
14 We make the following natural definition analogous to the topological setting.
Definition 39 (Differential KO-theory with vertical supports). We define differential KO-theory
with vertical compact support as yKOcpV q :“yKOpThpV qq .
From the definition, it is clear that we can make the same definition for any sheaf of spectra.
The sheaf of differential n-forms Ωn is canonically pointed via the zero form. It admits a strict
abelian group structure via the addition of differential n-forms and hence gives rise to a sheaf of
spectra. The next example shows how our definition can be used to recover forms with compact
support.
Example 3 (Differential forms with vertical compacts support on the Thom space). Let V Ñ M
be a real vector bundle on M . Then ΩnpThpV qq is the group of differential forms with vertical
compact support on V . Indeed, since Ωn is zero-truncated, we have
ΩnpThpV qq :“ π0MappThpV q,Ωnq “ hompDpV q{SpV q,Ω˚q “
$’’’&’’’%
P

// ΩnpDpV qq
r

˚ 0 // ΩnpSpV qq
,///.///- ,
where the diagram is a pullback and r denotes the restriction to the boundary. 15 The pullback
P is immediately identified with the set of forms on the disk bundle which restrict to zero on the
boundary. Note that this can be rephrased as being the relative forms (relative to the boundary).
The above definition of the smooth Thom space is the analogue of the classical Thom space
construction in the topological setting. In fact, topological KO-theory with compact support can
be defined analogously via
KOcpV q :“ KOpThpV qq – KOpDpV q{SpV qq – π0MappDpV q{SpV q,Ω8KOq .
Fix an equivalence of infinite loop spaces Ω8KO » BOˆZ, where the latter is an H-space with
respect to the additive structure induced by Whitney sum of vector bundles. Then for a pair of
vector bundles E,F Ñ V we have the “virtual difference map” E a F : V Ñ pBOˆZq‘. Then
this map descends to a well-defined map on the Thom space if and only if the map E a F is
nullhomotopic on the boundary of the unit disk bundle DpV q. In this case, the map E must be
homotopic to F on the boundary and there is an isomorphism of corresponding bundles f : E – F
on BDpV q. Thus we recover the more classical definition of the group KOcpV q, as the group of
equivalence classes of triples rE,F, f s, where E,F Ñ V are vector bundles and f : E Ñ F is a
bundle isomorphism outside some compact subset of V . The topological case is compatible with
the geometric description in the following way.
Proposition 40 (KOc-theory of topological vs. smooth bundles). Let π : V Ñ M be a locally
trivial, real vector bundle on a smooth compact manifold M , regarded as an object in Sh8pCartSpq.
14We will henceforth always refer to this spectrum by the less burdensome notation yKOn.
15Note that for the set of pointed maps homp˚,Ω˚q – ˚.
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Let π1 : V 1 ÑM 1 denote the underlying topological vector bundle. Let KO be a spectrum representing
KO-theory and consider the corresponding geometrically discrete sheaf of spectra δpKOq. Then we
have an isomorphism
KOcpV 1q – δpKOqcpV q .
Proof. By the adjunction | ¨ | ˝ Π % δ ˝ sing, we have an equivalence
Mapp|ΠThpV q|,Ω8KOq »MappThpV q,Ω8δpsingpKOqqq ,
so it suffices to prove that we have a weak equivalence |ΠThpV q| » ThpV 1q. Since both Π and
| ¨ | are left adjoints, they preserve quotients. Moreover, for a smooth manifold M , |ΠpMq| can be
identified with the topological realization of the smooth singular nerve of M and it is well-known
that the smooth singular nerve is equivalent (as a Kan complex) to the topological nerve. These
observations yield a commutative diagram
SpV 1q   // DpV 1q // ThpV 1q
|singpSpV 1qq|   //
»
OO
|singpDpV 1qq| //
»
OO
|singpThpV 1qq|
»
OO
|ΠpSpV qq|   //
»
OO
|ΠpDpV qq| //
»
OO
|ΠpThpV qq| » |ΠpDpV qq|{|ΠpSpV qq| ,
»
OO
where the top vertical maps are induced by the counit of the equivalence | ¨ | % sing, the bottom
maps are induced by the natural inclusion of the smooth singular nerve and the rows are cofiber
sequences. 16 This gives the desired equivalence. ✷
In the subsequent section we will construct an explicit differential refinement of the Thom class
in KO-theory. Not surprisingly, for a real vector bundle V Ñ M , this refinement is related to
the geometry of the spinor bundle SpV q Ñ M and the explicit class in yKO-theory will arise via
the cycle map xcyc : KO∇ ÑyKO. We will need the following explicit description of KO∇,cpV q :“
KO∇pThpV qq.
Definition 41 (Equivalence of real vector bundles with connections). Let V Ñ M be a locally
trivial real vector bundle over a compact manifold M . Consider the collection of pairs of vector
bundles with connection pE,∇Eq, pF,∇F q on V along with isomorphisms of bundles with connection
σ : pE,∇Eq Ñ pF,∇F q, defined on the boundary of the unit disk bundle DpV q.
(i) We say that two such triples ppE,∇Eq, pF,∇F q, σq and ppE1,∇E1q, pF 1,∇F 1q, σ1q are equivalent
if there exists two other bundles pG,∇Gq and pH,∇Hq and isomorphisms
pE,∇Eq ‘ pG,∇Gq – pE1,∇E1q ‘ pH,∇Hq and pF,∇F q ‘ pG,∇Gq – pF 1,∇F 1q ‘ pH,∇Hq
which are compatible with the isomorphisms σ and σ1 on the boundary.
16Note that for the equivalence between the second and third rows none of the topological realizations are needed,
but they are required for matching the first row.
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(ii)We denote the set of equivalence classes of such pairs as L1pDpV q, SpV qq and write its elements
as
rpE,∇Eq, pF,F∇q, σs P L1pDpV q, SpV qq .
We provide a model for differential real K-theory with compact supports using an analogue of
Atiyah’s approach to K-theory found in [At67, p. 88]. Hence this can be viewed as a differential
refinement of the real counterpart of Atiyah’s treatment.
Proposition 42 (Differential KO-theory with compact supports as a refinement of the Atiyah
model). We have an isomorphism
L1pDpV q, SpV qq – KO∇,cpV q .
Proof. By definition and properties of the mapping space functor, we have isomorphisms
KO∇,cpV q :“ KO∇pThpV qq – KO∇pDpV q{SpV qq
– π0MappDpV q{SpV q,Ω8KO∇q
– π0pP pV qq
where P pV q is defined as the 8-pullback$’’’’&’’’’%
P pV q

j
// MappDpV q,Ω8KO∇q
i˚

˚ 0 // MappSpV q,Ω8KO∇q
,////.////- .
Computing the homotopy pullback via the local formula, we find that an element in P pV q is a
vertex in MappDpV q,Ω8KO∇q whose restriction to SpV q is nullhomotopic through an edge in
MappSpV q,Ω8KO∇q. Define the map L1pDpV q, SpV qq Ñ π0pP q as follows. With Ω8KO∇ repre-
senting the Grothendieck group completion of vector bundles with connection (see the Appendix,
Section A.2), for each triple rpE,∇Eq, pF,F∇q, σs choose a representative of rpE,∇Eqs ´ rpF,F∇qs
in MappDpV q,Ω8KO∇q. Since σ defines an isomorphism on the boundary, it follows that, af-
ter composing with the restriction map i˚, this representative must be nullhomotopic, 17 giving
rise to an element in P . This is not a well-defined map; however, two such choices of represen-
tatives for rpE,∇Eqs ´ rpF,F∇qs are homotopic in MappDpV q,Ω8KO∇q. Let h denote such a
homotopy between two representatives. Then, if σ is the homotopy induced by σ, the induced
nullhomotopy σ ˝ i˚phq gives rise to the same class in π0pP q. Thus, we have a well defined
map f : L1pDpV q, SpV qq Ñ π0pP q. Clearly this map is surjective. It is also injective since if
rpE,∇Eq, pF,F∇q, σs “ 0, then for some pG,∇Gq and pH,∇Hq, we have an isomorphisms
pE,∇Eq ‘ pG,∇Gq – pH,∇Hq – pF,∇F q ‘ pG,∇Gq .
Moreover, compatibility on the boundary forces σ “ id, i.e., pE,∇Eq “ pF,∇F q on the boundary.
But then rpE,∇Eqs ´ rpF,F∇qs “ 0 in π0MappDpV q,Ω8KO∇q and since σ “ id, this implies
17The nullhomotopy depends uniquely on σ, up to a contractible space. This follows from explicit identification of
the edges in the mapping space. Such identifications are routine but tedious, so we will not spell out the details.
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fprpE,∇Eq, pF,F∇q, σsq “ 0. ✷
The smash product M` ^ rSn can be identified with the quotient of M ˆ Dn by the canonical
map M ˆ BDn ãÑ M ˆDn; see [GS17a] for a detailed discussion. Via Example 3, one finds that
the group ΩkpM` ^ rSnq is precisely the group of forms on M ˆ Dn with vertical support in the
interior of Dn. These forms can be integrated over Dn, giving rise to a mapż
Dn
: ΩkpM` ^ rSnq ÝÑ Ωk´npMq
for each k. Extending by 4-periodicity, this gives rise to an integration mapż
: Ω˚pM` ^ rSn;π˚pKOqq ÝÑ Ω˚´mpM ;π˚pKOqq .
Since the underlying topological theory KO is homotopy invariant, it follows that we have an
equivalence δpKOq˚pM ^ rSnq » KO˚pΣnMq, where Σn is the usual suspension. These observations
combine to give the following.
Proposition 43 (Differential desuspension map). There is a desuspension map
σˆ´1n :
yKO˚pM ^ rSnq ÝÑyKO˚´npMq
in differential KO-theory, such that for each x PyKOpM ^ rSnq we have
(i) Compatibility with curvature)
ş
Rpxq “ Rpσˆ´1pxqq,
(ii) Compatibility with topological realization) σ´1n Ipxq “ Ipσˆ´1n pxqq, where σ´1n : KO˚pΣnMq Ñ
KO˚´npMq is the usual desuspension map in the underlying topological KO-theory.
Proof. Since the elements in Ω˚p´ ^ rSnq have vertical support in the interior of the n-disk Dn,
the fiber integration of forms gives rise to a morphism of sheaves of complexesş
Dn
: Ω˚p´ ^ rSnq // Ω˚´np´q .
Consequently, this induces a morphism of sheaves of spectraş
: Map
`´^rSn,HpΩ˚p´;π˚pKOqqq˘ // H`Ω˚´np´;π˚pKOqq˘ .
Let rI : rSn Ñ Sn be the canonical map induced by topological realization, where Sn is the singular
nerve of the topological n-sphere. For any homotopy invariant spectrum E, the map rI induces an
equivalence rI˚ : Mapp´^Sn, Eq »ÝÑ Mapp´^ rSn, Eq. This applies for both KO andHpπ˚pKOqbRq.
Fix a homotopy inverse prI˚q´1 of the above equivalence. Define the map
σ˜n : Mapp´ ^ rSn,KOq prI˚q´1 // Mapp´ ^ Sn,KOq σn» Σ´nδ`KO ˘ .
In a similar way, define ρ˜n as the composite
ρ˜n : Mapp´ ^ rSn,Hpπ˚pKOq b Rqq prI˚q´1// Mapp´ ^ Sn,Hpπ˚pKOq b Rqq ρn» Σ´nδ`Hpπ˚pKOq b Rq˘
where ρn is the equivalence induced by the adjoints of the maps Σ
nHpπ˚pKOqbRqk Ñ Hpπ˚pKOqb
Rqk`n andHpπ˚pKOqbRq is some fixed Ω-spectrum model. Then we have a homotopy commutative
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diagram of spans
Map
`´^rSn,Hpτď0Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq˘
))
ş
//

H
`
τď0Ω
˚p´;π˚pKOqr´nsq
˘

vv
Map
`´^rSn,HpΩ˚p´;π˚pKOqqq˘
j´1

ş
// Σ´nδ
`
HpΩ˚p´;π˚pKOqqq
˘
j´1

Mapp´ ^ rSn,Hpπ˚pKOq b Rq ρ˜n //
j
OO
Σ´nδ
`
Hpπ˚pKOq b Rq
˘j
OO
Mapp´ ^ rSn,KOq σ˜n //
ĂPh
OO
Σ´nδ
`
KO
˘
.
ĂPh
OO
id
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To see this, note that we can take as an explicit presentation of KO and Hpπ˚pKOq b Rq by Ω-
spectra as the topological realization of the sheaves of spectra KO∇ and Hpτě0Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq.
With this presentation, ĂPh is the topological realization of the Pontrjagin character form and is a
morphism of Ω-spectra. Then, by definition of such a map, the bottom square commutes strictly.
The top square commutes by definition of the map
ş
.
It remains to show that the middle square commutes up to the choice of homotopy ν. To this
end, observe that j is induced by the inclusion i : π˚pKOq b R ãÑ Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq. Integration
over the fiber induces the inverse for the Thom isomorphism in de Rham cohomology, and sim-
ilarly ρ˜n induces an inverse in real cohomology. A choice of Thom class ν in real cohomology
gives a homotopy inverse of ρ˜n and i is multiplicative and compatible with Thom classes. It
follows that the middle square commutes up to the homotopy defined by ν. The curved maps
Hpτď0Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq
˘Ñ Hpπ˚pKOqbRq in the diagram are obtained by inverting the equivalence
j. It follows that the induced map on pullbacks gives the desired map and it is clear from the
construction that this map satisfies the two properties in the statement. ✷
4.2. Orientation and genus in the differential case. In Section 3.1, we defined the differential
Aˆ-genus as a formal power series expansion in the differential Pontrjagin classes (see Definition 9).
We would like to connect this genus with a Thom isomorphism theorem for yKO. We considered
orientation and genera associated with the underlying topological theory in Section 2.2. A KO-
orientation is a Spin structure on M by [ABS64], while a differential yKO-orientation is a Spin
structure together with a Riemannian metric (see [FMS07] 18). The latter gives rise to a preferred
Levi-Civita connection, which in turn lifts to a preferred Spin connection.
As in Bunke’s description in the general case [Bu12], we offer the following definition. 19
18There the cohomology theory was denoted KO_.
19Note that for yKO there is no distinction between orthogonal and real bundles, unlike what we have seen for KO
and KO∇.
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Definition 44 (Differential KO-theory Thom class). Let V ÑM be an n-dimensional real vector
bundle on M . A differential Thom class νˆ in yKO-theory is a differential cohomology class νˆ PyKOpV q with Ipνˆq “ ν a Thom class in KO-theory, where I is topological realization.
Let π : V ÑM be a real vector bundle of rank n ” 0 mod 4. Recall from Example 2 in Section
2.2 the class in KOcpV q given by the difference element SpV q :“ rπ˚SpV q`, π˚SpV q´, µs determined
by the isomorphism
(4.1) µ : π˚S`pV q –ÝÑ π˚S´pV q ,
where µ is induced fiberwise by Clifford multiplication by a vector e P R4k. For n ” 0 mod 8, SpV q
is the Thom class in KO-theory, giving rise to the Thom isomorphism
SpV q Y π˚p´q : KOpMq –ÝÑ KOcpV q .
For n ” 4 mod 8 this is not an isomorphism; nevertheless it gives rise to a map of the above
form. A more homotopy theoretic approach goes as follows (see [LM89]). Let p : E Ñ BSpinpnq
be the canonical bundle with Thom space MSpinn. Let SpEq P KOcpEq :“ ĄKOpMSpinnq be the
difference class defined above. Then for a vector bundle π : V Ñ M , we have a corresponding
classifying map gπ : M Ñ BSpinpnq and V can be identified with the pullback of the universal
bundle E Ñ BSpinpnq. This gives rise to a map of Thom spaces fπ : ThpV q Ñ MSpinn and we
have
SpV q “ f˚πSpEq
in KOcpV q :“ĄKOpThpV qq. If we take V to be the normal bundle of an embedding i :M ãÑ Rn`8k,
for some sufficiently large k, precomposition with the Pontrjagin-Thom collapse map Sn`8k Ñ
ThpV q gives rise to the Aˆ-genus
Aˆ : ΩSpinn ÝÑĄKO0pSn`8kq –ĄKO´npptq ,
where ΩSpinn is the Spin cobordism group in degree n.
We now discuss the differential refinement. Let ∇ be a connection on V and let r∇ be the
corresponding lift to a Spin connection, acting on sections of the Spin bundle SpV q Ñ M . Since
the splitting SpV q – SpV q` ‘ SpV q´ came from the splitting of the spinor representation ∆n into
irreducibles ∆˘n , it follows that
r∇ preserves the Z{2-grading. Consequently, r∇ splits as a direct
sum r∇`‘ r∇´, with r∇˘ defined on the corresponding bundles SpV q˘ ÑM . Now the map µ is not
just an isomorphism of bundles, but we have the following.
Lemma 45 (Clifford mutiplication respects connections). The Clifford multiplication map µ is an
isomorphism of bundles with connection.
Proof. Indeed, write a section ψ of SpV q “ SpV q` ‘ SpV q´ as pψ`, ψ´q. Consider the section
s : V Ñ π˚SpV q defined by spvq “ v. Then, on the boundary of the unit disk DpV q, we have
spvq ¨ spvq “ v2 “ ´1 for all v P BDpV q. Then the Leibniz rule with respect to the Clifford product
implies that
0 “ π˚ r∇ps ¨ sq “ 2pπ˚ r∇psq ¨ sq ,
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so that s is parallel with respect to the pullback connection π˚ r∇. From this, we have
µppπ˚ r∇`qpπ˚ψ`qq :“ s ¨ ppπ˚ r∇qpπ˚ψ`, 0qq
“ π˚ r∇pp0, s ¨ π˚ψ`qq
“ π˚ r∇´pµpπ˚ψ`qq ,
so that µ is indeed an isomorphism of bundles with connections. ✷
From Lemma 45, we can consider the class in KO∇pMq given by the virtual difference (see
Proposition 42)
(4.2) SpV qr∇ :“ “pπ˚SpV q`, π˚ r∇`q, pπ˚SpV q´, π˚ r∇´q, µ‰ .
This gives a natural candidate for the refinement of the Thom class SpV q, namelyzSpV q :“ xcyc`rπ˚pSpV q`, r∇`q, π˚pSpV q´, r∇´q, µs˘ ,
where xcyc : KO∇pThpV qq Ñ yKOpThpV qq “: yKOcpV q is the cycle map. 20 Recall from Lemma
10 (stated more generally for the differential version) that pApF∇q is a unit in the graded ring of
differential forms. The following is known, although the precise statement usually does not take
this form (see, e.g. [Ka78, V, Theorem 4.14] for the topological part). Nevertheless, we include a
proof for completeness.
Proposition 46 (Formula for pA-genus in terms of Pontrjagin characters). Let π : V Ñ M be a
real vector bundle of rank n ” 0 mod 8 with connection ∇ and suppose V admits a Spin structure
with a lift r∇. Let AˆpF∇q denote the A-roof form, defined via Chern-Weil theory.
(i) At the level of the underlying de Rham cohomology classes, we have«ż
V {M
PhpF
π˚ r∇`q ´ PhpFπ˚ r∇´q
ff
“ r`AˆpF∇q˘´1s .
(ii) Hence, at the level of differential forms with vertical compact support, there is a unique element
η P Ω´1c pV ;π˚pKOqq{impdq, such thatż
V {M
PhpF
π˚ r∇`q ´ PhpFπ˚ r∇´q ` dpηq “ `AˆpF∇q˘´1 .
Proof. Let PSpin ÑM be a principal Spin bundle lifting the frame bundle FpV q ÑM . The bundle
SpV q is associated to PSpin via the spinor representation ρ : Spinpnq Ñ GLnp∆nq. Explicitly, one
can construct the vector space ∆n as follows. Let Q “ z21 ` z22 ` . . . z2n be the standard quadratic
form on Cn – Vx b C. Choose a totally isotropic subspace U Ă Cn (with respect to Q). This
subspace necessarily has complex dimension n{2. Since U is isotropic, it follows that SOpn,Cq
stabilizes U . From the canonical map SOpn;Rq Ñ SOpn;Cq, we get an induced representation on
U . When n ” 0 mod 8, U admits a real structure U 1 Ă U and U 1 is a subrepresentation. In this
case, we can take the spinor representation to be ∆n “ Λ˚pU 1q.
Let W Ñ M be the real vector bundle associated to the frame bundle FpV q Ñ M and the
representation of SOpn;Rq on U 1. Let WC denote its complexification. Suppose we have a splitting
20Classical KO-theory of Thom spaces is studied recently in [Do07].
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WC –Àj Lj with Lj complex line bundles. Then we have an identificationŹpWCqk – à
i0ă...ăik
Li0...ik .
Moreover, these Li0...ik correspond to eigenbundles of the curvature form Fr∇, which acts via the
representation of Lie algebras induced by ρ : Spinpnq Ñ GLnp∆nq. Splitting
ŹpWCq into even and
odd parts gives the decomposition of the spinor bundles SpV Cq` and SpV Cq´ into line bundles. We
then immediately find that the corresponding classes in complex K-theory satisfy
SpV Cq` ´ SpV Cq´ “ŹevenpWCq ´ŹoddpWCq “ÿ
j
p´1qjŹjpWCq “ n{2ź
j“1
p1´ Ljq .
Since WC is the complexification of a real vector bundle, the line bundles Lj come in complex con-
jugate pairs. Moreover, restricting the action of Fr∇ to invariant subspace WC, we can diagonalize
Fr∇ with respect to the eigenbundles Lj as
i
2π
Fr∇ “ diagrx1,´x1, x2,´x2, . . . , xn{2,´xn{2s .
From this and the splitting principle it follows that
(4.3) Ch
`
SpV Cq` ´ SpV Cq´˘ “ n{4ź
j“1
p1´ exj q
n{4ź
j“1
p1´ e´xjq .
where xj is the curvature of the line bundle Lj. The complexified bundle V
C Ñ M splits as the
Whitney sum
Àn{2
j“1 Lj ‘
Àn{2
j“1 Lj and the Euler class is computable in terms of xj as epV q “śn{2
j“1 x
2
j . Let 0 : M Ñ V be the zero section and upV q be the Thom class. Then, by the
cohomological Thom isomorphism, naturality of characteristic forms, the calculation of the Euler
class and the fact that n{4 is even, we have the following string of equalities at the level of de Rham
cohomology classes
ChpFr∇`
C
´ Fr∇´
C
q “ 0˚π˚ChpFr∇`
C
´ Fr∇´
C
q
“ 0˚
´
upV q ^ π˚
´ ż
V {M
π˚ChpFr∇`
C
´ Fr∇´
C
q
¯¯
“ epV q ^
ż
V {M
π˚ChpFr∇`
C
´ Fr∇´
C
q
“
´ n{4ź
j“1
xj
n{4ź
j“1
´xj
¯
^
ż
V {M
PhpF
π˚ r∇` ´ Fπ˚ r∇´q .
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Using expression (4.3), the formula p1´e
xq
x
“ sinhpx{2q
x{2 e
´ 1
2
x, and the fact that sinhpxq is odd, this
then gives ż
V {M
Phpπ˚ r∇` ´ π˚ r∇´q “ n{4ź
j“1
p1´ exj q
xj
n{4ź
j“1
p1´ e´xjq
´xj
“
n{4ź
j“1
sinhpxj{2q
xj{2 e
´ 1
2
ř
xj
n{4ź
j“1
sinhpxj{2q
xj{2 e
´ 1
2
ř
´xj
“
n{2ź
j“1
sinhpxj{2q
xj{2 ,
which is the inverse of the Aˆ-class. ✷
Note that the above statement could alternatively have been deduced from the well-known rela-
tion between the pA-genus and the Todd genus (see [SUZ18] for such explicit combinatorial relations).
Remark 15 (Relation between Thom classes in versions of differential KO-theory). Let V Ñ M
be a real vector bundle admitting Spin structure, equipped with connection ∇. By definition,
RpzSpV qq “ PhpF
π˚ r∇` ´ Fπ˚ r∇´q .
It then follows immediately from part piiq of Proposition 46 that the class zSpV q is a differential
refinement of SpV q which satisfiesż
V {M
RpzSpV qq “ AˆpF∇q´1 ` dη ,
where η is a formal power series of forms η “ η1 ` η3 ` . . . each with vertical compact support.
It turns out, as we will see in Proposition 49 below, that up to the appropriate notion of equiv-
alence of Thom classes, this is the unique refinement which is natural under pullbacks of bundles
admitting a Spin structure.
Definition 47 (Equivalence of differential Thom classes). Two differential Thom classes νˆ and νˆ 1
on a bundle V ÑM are said to be homotopic if there is a differential Thom class h on the pullback
bundle
(4.4) V ˆ I //

V

M ˆ I pr // M
whose restriction to the endpoints of the interval I are νˆ and νˆ 1, respectively, and such thatż
VˆI{MˆI
Rphq “ pr˚
´ ż
V {M
Rpνˆq
¯
.
For example, in our case, RpzSpV qq is the inverse of the square of the pA-genus. If we do not
impose naturality with respect to pullback, we can have many Thom classes, as we now illustrate.
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Proposition 48 (Set of differential Thom classes). For π : V ÑM a vector bundle of rank n ” 0
mod 8, the set of homotopy classes of differential Thom classes refining a given Thom class ν and
genus form are parametrized by the group
Orpπq “ H
´1pM ;π˚pKOq b Rq
AˆpV q Y PhpKO´1pMqq .
Proof. Let νˆ and νˆ 1 be two differential Thom classes refining a fixed Thom class ν which satisfyż
V {M
Rpνˆq “
ż
V {M
Rpνˆ 1q.
Then there is a fiberwise compactly supported form η P Ω´1c pV q, unique up to elements in the
image of Ph : KO´1c pV q Ñ H´1pV ;π˚pKOq b Rq, such that
νˆ ´ νˆ 1 “ apηq .
Since Ipνˆq “ Ipνˆ 1q “ ν it follows that d ş
V {M η “ 0. By the Riemann-Roch theorem for KO [AH59],
we have ż
V {M
PhpKO´1c pV qq “ AˆpMq Y PhpKO´1pMqq .
Now define the difference class
(4.5) δpνˆ , νˆ 1q :“
«ż
V {M
η
ff
P H
´1pM ;π˚pKOq b Rq
AˆpV q Y PhpKO´1pMqq .
We claim that δ “ 0 if and only if νˆ and νˆ 1 are homotopic, which implies the proposition. If δ “ 0,
then there is y such that
ş
V {M η “ AˆpV q ^ ĂPhpyq, whereĂPh : KO ÝÑ H`Ω˚p´;π˚pKOqq˘
is the canonical map in the Hopkins-Singer differential KO-theory. Thus, again by Riemann-Roch,
we can choose a closed form with vertical compact support β such that β “ ĂPhpν Y π˚yq andż
V {M
β “
ż
V {M
η .
Next consider the homotopy h :“ νˆ ` aptpη ´ βqq . Then h0 :“ h|t“0 “ νˆ and h1 :“ h|t“1 “
νˆ ` apη ´ βq “ νˆ ` apηq “ νˆ 1. Using the Leibniz rule and the relation Ra “ d from the diamond
diagram (3.12), we also have Rphq “ Rpνˆq ` dt^ pη ´ βq ` tdη, whenceż
V {M
Rphq “ pr˚
ż
V {M
Rpνˆq
and νˆ is homotopic to νˆ 1 by definition. Conversely, if νˆ and νˆ 1 are connected by a homotopy h then,
by the homotopy formula, we have
νˆ ´ νˆ 1 “ a
´ż
IˆV {V
Rphq
¯
.
Set η :“ ş
IˆV {V Rphq. By the pullback diagram (4.4) and by virtue of the fact that νˆ and νˆ 1 are
homotopic, we haveż
V {M
η :“
ż
V {M
ż
VˆI{V
Rphq “
ż
MˆI{M
ż
VˆI{MˆI
Rphq “
ż
IˆM{M
pr˚
´ż
V {M
Rpνˆq
¯
“ 0 .
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Hence δ “ 0. ✷
Since the set of differential refinements of the Thom classes (which are compatible with the Aˆ-
genus form) are parametrized by a subgroup ofH´1pM ;π˚pKOqbRq, demanding that the refinement
is natural with respect to pullback of bundles admitting Spin structure allows us to use our standard
trick for proving uniqueness. More precisely, arguing as in Proposition 31 gives the following.
Proposition 49 (Uniqueness of differential refinement of the Spin KO Thom class via naturality).
Up to homotopy of differential Thom classes, the class zSpV q is the unique class refining SpV q which
is natural with respect to pullback of vector bundles of dimension n ” 0 mod 8, and which admit
Spin structure.
Summarizing our observations, we have established the following theorem.
Theorem 50 (Characterization of differential KO Thom class). Let V ÑM be a real vector bundle
of rank n ” 0 mod 8, equipped with connection ∇ and let SpV qr∇ :“ rpπ˚S`pV q, r∇`q, pπ˚S`pV q, r∇´q;µs
be the induced class from (4.2) in Grpπ0Vect∇pV qq. Then the yKOc-classzSpV q “ xcyc`rpπ˚S`pV q, r∇`q, pπ˚S`pV q, r∇´q;µs˘` apη˜q PyKOcpV q
is a differential refinement of the class SpV q “ rπ˚S`pV q, π˚S´pV q;µs satisfying the following:
(i) (Compatibility with the topological Thom class) IpSpV qr∇q “ SpV q.
(ii) (Compatibility with the classical Aˆ-genus)ż
V {M
RpSpV qr∇q “ pAˆp∇qq´1 ` dη ,
where η :“ ş
V {M η˜
(iii) (Thom isomorphism) The class SpV q is a Thom class, giving rise to an isomorphism
SpV q ¨ π˚p´q : KOpMq ÝÑ KOcpV q
and zSpV q is the unique differential refinement which is natural with respect to pullback of
vector bundles admitting Spin structure, equipped with connection.
We now see how this class can be put to use.
Proposition 51 (The differential KO Thom injection formula). The differential Thom class zSpV q
gives an injective (but not surjective) morphism
Φˆ :“ zSpV q Y π˚p´q :yKO˚pMq ÝÑyKO˚`nc pV q
of yKO-modules.
Proof. As in the complex case (see [Bu12]), fix a differential cohomology class xˆ P yKO withzSpV q Y π˚pxˆq “ 0. Then the following holds
0 “
ż
V {M
RpzSpV q Y π˚pxqq “ ż
V {M
RpzSpV qq ^ π˚pRpxˆqq “ 0 .
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Furthermore, by Proposition 50, we have
0 “
ż
V {M
RpzSpV qq ^ π˚Rpxˆq “ ´ż
V {M
RpzSpV qq¯^Rpxˆq
“ AˆpFr∇q ^Rpxˆq ` dη ^Rpxˆq
“ 1^Rpxˆq ` higher order terms ,
so that Rpxˆq “ 0. Hence xˆ P KO˚pM ;Up1qq, the flat KO-theory. Now the differential Thom
isomorphism reduces to the Thom isomorphism in KO˚pM ;Up1qq when restricted to flat classes. To
see this, note that the differential Thom isomorphism is compatible with the Thom isomorphism in
KO˚´1p´;Rq. By the compatibility β “ Ij, uniqueness of the Thom isomorphism in KOp´;Up1qq,
and the Five Lemma applied to diagram
KO˚´1c pV ;Zq //
–

KO˚´1c pV ;Rq
β
//
–

KO˚´1c pV ;Up1qq //
Φˆ

KO˚c pV ;Zq
–

KO˚´1pM ;Zq // KO˚´1pM ;Rq β // KO˚´1pM ;Up1qq // KO˚pM ;Zq
it follows that the restriction of pΦ to KOp´;Up1qq is indeed the Thom isomorphism. Hence xˆ “ 0
and Φˆ is injective. ✷
In general, differential Thom maps are not isomorphisms, but are only injective maps. We
illustrate this with the following example (see also [GS17a]).
Example 4 (Thom map for ordinary differential cohomology). Consider ordinary differential coho-
mology pHpM ;Zq. Let V ÑM be an oriented, rank n, real vector bundle over M . Then we can find
a compactly supported differential form u P ΩnclpV q (fiberwise volume form) such that
ş
V {M u “ 1.
A choice of such a form gives a geometric representative for the Thom class. The wedge product
with this form gives rise to a map
(4.6) u^ π˚p´q : Ω˚clpMq ÝÑ Ωn`˚cl pV q ,
inducing the Thom isomorphism in de Rham cohomology rus ^ π˚p´q : H˚dRpMq Ñ H˚`ndR pV q .
If u is normalized so that it has integral periods along cycles then u gives rise to a differential
cohomology class uˆ P pHnpV ;Zq and the underlying class u P HnpV ;Zq is a Thom class in integral
cohomology. Arguing as in the proof in Proposition 51, we see that this gives rise to an injection
uˆY π˚p´q : pH˚pM ;Zq ÝÑ pH˚`npV ;Zq
but not a surjection. Indeed, if this map were surjective then, in particular, we would have a
surjection at the level of forms given by (4.6). But this map cannot be surjective for any choice of
u. Indeed, let dα be any compactly supported exact n-form. Then for any form ω P Ω˚clpMq, Stokes
theorem impliesż
V {M
`
dα^ π˚pωq ` u^ π˚pωq˘ “ 0` ż
V {M
u^ π˚pωq “
´ż
V {M
u
¯
^ ω “ ω .
Hence integration over the fiber defines a left inverse to u^ π˚p´q, but has nontrivial kernel.
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With Φˆ :yKO˚pMq ÑyKO˚`nc pV q the Thom injection defined by Proposition 51, we can consider
the Thom injection ΦˆH in ordinary differential cohomology pH. This map does not admit an
inverse. However, there is a map ΨV {M : pHkc pV ;Zq which satisfies some of the familiar properties
of underlying cohomological inverse. In fact, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 52 (Pushforward in differential cohomology with compact support). Let π : V ÑM
be a real vector bundle of rank n and let νˆ be a differential refinement of the Thom class in ordinary
cohomology. Then there is a map ΨV {M : pHkc pV ;Zq Ñ pHk´npM ;Zq which satisfies the following
properties:
(i) (Compatibility with curvature)RpΨV {M pxˆqq “
ş
V {M Rpxˆq.
(ii) (Compatibility with topological realization) IpΨV {Mpxˆqq “ ΦHpIpxˆqq.
(iii) (Projection formula) We have
ΨV {Mpπ˚pxˆq YDB yˆq “ xˆYDB ΨV {M pyˆq ` aphq ,
where h P H˚´1pM ;Rq.
(iv) (Form representative) ΦˆHΨV {M is in the image of a : Ω
k´1pV q{impdq Ñ pHkpV ;Zq.
Proof. In [GT00], a fiber integration in Deligne cohomology is constructed. Using Deligne coho-
mology as a model for pH˚pM ;Zq, we can take ΨV {M to be this map. Properties (i) and (ii) follow
as part of the construction in [GT00]. For property (iii) observe that both the pushforward in
integral cohomology and the fiber integratiojn of forms satisfy the projection formula. It follows
at once that the difference ΨV {M pπ˚pxˆq YDB yˆq ´ xˆYDBΨV {M pyˆq is in the kernel of both R and I,
hence in the image of a. Property (iv) follows from the fact that ΦˆHΨV {M´id is in the kernel of I. ✷
We will now study the relation between these maps and the corresponding ones in differential
KO-theory, via the refined A-genus. The following refines relation (2.5).
Corollary 53 (Differential A-genus via Thom injection). Let V Ñ M be a real vector bundle of
rank n ” 0 mod 8. Assume V admits Spin structure and fix a connection ∇ on V . Let ΨV {M
be the integration map defined in Proposition 52. Then there is a unique secondary characteristic
form ηpV,∇q P Ω´1pM ;π˚pKOqq such that
apηpV,∇qq ` pAˆpV,∇qq´1 “ ΨV {MxPhpΦˆp1qq ,
where Aˆ is the differential A-genus (see Definition 9).
Proof. From Proposition 48 and Proposition 36, we read offż
V {M
RpxPhpΦˆp1qqq “ ż
V {M
RpxPhpzSpV qqq
“
ż
V {M
PhpFr∇`q ´ PhpFr∇´q
“ AˆpF∇q´1 ` dη .
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Since IpxPhpΦp1qqq “ PhpSpV qq, Proposition 52 implies that (after modifying η by some form in
H´1pM ;Rq), the differential cohomology class
ΨV {MxPhpzSpV qq ´ apηq
refines both AˆpF∇q´1 and SpV q. By our now standard argument for proving uniqueness of charac-
teristic forms, it follows from naturality of the class zSpV q, that there is a unique choice of ηpV,∇q
which is natural with respect to pullback such that
ΨV {MxPhpzSpV qq ´ apηpV,∇qq “ AˆpV,∇q . ✷
4.3. Pushforward and Riemann-Roch in yKO-theory. We now construct a pushforward in
differential KO theory, and use Corollary 53 to prove the differential Riemann-Roch theorem foryKO. For smooth maps in the topological case, a general axiomatic description via the Pontrjagin-
Thom construction is given in [CK09]. Recall also the recollection of the Riemann-Roch in classical
KO-theory in Section 2.2.
The refined desuspension σˆ and the collapse map c, together with the use of Thom spaces, will
allow us to offer the following.
Definition 54 (Pushforward in differential KO-theory). Let V ÑM be a real vector bundle of rank
n ” 0 mod 8, admitting a Spin structure and let Φˆ the Thom injection in differential KO-theory
Φˆpxq :“ zSpV q ¨ π˚p´q (see Proposition 51). Let f : W Ñ M be a proper map. An embedding of
W ãÑ Rn and f gives rise to an embedding i : W ãÑ M ˆ Rn. Let N denote the normal bundle of
the embedding. We define the pushforward of f as the composition
f! :yKO˚pW q pΦ //yKO˚`n´kpThpN qq cpiq˚ //yKO˚`n´kpM ^ rSnq σˆ´1n //yKO˚´kpMq ,
which depends on the embedding i.
Recall the Nash Embedding Theorem [Na56] that every Riemannian manifold M equipped with
Riemannian metric g can be isometrically embedded into some Euclidean space. We will use this
in order to relate KO∇pMq classes associated to the tangent bundle of such a manifold with those
associated to the normal bundle, both taken with appropriate corresponding connections.
Lemma 55 (Splitting of naturalKO∇pMq classes via embedding into Euclidean space). Let pM,gq
be a Riemannian manifold and let i : pM,gq ãÑ Rn be a Nash embedding. The normal bundle
N of the embedding inherits a metric given by g1pφpxq, ψpxqq :“ xφpxq, ψpxqy and we denote the
corresponding Levi-Civita connection by ∇Kg . Then, in KO∇pMq, we have the equality
rTM,∇gs “ ´rN ,∇Kg s ,
where ∇g is the Levi-Civita connection corresponding to g.
Proof. Since i is a Nash embedding, we have a splitting pn, dq – pTM,∇gq‘pN ,∇Kg q, where pn, dq
denotes the trivial rank n vector bundle with connection the exterior derivative d . We then imme-
diately have the relation rTM,∇gs ` rN ,∇Kg s “ 0 in KO∇pMq. See Example 11 in the Appendix,
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Section A.2. ✷
More generally, suppose we have a smooth map f : pW, gq Ñ pM,hq between Riemannian
manifolds. Equip W with the metric g`f˚h. Let i :W ãÑ Rn be an isometric embedding of pW, gq
into Rn. Take the metric on the product Rn ˆM to be usual one defined by kppx, yq, px1, y1qq :“
xx, yy ` hpx1, y1q for x, y in pTRnqp and x1, y1 sections of TMq. Then the map x ÞÑ pipxq, fpxqq
defines an isometric embedding. This gives a decomposition pTW,∇g`f˚hq ‘ pN ,∇Kg q – pn, dq ‘
pf˚TM,∇f˚hq ., which leads to the following.
Proposition 56 (Splitting of natural KO∇pMq classes for maps between Riemannian manifolds).
For smooth map f : pW, gq Ñ pM,hq between Riemannian manifolds, we have an identification inyKO∇
f˚rTM,∇hs ´ rTW,∇g`f˚hs “ rN ,∇Kg s .
We now utilize this, Corollary 53, and integration over the fiber to get the main result in this
section. General fiber integration in generalized (Eilenberg-Steenrod) cohomology is discussed in
[HS05, Section 3.4][Fr02, around Prop. 2.1]. Fiber integration of cocycles in Deligne cohomology
is discussed explicitly in detail in [GT00][GT01][DL05][Li10]. The refinement to smooth higher
moduli stacks is described in [FSS13]. As in the classical case for the Riemann-Roch theorem (see
[Hi95] and Section 2.2, we consider the following diagram involving pushforwards
pE,∇Eq P KO∇pW q ycyc
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
ycycpE,∇Eq P yKOpW q f! //
xPh

yKOpMq
xPh

AˆpTW,∇g`f˚hq P
pHpW ;Zq f˚ // pHpM ;Zq Q AˆpTM,∇hq.
The differential Riemann-Roch theorem gives the correction factor for the non-commutativity of
this diagram.
Theorem 57 (Riemann-Roch for differential KO-theory). Let f : pW, gq Ñ pM,hq be a a proper
smooth map between Riemannian manifolds. Let ∇h denote the Levi-Civita connection on M and
equip TW ÑW with the Levi-Civita connection associated to the metric g ` f˚h . Let E ÑW be
a real vector bundle with connection ∇E. Then we have the formula
(4.7) xPhpf!pxcycpE,∇Eqqq YDB AˆpTM,∇hq “ f˚pxPhpxcycpE,∇Eqq YDB pApTW,∇g`f˚hqq ` apηq ,
with η some differential form in Ω´1pM ;π˚pKOqq.
Proof. Fix an embeddingW ãÑ Rn and consider the induced embeddingW ãÑ RnˆM as discussed
above. From Definition 54 of the pushforward and Corollary 53 for the differential genus Aˆ, we
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immediately have the formula
f˚pxPhppE,∇Eq Y AˆpN ,∇Kg qq “ f˚pxPhpE,∇Eq YDB pΨN {MxPhppΦp1qq ` apηqqq(4.8)
“ f˚pxPhpE,∇Eq YDB ΨN {MxPhppΦp1qqq ` f˚pxPhpE,∇Eq YDB apηqq .
The image of a is an ideal in the ring pH˚pM ;Zq and there is η˜ such that apη˜q “ f˚pxPhpE,∇EqYDB
apηqq. Using this and properties (iii)(Projection formula) and (iv)(Form representative) of Propo-
sition 52 applied to the normal bundle N of the embedding W ãÑ Rn ˆM , we have
f˚pxPhpE,∇Eq YDB ΨN {MxPhppΦp1qqq“ f˚ΨN {Mpπ˚xPhpE,∇Eq YDB xPhppΦp1qqq ` aphq
“ ρˆ´1n cpiq˚ΦˆHΨN {Mpπ˚xPhpE,∇Eq YDB xPhppΦp1qqq ` aph1q ` aphq
“ xPhpσˆ´1n cpiq˚pπ˚xcycpE,∇Eq ¨ pΦp1qqq ` aph` h1q
“ xPhpf!pxcycpE,∇Eqqq ` aph` h1q ,
for some h, h1 P H´1pM ;π˚pKOqq. Here we have used the Definition of the Thom injection Φˆpxˆq “
π˚pxˆq ¨ Φˆp1q from Proposition 51. Furthermore, in equalities one through four we have used,
respectively, the projection formula, the definition of f˚, the naturality of xPh, and the definition of
f!. Combining this with equation (4.8), using the relation in Proposition 56, and the fact that Aˆ is
natural with respect to pullback and multiplicative with respect to Whitney sums, we have
f˚pxPhpE,∇EqYDB f˚AˆpTM,∇Kg q´1YDB AˆpTW,∇Kg`f˚hqq “ xPhpf!pxcycpE,∇Eqqq`aph`h1q`apη˜q .
Finally, using the projection formula for f˚ and absorbing forms together into a single η˜, we have
the formula
f˚pxPhppE,∇Eq YDB AˆpTW,∇Kg`f˚hqq YDB AˆpTM,∇Kg qq´1 “ xPhpf!pxcycpE,∇Eqqq ` apη˜q .
Multiplying both sides by AˆpTM,∇Kg q, using that the image of a is an ideal, and absorbing forms
into η˜ gives the result. ✷
The differential form η appearing in the Riemann-Roch theorem seems to be related to the η-
form of Bismut-Cheeger [BC89]. More precisely, we observe that η˜ “ ş
N {M η for some form η with
fiberwise compact support. Then pushing forward to the point M “ ˚ and applying the curvature
map R to formula (4.7) gives
IndexpDq “
ż
M
PhpF∇E q ^ AˆpF∇g`f˚hq `
ż
M
dη .
If M has nonempty boundary then, by the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem, it follows thatş
BM η is the η-invariant of the twisted Dirac operator D. This subject deserves further development
elsewhere.
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5. The Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence
5.1. The AHSS for KO-theory. We start by recalling the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence
(AHSS) for topological KO-theory, summarizing the main results in the literature, which will serve
as a basis for the differential version in the next section. In addition to providing one place for
material scattered in the literature, we also extend existing results in the case of KO-theory.
One major difference between the real and the complex theory is the following observations which
make the former much more delicate to deal with. In an AHSS for a CW-complex or a spectrum
which is bounded below, the image of all differentials dr with r ě 2 are torsion subgroups. One
consequence is that if E has torsion-free coefficient group π˚pEq and R is torsion-free ordinary
homology, then all differentials dr with r ě 2 vanish; see [Do66, Bemerkung 14.18][Ar92]. That is,
for torsion-free H˚pXq, the AHSS for cohomology collapses at the E2-page. In particular, K˚pXq is
torsion-free. This is in sharp contrast with real theory KOpXq where the coefficient group π˚pKOq
already has torsion and so the above statement will not hold. On the other hand, unlike the case for
K-theory, requiring KOpXq of a space X to be torsion-free is severely restrictive. It is the presence
of torsion (inevitable for coefficients and almost inevitable for a vast class of spaces) which prevents
one from making naive statements about direct analogies between the two theories.
If X is any space with p-skeleton Xp, there is an Atiyah-Hirzebruch (AH) filtration on KOpXq
obtained by letting KO˚pXqp “
Ş
f Kerpf˚q, where f runs over all maps f : Y Ñ X, dimpY q ă p,
with Y a finite complex [AH61a]. The AHSS for KO˚pXq is the spectral sequence tEp,qr , dru with
(see [Sw02, pp. 336-341])
E
p,q
2 – HppX; KOqq and Ep,q8 – F p,q{F p`1,q´1 “ KOp`qpXqp{KOp`qpXqp`1,
where F p,q “ Kerri˚0 : KOp`qpXq Ñ KOp`qpXp´1qs. If x P KO0pXq has filtration p, then x
determines a coset rxs Ă HppX; KO´ppptqq. The differentials dp,qr : Ep,qr Ñ Ep`r,q´r`1r satisfy dp,qr “
Ωdp`1,qr and d
p,q
r “ dp,q`8r . Furthermore, d8t,02 , d8t,´12 and d8t,´23 are induced by the cohomology
operations defined by the k-invariants
k8t,8t P H8t`2pKpZ, 8tq,Z{2q , k8t,8t P H8t`2pKpZ{2, 8tq,Z{2q , k8t,8t`1 P H8t`3pKpZ{2, 8tq,Zq ,
respectively [Ma63, Theorem 3.4]. In the E2-term the nonzero differentials may then be described
as Sq2 b ¨η, where ¨η denotes multiplication by η P KO1, precomposed with reduction modulo 2 if
necessary. Explicitly, [Fu67, equations (1.3)] [Th64, Theorem 4.2]
d
p,´8t
2 “ Sq2ρ2 : HppX;Zq ÝÑ Hp`2pX;Z{2q ,
d
p,´8t´1
2 “ Sq2 : HppX;Z{2q ÝÑ Hp`2pX;Z{2q ,
d
p,´8t
3 “ β2Sq2 : HppX;Z{2q ÝÑ Hp`3pX;Zq ,
where β2 is the Bockstein operator associated with the exact coefficient sequence 0Ñ Z ˆ2ÝÝÑ Z ρ2ÝÑ
Z{2 Ñ 0, with ρ2 being mod 2 reduction. Adding integral operations to this and retaining the
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origin of the coefficients, the differentials are given as follows (see [ABP67][proof of Lemma 5.6]) 21
Sq2ρ2 : H
ppX; KO0pptqq ÝÑ Hp`2pX; KO´1pptqq ,(5.1)
Sq2 : HppX; KO´1pptqq ÝÑ Hp`2pX; KO´2pptqq ,
β2Sq
2 : HppX; KO´2pptqq ÝÑ Hp`3pX; KO´4pptqq ,
β2Sq
4ρ2 : H
ppX; KO0pptqq ÝÑ Hp`5pX; KO´1pptqq .
Due to the relation ρ2β2Sq
4ρ2 “ Sq1Sq4ρ2 “ Sq4Sq1ρ2 ` Sq2Sq3ρ2, the fourth operation reduces
via ρ2β2Sq
4ρ2 “ Sq2Sq3ρ2. Indeed, in [Gh90] the latter is related to the AHSS differential for KO-
theory with Z{2-coefficients KOp´;Z{2q acting as d5 “ Sq2β2w2 on the Thom class. Mod-2n real
K-theory KOp´;Z{2nq has also been investigated in [Za92]. Higher differentials have been consid-
ered for certain complexes e.g. in [KH91][KH92][KKO04a][KKO04b][KO13], where the differentials
appear in degrees 2 mod 8.
In [Bu69][Bu70] it was shown that for complex K-theory, the general formula for the differentials
is given as:
(5.2) d2rpp´1q`1pxqp “ ǫrpβpP rqpx{pr´1q ¨ v ,
where dp´qp denotes the p-component of the differential, ǫr ‰ 0 mod p, v P K´2rpp´1qp˚q a power
of the Bott generator u, and βP r is an integral Steenrod operation given by the mod p Bockstein
βp acting on the Steenrod reduced power operation P
r of degree r at the prime p. We can use
this and complexification to identify a large portion of the differentials for the real counterpart for
classes x in KO-theory of a finite CW-complex X which are divisible by certain powers of p. Recall
(see (2.4)) that the rationalization of KO-theory is 4-periodic generated by two elements α and β
of degrees 4 and 8, respectively.
Proposition 58 (Differentials in the KO-theory AHSS). The differentials for KO-theory are given
according to the prime as
(i) For p odd, we have the formula
d
s,4t
4rpp´1q`1pxqp “ ǫ2rpβpP 2rqpx{p2r´1q ¨ α˜ .
(ii) For p “ 2, we also have the formula
d
s,8t
8r`1pxq2 “ ǫ4rpβ2Sq8rqpx{24r´1q ¨ α˜ ,
where α˜, a power of α, is the generator in π´4tpKOq appearing in Es,t “ HspM ;π´4tpKOq (see
Theorem 59 below); explicitly, under complexification
cpα˜q “
#
2u2t for t odd,
u2t for t even.
Proof. The complexification map c : KO Ñ K induces a morphism of spectral sequences. The
Bott sequence (see Section 2.3) identifies this map on coefficients with an isomorphism KO8tpptq c–
K8tpptq and the map
Z – KO4tpptq ˆ2ÝÑ K4tpptq – Z .
21 Attributed to [Bo69] there.
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with t ı 0 mod 2. The induced map on the corresponding AHSS’s gives rise to the commutative
diagrams
HspM ;Zqp
d
s,8t 1
8rpp´1q`1

HspM ;Zqp
d
s,8t
8rpp´1q`1

Hs`8rpp´1q`1pM ;Zqp Hs`8rpp´1q`1pM ;Zqp
and
HspM ;Zqp ˆ2 //
d
s,4`8t 1
4rpp´1q`1

HspM ;Zqp
d
s,4`8t
4rpp´1q`1

Hs`4rpp´1q`1pM ;Zqp ˆ2 // Hs`4rpp´1q`1pM ;Zqp ,
whereH˚pM ;Zqp denotes the p-primary part. Away from p “ 2, this gives the desired identification
via (5.2). For p “ 2, the identification follows from the first diagram. ✷
We will use this proposition in the next section to give a complete description of the image of
the Pontrjagin character map using the differential AHSS we develop there.
5.2. AHSS for differential KO-theory. The AH filtration on the Hopkins-Singer type differen-
tial theory yKOpXq is induced from the filtration on the underlying topological theory KOpXq via
the natural topological realization map I :yKOpXq Ñ KOpXq (see the statement after Lemma B.24
in [Fr00]). In [GS16b], we constructed a general AHSS which works for any differential cohomology
theory. We briefly summarize this construction. Let M be a compact manifold and consider the
simplicial object given by resolving M in Sh8pManq, by the nerve of a good open cover tUαu. This
simplicial object has a natural filtration through its skeleta and induces a filtration on a differential
cohomology group E˚pMq via
E˚pMqs :“ ker
`
i˚ : E˚pMq Ñ EpXsq
˘
,
with Xs :“ skspCptUαuqq and i˚ induced by the canonical map i : skspCptUαuq ÑM . Through the
Nerve Theorem one finds that this filtration is compatible with the canonical map I and agrees
with the one discussed in [Fr00].
Recall (see expression(2.4)) that KO-theory is rationally 4-periodic with π˚KObQ “ Qrα,α´1s.
Using the general methods of [GS16b][GS17b] specialized to KO, we can immediately establish the
following.
Theorem 59 (AHSS for differential KO-theory). Let CptUαuq be the Cˇech nerve of a good open
cover of a compact manifold M . Filtering the realization of this simplicial object by skeleta gives
rise to a half-plane spectral sequence for yKO taking the following form 22
(5.3) Es,t “
$’&’%
Ω0Z,clpM ;π˚pKOqq s “ t “ 0
HspM ; KOtppt;Up1qqq t ă 0
HspM ; KOtpptqq t ą 0
,/./- ùñ `zKO0˘s,tpMq ,
22Note that yKO0 “ diffpKO, ĂPh,Rrα, α´1sq is the sheaf of spectra associated to differential KO-theory in degree zero.
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where the elements in the group Ω0Z,clpM ;π˚pKOqq are formal combinations
ω “ ω0 ` ω4 ` ω8 ` . . .
with ω4k a differential form of degree 4k on M and the zero form ω0 is a constant Z-valued function.
The following was also shown in [GS16b] for the case of complex K-theory, but the argument
works in general for any sheaf of spectra, including KO-theory. Nevertheless, we provide an argu-
ment here in order to be self-contained. Recall the Pontrjagin character from Section 2.1.
Proposition 60 (The E8-term in the differential KO-theory AHSS). We have
E0,08 “ yKOpMq{KO´1pM ;Up1qq
– ImpPhq ,
where Ph is the Pontrjagin character form Ph : π0
`
Iso
`
Vect∇pMq
˘˘ÑÀk Ω4kpMq.
Proof. First recall that, from the construction of the Hopkins-Singer differential KO, the composi-
tion xcyc : KO∇pMq ÑyKOpMq RÝÑÀk Ω4kpMq is precisely the Pontrjagin character form map Ph.
Thus, the image of R is precisely the image of Ph. Identifying KO´1pM ;Up1qq with the flat part
of yKOpMq, it then follows immediately from the differential cohomology diamond diagram (3.12)
that
(5.4) yKOpMq{KO´1pM ;Up1qq – ImpPhq .
Hence, we need only show that the left hand side is indeed E0,08 . By definition of the filtration andyKO, the kernel
ker
´
i˚ :yKOpMq ÝÑyKO`sk0pCptUαuq˘ – Z‘ź
α
Ω0cl
`
Uα;π˚pKOq
˘¯
can be identified with those classes inyKOpMq whose local curvature forms vanish on each patch of
the good open cover tUαu. But this is precisely the kernel of R, which by exactness of the diamond
is the image of KO´1pM ;Up1qq in yKOpMq. The elements in E0,08 are, by definition, those elements
which converge to the graded quotientyKOpMq0 which we have shown is precisely the left hand side
of the isomorphism (5.4). ✷
Next, for ´t ď s and s ‰ 0 we have an isomorphism
Es,t8 “ yKOflatpMqs{yKOflatpMqs`1
– KO´1pM ;Up1qqs{KO´1pM ;Up1qqs`1 ,
where the right hand side is the usual AH filtration on for the theory KO´1p´;Up1qq. This is more
or less implicit in [GS16b], but we include a proof of this fact here.
Proposition 61 (AHSS for flat KO-theory vs. that of KO-theory with U(1)-coefficients). For the
flat theory yKO˚flat, the refined AHSS of [GS16b] is isomorphic to usual AHSS for KO˚´1p´;Up1qq.
Proof. We will make use of the functors appearing in the quadruple adjunction (3.4). The theoryyKOflat is representable by the constant sheaf of spectra δ`KOUp1q ˘. Let CptUαuq be the realization
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of the Cˇech nerve of a good open cover tUαu of M . Then, by the cohesive adjunction,
Map
`
CptUαuq, δ
`
KOUp1q
˘˘ » Map`ΠpCptUαuqq,KOUp1q ˘ .
Now, since the cover tUαu is good, it follows from the Nerve Theorem that |ΠpCptUαuqq| » X »M ,
where X is a finite CW-complex with s-skeleton Xs given by attaching a copy of ∆
s to Xs´1 via
the combinatorics of the cover. It follows at once that Π preserves the respective filtrations and
induces an isomorphism on corresponding exact couples. ✷
Remark 16 (The E2-page). From the above results, it follows that the E2-page of the spectral
sequence takes the form depicted in Figure 1. Note that some of the entries (in particular, those
with Up1q-coefficients) are shifted in degree as compared with the AHSS for KO. This is a typical
effect which arises from the identification pK˚flatp´q – KO˚´1p´;Up1qq (see [GS16b][GS17b] for more
detail).
8 H0pM ;Zq H1pM ;Zq H2pM ;Zq
7 H0pM ;Z{2q H1pM ;Z{2q H2pM ;Z{2q
6 H0pM ;Z{2q H1pM ;Z{2q H2pM ;Z{2q
4 H0pM ;Zq H1pM ;Zq H2pM ;Zq
0 Ω0cl,ZpM ;pi˚pKOqq
´1 H0pM ;Z{2q H1pM ;Z{2q H2pM ;Z{2q
´2 H0pM ;Z{2q H1pM ;Z{2q H2pM ;Z{2q
´3. H0pM ;Up1qq H1pM ;Up1qq H2pM ;Up1qq
´7 H0pM ;Up1qq H1pM ;Up1qq H2pM ;Up1qq
8 H0pM ;Zq H1pM ;Zq H2pM ;Zq
7 H0pM ;Z{2q H1pM ;Z{2q H2pM ;Z{2q
6 H0pM ;Z{2q H1pM ;Z{2q H2pM ;Z{2q
4 H0pM ;Zq H1pM ;Zq H2pM ;Zq
0 Z Z Z
´1 H0pM ;Z{2q H1pM ;Z{2q H2pM ;Z{2q
´2 H0pM ;Z{2q H1pM ;Z{2q H2pM ;Z{2q
´4 H0pM ;Zq H1pM ;Zq H2pM ;Zq
´8 H0pM ;Zq H1pM ;Zq H2pM ;Zq
Figure 1. The E2-page for yKO on the left vs. the E2-page for KO on the right.
The spectral sequence mixes the topological and geometric data in a nontrivial way. One sees, for
example, that the differential forms which survive to the E8-page are constrained by the topological
data. In fact, even the torsion groups in lower degrees have an effect, as we shall see.
5.3. Identifying the differentials. In this section we identify the differentials, which arise either
as differential refinements of the underlying topological differentials or as novel ones which mix the
geometric and topological data.
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Remark 17 (Observations on the differentials and corresponding maps). We make a few prelimi-
nary observations.
(i) The differentials contained only in the 1st quadrant of the spectral sequence reduce to the
underlying topological differentials.
(ii) Indeed, as noted in [GS16b], the canonical map I :yKOp´q Ñ KOp´q induces an isomorphism
on this first quadrant.
(iii) From the hexagon diagram (3.12), this map reduces to the Bockstein map β : KO´1p´;Up1qq Ñ
KOp´q associated to the fiber sequence
KO ÝÑ KOR ÝÑ KOUp1q ,
on the flat part of yKOp´q and hence β induces a morphism on 4th quadrants.
(iv) The map j in the hexagon diagram (3.12) induces an isomorphism on 4th quadrants.
With these morphisms in hand, for the entries of the form H ipM ;Z{2q we have the following
identifications.
Proposition 62 (The second differential foryKO-theory AHSS at the Z{2-entries). The differentials
of the form
d2 : H
ppM ;Z{2q ÝÑ Hp`2pM ;Z{2q
appearing in the fourth quadrant of Figure 1 agrees with the topological case and are given by
Sq2 : HppM ;Z{2q ÝÑ Hp`2pM ;Z{2q .
Proof. Consider the morphism of spectral sequences arising from the canonical topological real-
ization map I :yKOp´q Ñ KOp´q. This gives rise to a commutative diagram
(5.5) HppM ;Z{2q I
1
//
d2

HppM ;Z{2q
Sq2

Hp`2pM ;Z{2q I 1 // Hp`2pM ;Z{2q ,
where I 1 is induced by the corresponding map on coefficients. The coefficients on the left hand side
of (5.5) were determined from computing KOppt;Up1qq via the Bockstein sequence
KO˚p´q // KO˚p´;Rq // KO˚p;Up1qq
βUp1q
// KO˚`1p´q .
In particular, βUp1q gives rise to an isomorphism βUp1q : KO
´2ppt;Up1qq – KO´1pptq – Z{2 and
βUp1q : KO
´3ppt;Up1qq – Z{2. 23 Given the compatibility of βUp1q with I 1 in the diamond diagram
(3.12), i.e. I 1j “ βUp1q, it follows that the top horizontal arrow in (5.5) is an isomorphism and
hence d2 “ Sq2. ✷
Proposition 63 (Formula for the second differential in 4th quadrant of AHSS for yKO-theory).
The differential
d2 : H
ppM ;Z{2q // Hp`2pM ;Up1qq ,
23Recall again that we have degree shifts up by 1 for the groups with Up1q-coefficients.
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is given by jSq2, with j being the canonical inclusion
j : Hp`2pM ;Z{2q   // Hp`2pM ;Up1qq
induced by the inclusion of Z{2 into Up1q as the square roots of unity.
Proof. The second differential d2 defines a degree 2 increasing cohomology operation. From the
exact sequence Z{2 ãÑ Up1q ˆ2ÝÝÑ Up1q and divisibility of Up1q, we get an exact sequence (i.e., the
Ext term vanishes)
0 ÝÑ Hp`2pM ;Z{2q jÝÝÑ Hp`2pM ;Up1qq ÝÑ Hp`2pM ;Up1qq ÝÑ 0 .
Hence the 2-torsion subgroup of Hp`2pM ;Up1qq is precisely the image of Hp`2pM ;Z{2q under j.
As Hp`2pM ;Z{2q is a Z{2-vector space, the image of d2 is necessarily 2-torsion. Then, by universal
considerations, it follows that d2 “ jφ for some operation φ : Hpp´;Z{2q Ñ Hp`2p´;Z{2q. Since
H˚pKpZ{2, nq;Z{2q is a polynomial ring generated by Steenrod squares, it follows that the only
degree 2 increasing operations are pSq1q2 and Sq2, but the former vanishes by the Adem relations. ✷
On the E4k-page we have differentials that involve geometric data and take the form
d4k : Ω
˚
cl,ZpM ;π˚pKOqq ÝÑ kerpd4k´1q{impd4k´1q ,
and it is interesting to identify what condition the cokernel forces on d4kpωq so that it vanishes.
The next theorem provides a powerful characterization of these differentials, which witness an
interesting geometry-topology interplay. To that end, we will need the following.
Lemma 64 (Vanishing of d4k on exact forms). Any element in Ω
0
Z,clpM ;π˚pKOqq of the form
ω “ ω0 ` dη3 ` dη7 ` . . . ,
with η4k´1 a differential form of degree 4k ´ 1, lifts through the curvature map R : yKOpMq Ñ
Ω0Z,clpM ;π˚pKOqq. Hence, all the differentials d4k : E0,04k Ñ E4k,4k´14k vanish on ω.
Proof. The commutativity of the diamond diagram (3.12) implies
Rapη3 ` η7 ` . . .q “ dη3 ` dη7 ` . . . “ ω ´ ω0 .
Let 1 P KOpMq be the unit. Then ω0 ¨ 1 PyKOpMq and ω0 ¨ 1` apη3 ` η7 ` . . .q defines such a lift
through the curvature. See Proposition 60. ✷
Theorem 65 (The differential d4k in AHSS for yKO-theory).
(i) For a closed graded differential form ω :“ ω0 ` ω4 ` . . . P Ω0cl,ZpM ;π˚pKOqq, the differential
d8kpωq is the image of the class
rω8ks mod Z P H8kpM ;Up1qq
in the quotient kerpd8k´1q{impd8k´1q.
(ii) The differentials d8k`4 are given by taking the image of the class
1
2
rω8k`4s mod Z P H4kpM ;Up1qq
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in the quotient kerpd8k`3q{impd8k`3q.
Proof. (i) The differential Pontrjagin character (See Section 3.6)xPh :yKOp´q ÝÑ pH0p´;π˚pKOq b Qq –à
k
pH8kp´;Qq
gives rise to a morphism of spectral sequences. At the E8k-page this gives a commutative diagram
(5.6) Ω0Z,clpM ;π˚pKOqq 
 //
d8k

Ω0Q,clpM ;π˚pKOqq
d1
8k

kerpd8k´1q{impd8k´1q
ϕ
// H8kpM ;R{Qq .
The bottom map ϕ is identified as follows. The morphism of spectra KOUp1q Ñ KOR{Q induced by
the differential Pontrjagin character reduces to the mod Q map q : KO8k´1
Up1q
pptq – R{Z Ñ R{Q –
KO8k´1
R{Q pptq on coefficients. Since Ph sends β to 1 P R, the resulting morphism on exact couples
identifies ϕ as the composite
kerpd8k´1q{impd8k´1q 
 // H8kpM ;R{Zq{impd8k´1q
mod Q
// H8kpM ;R{Qq .
In [GS16b], we identified the differential dn in the spectral sequence for pHnp´;Zq and the proof
holds verbatim with Q-coefficients. This differential is then given by dnpωq “ rωs mod Q . Note
also that we have a natural isomorphismpH˚pM ;Qq b π˚pKOq – pH˚pM ;π˚pKOq b Qq ,
so that the differential in diagram (5.6) acts as d18kpωq “ rωs mod Q. The kernel of ϕ is precisely
the permanent cycles (up to the E8k-page) which are in the image of map i : H
8kpM ;Q{Zq Ñ
H8kpM ;R{Zq induced by the inclusion Q{Z ãÑ R{Z. Now write φ for the map φ : ω ÞÑ rωs mod Z.
Then, by commutativity of diagram (5.6), ϕpd8kpωq´φpωqq “ 0 for all ω. Set φ˜pωq “ d8kpωq´φpωq.
Then φ˜ defines a group homomorphism
(5.7) φ˜ : Ω0Z,clpM ;π˚pKOqq ÝÑ
`
kerpd8k´1q X impiq
˘{impd8k´1q .
Now, since M is compact, the cohomology group H8kpM ;Q{Zq contains countably many elements,
hence so does the group on the right in (5.7). By lemma 64, all the differentials vanish on exact
forms and it follows also that the map φ˜ descends to the cohomology groups Z‘À4ką0H4kpM ;Rq,
where Z corresponds to the 0-form part. Since M is compact, the group
À
4ką0H
4kpM ;Rq is a
finite-dimensional vector space. Endowing this vector space with the Euclidean topology gives it
the structure of a locally compact, finite-dimensional graded vector space. Part (i) will then follow
from the following assertion.
Lemma 66 (Homomorphisms of topological groups). Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space
and let A be a countable abelian group. Equip V with the usual Euclidean topology and the Lebesgue
measure µ and equip A with the discrete topology. Then any measurable homomorphism f : V Ñ A
is necessarily continuous (and therefore zero). Thus, any nonvanishing group homomorphism f :
V Ñ A is necessarily nonconstructive (i.e., uses the axiom of choice).
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Proof of Lemma 66. Let f : V Ñ A be a measurable group homomorphism. Then for any
point a P A, the set f´1ptauq is measurable. Choose va P f´1ptauq for each a. Then the translates
f´1pt0uq ` va cover V by countably many measurable sets and hence µpf´1pt0uqq ‰ 0. Choose an
open set U containing f´1pt0uq such that µpU{f´1pt0uqq ă ǫ, for ǫ sufficiently small. Then the set
of translates V “ U ´ U is contained in f´1pt0uq. Indeed, for each x P V , px ` Uq X U is open,
nonempty, and contains both px ´ f´1pt0uqq and f´1pt0uq as subsets of positive measure. Hence,
px´f´1pt0uqqXf´1pt0uq ‰ H and x P f´1pt0uq. But this implies that f´1pt0uq is a neighborhood
of zero. Continuity follows by translation. ✷
Going back to the proof of Theorem 65: The proof of the first part of the theorem then indeed
follows from the fact that both the map φ and the differential d8k are constructive (i.e. do not
invoke the axiom of choice). 24 It follows at once that φ˜ is constructive, hence zero by Lemma 66.
(ii) Now in degrees ” 4 mod 8, we have a similar diagram
(5.8) Ω0Z,clpM ;π˚pKOqq 
 //
d8k`4

Ω0Q,clpM ;π˚pKOqq
d1
8k`4

kerpd8k`3q{impd8k`3q
ϕ1
// H8k`4pM ;R{Qq .
Since the Ph sends the generator α P KO´4pptq to 2 P R, we identify the map ϕ1 as the composite
kerpd8k`3q{impd8k`3q 
 // H8k`4pM ;R{Zq{impd8k`3q
ˆ2 modQ
// H8k`4pM ;R{Qq .
Arguing exactly as in the case for d8k, we find that d4k is as claimed. ✷
One might wonder whether we have other differentials not accounted for above.
Proposition 67 (No other differentials). All other differentials emanating out of E0,02 “ Ω0Z,clpM ;Zq
are zero.
Proof. The other possible differentials map onto a quotient of some subgroup of H˚pM ;Z{2q, a
finite group. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 65, using Lemma 66, it follows that differential is
zero. ✷
Remark 18 (Pontrjagin character (forms)). (i) The forms ω which lift to differential KO-theory
are precisely those forms which are in the image of the Pontrjagin character, by Proposition 60.
Thus, we see from Theorem 65 that the differentials in the 4th quadrant of the spectral sequence
give a complete characterization of all possible Pontrjagin character forms.
(ii) In the case of complex K-theory, it is known that the structure of the classical AHSS is inti-
mately related to the values of the Chern character (see [AH61a][AH61b][Bu69][Bu70]). In the real
topological case, such a relationship with the Pontrjagin character is expected but does not seem to
have been investigated before. We find it striking the our construction of the AHSS for differential
KO-theory makes the relationship between the Pontrjagin character form and the differentials in
the AHSS completely manifest.
24Note that the differential d8k does rely on choosing representatives for its definition. However, at no point are we
forced to choose from an uncountable family of sets.
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5.4. Consequences for the Pontrjagin character. We now turn to the problem of characteriz-
ing the image of the Pontrjagin character map. Before presenting the main theorem in this section,
we will need to refine the result of Buchstaber [Bu69][Bu70] to the differential setting. We begin
by observing that if the cohomology groups of a space X are finitely generated, the torsion part in
H˚pX;Zq is precisely the image of the Bockstein map βUp1q : H˚pX;Up1qq Ñ H˚pX;Zq associated
to the exponential sequence. Then, for every finite-dimensional smooth manifold M , it follows that
we have a short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ H
˚pM ;Rq
H˚pM ;Zqfree ÝÑ H
˚pM ;Up1qq βUp1qÝÝÝÑ H˚`1pM ;Zqtor ÝÑ 0 .
Since T b˚ :“ H˚pM ;Rq
H˚pM ;Zqfree
is divisible as an abelian group it follows that Ext1pH˚`1pM ;Zqtor, T b˚q “
0 and the sequence splits (noncanonically). This gives an identification for each k
(5.9) HkpM ;Up1qq–Hk`1pM ;Zqtor ‘ T bk ,
where T bk denotes the torus of dimension the k-th Betti number bk :“ dim
`
HkpM ;Rqq. Using this
decomposition, we can study the p-primary part of the differentials in the AHSS by restricting to
the the differentials factoring through the subgroup pHk`1pM ;Zqtorqp ‘ T bkp , where T bkp denotes
the p-torsion subgroup of the torus. The full differential will be a product of these components (in
HkpM ;Up1qq) as p-varies. We consider maps of the form
(5.10) jpm : H
kpM ;Z{pmq ÝÑ HkpM ;Up1qq
induced by a representation of the p-primary group Z{pm. Realizing Z{pm as the pm-roots of unity
in Up1q, we can regard jpm simply as the inclusion.
Remark 19 (Image of d4k). Note that the image of the differentials d4k : E
0,0
4k Ñ E4k,´4k`14k
necessarily lands in the toric part of the decomposition HkpM ;Up1qq–Hk`1pM ;Zqtor‘T bk . Indeed,
for a differential form ω4k of degree 4k, d4kpω4kq “ rω4ks mod Z lies in the image of the exponential
map e : H4kpM ;Rq Ñ H4kpM ;Up1qq, hence the kernel of βUp1q.
With these definitions, and with the same definition for the generators α˜ as in Proposition 58
above, we have the following.
Proposition 68 (Odd-primary part of the differential). Let M be a compact manifold. We have
the following formulas for the p-primary component of the differentials in yKO for s, t ‰ 0
(i) For p odd:
d
s,´4t`1
4rpp´1q`1
pxqp “ ǫ2r ¨ jp
`
P 2rpβUp1qpx{p2r´1qq ¨ α˜
˘
.
(ii) For p “ 2:
d
s,´8t`1
8r`1 pxq2 “ ǫ4r ¨ j2
`
Sq8rpβUp1qpx{24r´1qq ¨ α˜
˘
,
where jp is given by (5.10) and ǫk ‰ 0 mod p for k “ 2r, 4r.
Proof. The morphism of spectral sequences induced by the Bockstein map associated to the fiber
sequence
KO ÝÑ KOR ÝÑ KOUp1q
is the zero map at the Es,4t´1n entries. In particular, starting with the E2-page we have a well-
defined boundary map at these entries. By the argument in [GS15, Proposition 17], we can identify
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the boundary map with the Bockstein morphism βUp1q on ordinary cohomology associated to the
exact sequence Z Ñ R Ñ Up1q. Then, by Buchstaber’s result [Bu69][Bu70], the fact that the
boundary map commutes with the differentials, and the compatibility βp “ βUp1qj, we immediately
identify the p-primary part
d
s,´4t`1
4rpp´1q`1
pxqp “ ǫ2r ¨ jppβpP 2rβUp1qqpx{p2r´1q ¨ α˜ . ✷
Proposition 68 allows us to establish the following result.
Theorem 69 (Congruence for the Pontrjagin character). Let V ÑM be a real vector bundle over
M and let ∇ be a connection on V . Define the function φ : R Ñ Z by
φpxq “
#
rxs, x R Z
x´ 1, x P Z
+
,
where rxs denote the greatest integer ă x, for x a real number. Then the number
n “
ź
pě2
p
φ
`
k
p
˘
is the smallest number such that n¨PhpF∇q4k is in the image of the map H4kpM ;Zr12 sq ãÑ H4kpM ;Rq
for any compact smooth manifolds M induced by the inclusion Zr1
2
s ãÑ R. In particular, there is
an integer m such that, for all cycles c : ∆4k ÑM , we have for the closed integral
n
2m
¿
c
PhpF∇q4k P Z .
Proof. If the form PhpF∇q4k lifts to differential KO, then it must be a permanent cycle. By
Theorem 65, this implies that
d4kpPhpF∇q4kq “ 12k mod 2 rPhpF∇q4ks mod Z
must be in the image of d4rpp´1q`1 for all 4rpp´ 1q ` 1 ă 4k, i.e., r ă 4k´14pp´1q . As in [Bu70], one can
show that there exists a smooth manifold M with the following properties 25
‚ Fix a prime p. For any r ă 4k´1
4pp´1q , there is a class βUp1qpxq of degree 4k ´ 4rpp ´ 1q ´ 1,
which is nonzero and divisible by pr´1, provided ρpβUp1qpxq lies in the nonvanishing regime
of P 2r.
‚ For every such βUp1qpxq ‰ 0, the primary operations jpP 2rpβUp1qpxq{pr´1q ‰ 0. 26
‚ The operation βUp1qjpP 2rpβUp1qpxq{pr´1q “ 0.
Taking degrees into consideration, we find that the regime of r’s for which P 2r necessarily vanishes
is precisely r ă r4k´1
4p
s “ r k
n
´ 1
4p
s “ φ` k
n
˘
. Then for all r ă mintφ` k
n
˘
, r 4k´1
4pp´1q su “ φ
`
k
n
˘
, we
have that jpP
2rpβUp1qpxq{pr´1q ‰ 0 and the differentials d4k : E0,04k Ñ E4k,4k´14k vanish precisely
if d4k lands in the image of jpP
2rpβUp1qpxq{pr´1q. This is the p-torsion in the torus T b4k since
25This is achieved by approximating the Eilenberg-MacLane complexes by smooth manifolds via a sequence of surg-
eries.
26Note that we are taking 0 to be the identity element in H˚pM ;Up1qq. We could have used 1 “ expp2piinq for the
multiplicative identity, but that would lead to possible confusion upon asking for what it means for a differential to
‘vanish’.
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βUp1qjpP
2rpβUp1qpxq{pr´1q “ 0. If r “ 1, then clearly this implies that (modulo denominators in-
volving powers of 2) p ¨ Ph4kpF∇q “ 0 mod Z. Passing to the quotient, we find that, for r “ 2,
p2 ¨ Ph4kpF∇q “ 0 mod Z. Iterating this process, we attain the integer n “ φ
`
k
n
˘
. Since the
permanent cycles in E0,0 are precisely those forms in the image of Ph, it follows that this is the
best possible. ✷
Theorem 69 gives the best possible result for the class of all smooth manifolds. However, given
some fixed smooth manifold M , one would like to be able to check some condition which provides
the smallest denominator. We next give such a check.
Proposition 70 (Denominators of Pontrjagin characters). Fix an integer ℓ and a prime p. Let r
and k be integers with 4k`rpp´1q “ ℓ and consider the following property of the pair pr, kq. There
is a class xr P H4kpM ;Zq (which depends on r) such that, for p ‰ 2,
(1) xr is p-torsion and is divisible by p
2r´1, but not p2r,
(2) P 2rpρppxr{p2r´1qq ‰ 0,
(3) βpP
2rpρppxr{p2r´1qq “ 0,
with βp : H
˚p´;Z{pq Ñ H˚`1p´;Zq the Bockstein associated to the sequence Z ˆpÝÝÑ Z Ñ Z{p.
Call such pairs admissible. Then there exists a vector bundle ξℓ, depending only on the sum ℓ “
4k ` 4rpp ´ 1q such that the p-primary part of the denominator of Phℓpξq is precisely ps, where s
is the number of admissible pairs. Moreover, this denominator is optimal in the sense that there is
no vector bundle ξ1 such that the p-primary part of the denominator of Phℓpξ1q is pm with m ą s.
Proof. Fix any admissible pair pr, kq. Since xr is torsion, it must be in the image of βUp1q. Since
xr is divisible by p
2r´1, we can form the class xr{p2r´1. Since xr is not divisible by p2r, the
mod p reduction of this class does not vanish in general. Since P 2rpρ2pxr{p2r´1qq ‰ 0, it fol-
lows that jpP
2rpρ2pxr{p2r´1qq ‰ 0, since jp is injective. Finally, since βpP 2rpρ2pxr{p2r´1qq “ 0 and
βUp1qjp “ βp, it follows that jpP 2rpρ2pxr{p2r´1qq is in the image of the exponential mapHℓpM ;Rq Ñ
HℓpM ;Up1qq. Choose a differential form ωℓ whose de Rham class maps to jpP 2rpρ2pxr{p2r´1qq un-
der the exponential. Being in that image, ωℓ is killed by dℓ : E
0,0
ℓ Ñ Eℓ,´ℓ`1ℓ and must be the
degree ℓ component of a Pontrjagin character. Since jpP
2rpρ2pxr{p2r´1qq is non-vanishing and lies
in p-torsion, it follows that rωℓs must have denominator p. Moreover, each distinct admissible pair
contributes a copy of p, yielding the denominator pℓ. The fact that this denominator is optimal
follows immediately from the fact that the differential vanishes if and only if ωℓ is the ℓ-component
of a Pontrjagin character form; see Proposition 60. ✷
We now illustrate the utility of the spectral sequence via some concrete applications of Theo-
rem 65. We begin with a few representative statements, and continue with more applications in
subsequent sections.
Corollary 71 (Classes contributing to denominators). Suppose the order of the p-primary com-
ponent H4kpM ;Zqp is p2r and suppose P 2r : H4kpM ;Z{pq Ñ H4k`4rpp´1qpM ;Z{pq is nonvanishing
for all classes in the image of the mod p reduction and has image in the mod p reduction. Then
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any class x P H4kpM ;Zqp of order p2r contributes a copy of p to the product in the denominator of
Ph4k`4rpp´1qpξq for some vector bundle ξ.
Proof. The element p2r´1x is p-torsion since the order is p2r. Moreover, ρppxq ‰ 0 since otherwise,
x “ py for some y and p2r´1x “ p2ry “ 0. Since P 2r is nonvanishing on the image of ρp it follows
that jpP
2rpρ2pxqq ‰ 0. Hence, the claim follows from Proposition 70. ✷
Proposition 72 (Degree 8 components of the Pontrjagin character). Let pV,∇q be a real vector
bundle on M and suppose all elements in the image of βUp1q : H
3pM ;Up1qq Ñ H4pM ;Zq are
divisible by 2. Assume also that H1pM ;Z{2q – H2pM ;Z{2q – 0. 27 Then the degree 8 component
of the Pontrjagin character form PhpF∇q8 must integrate to an integer on cycles. Moreover, any
differential form of degree 8 which integrates to an integer on cycles is the degree 8 component of a
Pontrjagin character form.
Proof. Note that the differentials can be labeled schematically as dright,downi , whose effect on the
grid is to move to the right by i and downwards by i´ 1. From this we see that the only nonzero
differentials which can have target in bidegree p8,´7q are d5, d6 and d7. The differentials d2,´26 and
d
1,´1
7 vanish since H
1pM ;Z{2q – H2pM ;Z{2q – 0. By Proposition 58, we have the formula
d
3,´3
5 “ j2Sq4ρ2βUp1q : H3pM ;Up1q ÝÑ H8pM ;Up1qq .
Since βUp1qpxq is divisible by 2 for all x P H3pM ;Up1qq, it follows that ρ2βUp1qpxq “ 0 and the
differential vanishes. Thus, for a differential form ω8 to be the degree 8 component of a Ponrjagin
character form, it is necessary and sufficient that ω8 must represent an integral class. ✷
Example 5 (Denominators of Ph up to dimension 48). Theorem 69 gives the following integrality
conditions on the Pontrjagin numbers up to dimension 48. Computing the number n appearing in
Theorem 69 in each case, and considering the range where the primary operations vanish, we have
the following
k “ 1 : Ph4 P Z ,
k “ 2 : Ph8 P Zr12 s ,
k “ 3 : Ph12 P Zr12 s ,
k “ 4 : 3 ¨ Ph16 P Zr12 s ,
k “ 5 : 3 ¨ Ph20 P Zr12 s ,
k “ 6 : 3 ¨ 5 ¨ Ph24 P Zr12 s ,
k “ 7 : 32 ¨ 5 ¨ Ph28 P Zr12 s ,
k “ 8 : 32 ¨ 5 ¨ 7 ¨ Ph32 P Zr12 s ,
k “ 9 : 32 ¨ 5 ¨ 7 ¨ Ph36 P Zr12 s ,
k “ 10 : 33 ¨ 5 ¨ 7 ¨ Ph40 P Zr12 s ,
k “ 11 : 33 ¨ 52 ¨ 7 ¨ Ph44 P Zr12 s ,
k “ 12 : 33 ¨ 52 ¨ 7 ¨ 11 ¨ Ph48 P Zr12 s .
(5.11)
One can see some interesting patterns emerge as k grows larger.
We will consider consequences and applications of the above results in Section 6.1.
27This assumption is probably not necessary, as we expect the differentials d6 and d7 to be given by Steenrod squares
of degree exceeding 1 and 2. However, since we have not computed these differentials, we will add this condition to
ensure that they vanish.
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5.5. Computations ofyKO-groups of spheres. In this section we will put to work the machinery
we developed in Section 5.2. We will demonstrate how the AHSS for yKO-theory is a powerful tool
for computations, as has been shown for other theories in [GS16b][GS18a][GS17b][GS18b]. We do
this for classical spaces with high symmetry, namely spheres, leaving a more comprehensive account
to be developed more fully elsewhere.
We first start by recalling basic computations in classical KO-theory in relation to spheres.
For S1, KOpS1q “ Z ‘ Z{2 generated by the Mo¨bius bundle and the trivial bundle. This then
implies that the reduced theory is given by ĄKOpS1q “ Z{2. For higher spheres, i.e. n ě 1,ĄKOpSnq – πnpBOq – πn´1ppOqq is isomorphic to Z, Z{2, or 0 according to the value of n mod 8.
That is, one has the following pattern:
n mod 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8ĄKOpSnq Z{2 Z{2 0 Z 0 0 0 Z
Let X be a CW-complex of finite dimension. Bott periodicity of the orthogonal group in terms
of KO-theory gives that the map
KO˚pXq bKO˚pS8nq –ÝÝÑ KO˚pX ˆ S8nq ,
induced by the tensor product of bundles, is an isomorphism [Bo62] [At66]. There is also an
isomorphism ^ :ĄKOpXqbĄKOpS8q –ĄKOpX^S8q “ĄKOpΣ8Xq. That is, ^σ :ĄKOpXq –ĄKOpΣ8Xq
for a generator σ of ĄKOpS8q (see [MT91, Theorem 5.13]). A proof at the level of spectra is given
in [Ki01].
Remark 20 (Complex vs. real K-theory of spheres). Recall (see Section 2.3) the two main maps
back and forth between KO-theory and K-theory given as (see [St92])
mO : KO ÝÑ K η ÞÑ 0, α ÞÑ 2u2, β ÞÑ u4,
fU : K ÝÑ KO 1 ÞÑ 2, u ÞÑ η2, u2 ÞÑ α, u3 ÞÑ 0.
(i) In one direction (see [MT91, Ch. IV, Theorem 5.12])
‚ If n ” 0 mod 8 then c :ĄKOpSnq – rKpSnq.
‚ If n ” 1, 2 mod 8 then ^η :ĄKOpSn´1q –ĄKOpSnq is an isomorphism.
‚ If n ” 4 mod 8 then c :ĄKOpSnq Ñ rKpSnq is an isomorphism onto 2prKpSnqq.
(ii) In the other direction ([MT91, Ch. IV, Theorem 6.1]): For n ą 0, the map r : rKpSnq ÑĄKOpSnq is
‚ an isomorphism onto 2pĄKOpSnqq if n ” 0 mod 8.
‚ an epimorphism if n ” 2 mod 8.
‚ an isomorphism if n ” 4 mod 8.
We now consider differential refinements of the calculations of KO-theory of spheres. As we saw
above in the topological case, the latter are closely related to the coefficients of the theory. Indeed,
something analogous will occur in the case of yKO-theory.
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Proposition 73 (Differential KO-theory of 4n-spheres). Fix a Riemannian metric g on the sphere
S4n, with n ı 0 mod 2. Then we have an isomorphism 28
yKOpS4nq g– x2 ¨ dvolyZ ‘ nà
k“1
dΩ4k´1 ,
where dvol is a normalized harmonic volume form on S4n and xdvolyZ denotes its Z-linear span.
Proof. We start with cohomology, where
HkpS4n;Aq –
#
A k “ 0, 4n,
0 otherwise,
for any abelian group A. Then, lacunary considerations show that the only relevant nonvanishing
differentials are
d4n : Ω
0
cl,ZpS4n;π˚pKOqq ÝÑ H4npS4n;Up1qq – Up1q .
Recall that a choice of metric g gives rise to a Hodge decomposition at the level of differential forms
ΩnpMq – H∆pMq ‘ dΩn´1pMq ‘ d:Ωn`1pMq ,
where ∆ denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator, d: is the adjoint of d (with respect to g) and
H∆pMq denotes the subspace of harmonic forms on M . By Theorem 65, d4npωq “ 12 rω4ns “ 0
mod Z, which vanishes precisely if 1
2
ω4n has integral periods. Using the Hodge decomposition, we
can identify all such ω4n’s as differential forms that read n ¨ 2 ¨ dvol ` dξ, with n P Z, dvol the
normalized harmonic volume form on M , and ξ “ ξ3 ` ξ7 ` . . . is an arbitrary differential form in
Ω´1pM ;π˚pKOqq. This immediately gives the desired identification (which depends on the metric
g). ✷
In degrees 8k, the identification of the differentials d8npωq “ rω8ns mod Z along with a similar
argument gives the following.
Proposition 74 (Differential KO-theory of 8n-spheres). Fix a Riemannian metric g on a sphere
S8n. Then we have an induced isomorphism
yKOpS8kq g– xdvolyZ ‘ 2nà
k“1
dΩ4k´1 .
We also have the following relationships, akin to the topological case. The maps c and η^ in
Remark 20 are extended to the differential case in the obvious way as in the differential refinement
of the Bott sequence in Section 3.3.
Proposition 75 (yKO-theory vs. Kˆ-theory of spheres). Let pK denote complex differential K-theory.
(i) Completely analogously to the real case, we have the identification
pKpS2nq g– xdvolyZ ‘ nà
k“1
dΩ2k´1 .
28Note that we are still considering differential refinements of reduced KO-theory, so that the expressions below will
have an extra copy of Z from the topological side. Each factor of xdvolyZ will be the harmonic form representative
corresponding to that topological class.
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(ii) We have the following identifications:
(a) In one direction
‚ If n ” 0 mod 8, then c :yKOpSnq – pKpSnq.
‚ If n ” 1, 2 mod 8 then ^η :yKOpSn´1q –yKOpSnq.
‚ If n ” 4 mod 8 then c :yKOpSnq Ñ pKpSnq is an isomorphism onto 2pKpSnq.
(b) In the other direction: for n ą 0, the map r : pKpSnq ÑyKOpSnq is
‚ an isomorphism onto 2yKOpSnq.
‚ an epimorphism if n ” 2 mod 8.
‚ an isomorphism n ” 4 mod 8.
Proof. To prove (a), recall that the complexification map sends c : α ÞÑ 2u2 and c : β ÞÑ u4, where
α generated ĄKOpS4q and β generates ĄKOpS8q. The morphism of spectral sequences induced by
complexification therefore gives rise to the commutative diagrams
Ω0Z,clpS8n`4;π˚pKOqq
ˆ2 //
d8n`4

Ω0Z,clpS8n`4;π˚pKqq
d1
8n`4

H8n`4pS8n`4;Up1qq ˆ2 // H8n`4pS8n`4;Up1qq
and Ω0Z,clpS8n;π˚pKOqq //
d8n

Ω0Z,clpS8n;π˚pKqq
d1
8n

H8npS8n;Up1qq H8npS8n;Up1qq .
From the identification of the differentials, we see that the form dvol is mapped to 2dvol in dimen-
sions 8n ` 4 and to dvol in dimensions 8n, where dvol is the normalized harmonic volume form
(with respect to some fixed metric). Combined with the Hodge decomposition, this immediately
gives rise to the first and third identifications. From the differential cohomology diamond diagram
(3.12) we calculate yKOpSnq – Z{2‘ nà
k“1
dΩ4k´1 ,
for both n ” 1, 2 mod 8. The map η^ only acts on the Z{2 factor and gives the desired identifi-
cation. Similar considerations give the identifications in part (b). ✷
Note that in the proof we could alternatively use the differential Bott sequence from Proposition
23.
6. Applications
6.1. Higher structures. In this section we will consider sample applications of results in previous
sections, mainly Section 5.2, to further congruences involving Pontrjagin classes. The latter appear
essentially as generators of the corresponding cohomology rings of higher tangential structures (see
[SSS09a][SSS09b][SSS12][Sa15]).
First we will consider some classical constructions. Let f : X Ñ Y be a continuous map
between compact differentiable manifolds, such that dimpY q ´ dimpXq “ 0 mod 8. Suppose that
νf “ f˚pTY q ´ TX is provided with a stable Spin structure, in the sense of [AH59]. Then we have
the relation [Ka78, Theorem V.4.19]:
(6.1) PhpfKO˚ pxqq “ fH˚ pApνf qq ¨ Phpxqq ,
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where fKO˚ is the Gysin homomorphism in KO-theory. We recall the following integrality results
depending on the dimension mod 4. The pA-genus of a compact differentiable Spin manifold is an
integer, by the classical Borel-Hirzebruch theorem [BH59] (see Corollary to [Hi95, Theorem 26.3.1]).
For X be an oriented differentiable manifold with dimX ” 4 mod 8 and w2pXq “ 0, the pA-genus
ApTXq is an even integer (see [Hi95, Theorem 26.3.2]).
In fact, the latter can be refined as follows [Ka78, Theorem V.4.24]: For each element x of KOpXq
the value of pApTXqPhpxq on the fundamental class of X is an even integer. This is obtained by
applying the relation (6.1) to the constant map from X to S4. Then the Pontrjagin character
Ph : KOpS4q Ñ H˚pS4;Qq isomorphically maps KOpS4q onto 2H4pS4;Zq “ 2Z Ă Q “ H4pS4;Qq,
since ch isomorphically maps KpS4q onto H4pS4;Zq (the Chern character is integral on spheres in
general) and since the complexification homomorphism KOpS4q – Z Ñ KpS4q – Z is multiplication
by 2 (which can be deduced from the Bott sequence 2.6). On the other hand, fH˚ may be factored
into bH˚ a
H
˚ , where a : X Ñ pt and b : pt Ñ S4. Since b˚ is an isomorphism from H0ppt;Zq to
H4pS4;Zq, the expression fH˚ pPhpxq pApνf qq is actually the value of Phpxq pApTXq on the fundamental
class of X when we identify H4pS4;Zq with Z. Note that this has been used in the above works in
characterizing the obstruction classes associated with the higher tangential structures.
Remark 21 (Non-Spin and inverting 2). The Spin condition may be avoided in the above integrality
results by considering the theory KOpXq bZr1
2
s. Let E be an oriented vector bundle of rank n over
a compact space X. Then there is an isomorphism KOpXq b Zr1
2
s – KOnpXEq b Zr1
2
s as KOpXq-
modules (stated in [Ka78, IV.8.13 & Remark V.4.26] for the complex case) – see also the discussion
on L-theory in Remark 4. Up to a power of 2, the Aˆ-genus of any oriented manifold, evaluated on
the fundamental class, is an integer. For instance, from Aˆ1 “ 122¨3p1, one has that p1 is divisibly
by 3 for a 4-manifold, which is compatible with the L-genus being integral for oriented manifolds,
as L1 “ 13p1.
We now illustrate the utility of Proposition 72 by some examples. Some of these examples are
known; nevertheless the following provide alternative proofs for these known facts, purely based
on the spectral sequence. Recall that in the topological case, the differential d5 is given by the
operation β2Sq
4ρ2 (see the last expression in (5.1)). In the differential case, the argument used
in the proof of Proposition 68 applies (i.e. using the boundary homorphism). This gives us the
following identification.
Lemma 76 (Identifying the differential d5). The differential d
s,´4t`1
5 in the spectral sequence foryKO is given by
d
s,´4t`1
5 “ j2Sq4ρ2βUp1q : HspM ;Up1qq ÝÑ Hs`5pM ;Up1qq .
We now make use of this in the following examples.
Example 6 (Integrality of the Fivebrane obstruction). The obstruction to having a Fivebrane
structure is measured by the integral class 1
6
p2 [SSS09b][SSS12]. In fact, one can deduce the in-
tegrality of 1
6
p2 purely from the spectral sequence. Indeed, if M admits Spin structure, it follows
from the Wu formula that the degree four Wu class is given by ν4 “ w4. Moreover, since the third
integral Stiefel-Whitney class vanishes W3 “ 0, the mod 2 reduction of 12p1 coincides with w4 (see
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[Sa11][Sa12b] for detailed discussions). Since 1
2
p1 “ 0, it follows that d5 “ jSq4ρ2βUp1q “ 0 on
H3pM ;Up1qq. Thus, d8 vanishes if and only if
Ph8 “ 112
`
p21 ´ 2p2q “ 16p2
is integral.
Note that the above is related to the class I8 :“ 148
`
p2´Q21
˘
highlighted in [Sa08], which can be
written in terms of Q1 and Q2, the first and second Spin characteristic classes defined in [Th62a];
see also Section 6.3 later. However, the class I8 is not necessarily integral; for example, HP
2 admits
Spin structure and its total Pontrjagin class is given by
ppHP 2q “ p1` xq
6
1` 4x “ 1` 2x` 7x
2 .
So p1 “ 2x, p2 “ 7x2 and 148
`
p2 ´ Q21q “ 748x2 ´ 148x2 “ 18x2 is not integral because x2 generates
degree 8.
Example 7 (Integrality of the Ninebrane obstruction). For a Fivebrane manifold M , the class 1
6
p2
vanishes. The next rational obstruction is associated with a Ninebrane structure in the Whitehead
tower for BO and is 1
240
p3 [Sa15]. Let us see what integrality condition we can achieve via the
spectral sequence. We observe that the relevant differentials in this case are d5, d6, d7, and d9.
Since M has Spin structure, d5 vanishes as in Example 6. The differentials d6 and d7 vanish by
degree considerations. The p-primary part of d9 : E
3,´3 Ñ E12,´11 is given in Proposition 68.
Setting 8 “ 4rpp ´ 1q, we see that for p “ 2, r “ 2 and for p “ 3, r “ 1. But both Sq8 and P 23
vanish by degree considerations. The differential d12 : E
0,0
12 Ñ E´11,1212 evaluated on a differential
form representing Ph12 necessarily vanishes, as this class lifts to yKO (See Proposition 60). It then
follows from Theorem 65 that 1
2
Ph12 represents an integral class. Using
1
2
p1 “ 0 and 16p2 “ 0, we
have
1
2
Ph12 “ 124¨32¨5pp31 ´ 3p2p1 ` 3p3q “ 124¨3¨5p3 “ 1240p3
is integral.
The next example illustrates how the spectral sequence can be utilized to find differential forms
which do not lift to yKO-theory. We will concentrate on the use of odd primes. Even for the prime
p “ 3, one needs sufficiently large degrees.
Example 8 (Forms not lifting to yKO-theory). Let ω16 be a differential form of degree 16 with
integral periods on a manifold M . Then, for any positive integer m ą 1, the differential form v16 “
1
3m
ω16 is not in the degree 16-component of a Pontrjagin character form. Indeed, this immediately
follows from the spectral sequence by applying Theorem 65. Since d16pv16q “ rv16s mod Z is not
3-torsion, it does not lie in the image of d9 :“ jP 23 βUp1q : E7,´79 Ñ E16,´159 Ă H16pM ;Up1qq{impd8q,
which is 3-torsion.
The following example demonstrates an interplay between integral and mod 2 classes in degree
four.
Example 9 (Quadratic forms, String structures and d5). Let M be a smooth manifold for which
the 5th integral Stiefel Whitney class W5 “ 0, but w4 ‰ 0. Since 0 “ W5 “ β2pw4q, it follows that
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w4 is in the image of the mod 2 reduction ρ2. Let λ denote such an integral lift and suppose that
λ P H4pM ;Zq has order at least 4 and that we can choose λ P H4pM ;Zq2 with 2λ ‰ 0. Now λ ‰ 2y
for any class y, as otherwise its mod 2 reduction would vanish. Moreover, since it is torsion, we
have λ “ βUp1qλ˜ for some λ˜ P H3pM ;Up1qq. Such a λ˜ is an instance of an integral Wu structure in
the sense of [HS05]. Then if Sq4pw4q “ w24 ‰ 0, it follows from Lemma 76 that d5 : E3,´34 Ñ E8,´74
is nonzero. Hence for a differential form ω8 to lift to the degree 8 component of the Pontrjagin
character form, it is both necessary and sufficient that rω8s mod Z “ 0, 12 . Equivalently, for each
cycle c : ∆n ÑM , this is the requirement
(6.2) exp
´
2πi
¿
c
ω8
¯
“ ˘1 .
Now fix any class x P H3pM ;Up1qq. The combination λ` 2x satisfies ρ2βUp1qpλ˜` 2xq “ ρ2βUp1qλ˜
and hence
d5pλ˜` 2xq “ d5pλ˜q “ Sq4pw4q “ w24 ‰ 0 .
If we restrict to the classes x that lie in the intermediate Jacobian H3pM ;Rq{H3pM ;Zq “ T b3 and
we choose differential forms pω8qx which smoothly depend on x P T b3 , the exponentials (6.2) will
give rise to a section of a real line bundle over T b3. Note that this enters into the description of
the anomaly line bundle for the fivebrane partition function (see [Wi95][HS05][Sa11][Sa12b]) but we
will elaborate further on this aspect elsewhere. We will consider lifts of Stiefel-Whitney classes in
Section 6.3.
One can come up with many such results, but we will content ourselves with the above as
representative samples.
6.2. Adams operations in differential KO-theory. We would like to provide a refinements
of the Adams operations from KO-theory to differential KO-theory as natural transformations of
differential K-theory. In fact, we do so for both yKO and for KO∇, the former being analogous to
the complex case in [Bu10a] (see also [LM18] from a geometric perspective), while the latter has
not been considered before even in the complex case. The differential Adams operations have the
expected geometric meaning. If a differential K-theory class is, e.g., given by a line bundle with
connection, then pψk assigns to it the class represented by the kth tensor power. In fact, in [Bu10a]
only the complex K-theory operations are considered. So before addressing the differential real
case, we first recall the corresponding operations in the topological real case, i.e., for KO-theory.
Adams operations in KO-theory. These are discussed in detail, for instance, in [Mi18, Lecture
10, 11] and with a view towards applications in [MPS80]. For E and E1 real vector bundles, there
is a natural isomorphism Ź
kpE ‘ E1q “ à
i`j“k
Ź
iE ‘ŹjE1
so that one defines ΛtpEq “
ř
iě0 t
i
Ź
ipEq. Consequently, the exponential law ΛtpE ‘ E1q “
ΛtE ¨ΛtE1 holds and ΛtpEq induces a homomorphism of commutative monoids ΛtpEq : VectpXq Ñ
1` tKOpXqrrtss, where the target is the group of formal power series in t with coefficients in KOpXq
and constant term one. There is a group homomorphism λt : KOpXq Ñ 1` tKOpXqrrtss such that
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the following diagram commutes
VectpXq Λt //

1` tKOpXqrrtss .
KOpXq
λt
44❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
Remark 22 (Generalities on Adams operations for KO-theory). We highlight the following facts:
(i) Unlike the complex case, however, the Adams operations for KO-theory are not uniquely
characterized by what happens for line bundles ψkpLq “ Lbk and additivity ψkl “ ψkψl.
(ii) Nevertheless, the operations can be defined as follows. One observes the triviality of Lb2:
For a real line bundle L we have L˚ – L so that Lb2 – L b L˚ – HompL,Lq Q 1, which is
a section of the bundle so that Lb2 is trivial . So one can define ψkpEq to be E for k odd
and to be ψ0pEq when k is even, where ψ0pEq is the trivial bundle of dimension equal to the
dimension of E over the basepoint of X.
(iii) Adams operations in KO-theory can be deduced from those of the complex theory (see [Mi18,
Lecture 12]). For G a compact Lie group, consider the ring of virtual real representations
ROpGq. Complexification of real representations gives a map c : ROpGq Ñ RpGq to the ring
of virtual complex representations RpGq. Moreover, the inclusion i : Opnq ãÑ Upnq induces
i˚ : RpUpnqq Ñ RpOpnqq. The real Adams operations come from the following additive RO-
sequences tψkR,n P ROpOpnqq, n ě 0u:
ROpOpnqq
 _
c

Q ψkR,n :“ skpΛ1, . . . ,Λnq✻
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
RpUpnqq i
˚
// RpOpnqq
ψkn
✤ // i˚ψkn
As the generators of RpOpnqq are complexifications of some real representations and the com-
plexification c : ROpOpnqq Ñ RpOpnqq is injective, the real representation ring is isomorphic
to the complex representation ring [Mi71].
(iv) Adams operations on generators: The action of ψk on ĄKO˚pS0q is given by (see e.g. [Wa95])
ψkpηq “ kη , ψkpαq “ k2α , ψkpβq “ k4β .
(v) An explicit recursive formula is given by (see [Ro])
ψrpEq “
r´1ÿ
i“1
p´1qiΛipEq b ψr´ipEq ` p´1qrΛrpEq .
The Adams operations can be refined to the differential setting in a natural way, namely, by
incorporating connections. Recall that if E is a vector bundle with connection ∇, then the kth
exterior power bundle
ŹkpEq admits a connection ∇k which operates on a smooth section σ1 ^
σ2 ^ . . . ^ σk of
ŹkpEq by
(6.3) ∇kpσ1 ^ σ2 ^ . . .^ σkq “
ÿ
i
p´1qi´1σ1 ^ σ2 ^ . . .∇pσiq . . . ^ σk .
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Definition 77 (Exterior class in in KO∇pMq). We can form the class Λ∇t pE,∇q in KO∇pMq by
setting
Λ∇t pE,∇q :“
ÿ
iě0
tirŹipEq,∇is .
This class has the following properties:
(i) Λ∇t pE,∇q recovers the topological class ΛtpEq under the forgetful map F : KO∇pMq Ñ
KOpMq.
(ii) The map Λ∇t again induces a homomorphism of commutative monoids.
(iii) By the adjunction Gr % i (see Appendix, Section A.2), this again induces a natural transfor-
mation λ∇t , filling the diagram
(6.4) IsopVect∇pMqq
Λ∇t //
η

1` t ¨KO∇pMqrrtss
KO∇pMq
λ∇t
33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣
,
where η is the unit of the adjunction η : 1 Ñ iGr.
With this setup we are now ready to provide the following.
Definition 78 (Adams operations in KO∇). We define the Adams operation ψ
k
∇ in KO∇-theory
as the natural transformation given by the k-th component of the map λ∇t .
These operations are well-defined classes only for the degree zero cohomology group KO0∇pMq
(which is also usually referred to simply as KO∇pMq). In higher degrees, one needs to take more
care. Note that in the topological case, the Adams operations do not commute with the Bott
periodicity isomorphisms. To extend the operation to the graded groups KOnpXq “ ĄKOpΣmXq,
where n ` m “ 8k, one observes that the complex Adams operation maps the generator u “
p1´Hq P rK2pptq to
ψrpuq “ ψrp1´Hq “ 1´Hr “ 1´ p1´ uqr “ 1´ p1´ ruq “ ru .
Hence, we must localize by inverting r and define ψr on Kr1
r
s by p1{rkqψr. Similar considerations
hold for KO, allowing us to extend via Bott periodicity. We make the following definition.
Definition 79 (Adams operations in localized KO-theory). We define the Adams operation in
localized KO-theory KOnpXqr1
r
s by p1{rkqψr. These operations then induce ring spectrum maps
ψr : KOr1
r
s Ñ KOr1
r
s (see e.g. [Ro]) such that the diagrams
(6.5) KO˚pMqr1
r
s
β

r´kψr
// KO˚pMqr1
r
s
β

KO˚`8kpMqr1
r
s ψ
r
// KO˚`8kpMqr1
r
s
commute, where β is the Bott periodicity map for KO-theory, and satisfy the compatibility ψr ˝ψs “
ψrs (at the cohomological level).
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Unfortunately, in the case of KO∇, one does not have any form of Bott periodicity available.
Hence, extending the operations introduced in Definition 78 in a similar way to KOn∇pMq in not
possible for n ą 0. For this reason, we will develop the extended Adams operations in the Hopkins-
Singer type theory yKO, paralleling the construction in [Bu10a] in the complex case. We then
reconnect these operations with the differential Adams operations from Definition 78 via the cycle
map.
We now consider Adams operations for differential forms. These are related to cohomology
operations in 4-periodic rational cohomology. More precisely, recalling that 4β “ α2 from the
coefficients (2.1), we have the following.
Definition 80 (Adams operations on 4-periodic rational cohomology). We define natural opera-
tions
ψrH : H
˚pM ;Qrα,α´1sq ÝÑ H˚pM ;Qrα,α´1sq ,
such that ψrHpxq “ x for x P H˚pM ;Qq and ψrHpαq “ 1r2α.
Classically one has the compatibility with the Pontrjagin character
(6.6) Ph ˝ ψr “ ψrH ˝ Ph .
Indeed, the two Adams operations can be related via rationalization. To see this, let Mp Ă
KOpXq b Q be the subspace on which ψk acts by multiplication with kp. Then there is a di-
rect sum decomposition [Bo69, Theorem 16.1] KO˚pXq b Q “ ř8p“0Mp. Furthermore, Mp “ 0 if p
is odd.
The operations on 4-periodic rational cohomology carry over to natural operations on 4-periodic
forms in a natural way.
Definition 81 (Adams operations on forms). We define the natural operations
ψrform : Ω
˚pM ;Rrα,α´1sq ÝÑ Ω˚pM ;Rrα,α´1sq
via ψrformpωq “ ω with ω P Ω˚pMq and ψrformpαq “ 1r2α.
We now refine the Adams operations to differential KO-theory yKO. In the complex case, the
existence and uniqueness of these operations was established in [Bu10a, Theorem 3.1]. With minor
modifications, this construction carries over to the real case. We now show how to make these
modifications.
Theorem 82 (Adams operations in differential (localized) KO-theory). (i) There exists a unique
natural transformation pψr :yKO˚pMqr1
r
s ÝÑ yKO˚pMqr1
r
s
of set-valued functors on the category of compact manifolds such that
(6.7) I ˝ pψr “ ψr ˝ I and R ˝ pψr “ ψrform ˝R .
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(ii) For ´6 ď i ď 0, the diagrams
(6.8) yKOipS1 ˆMq pψr //ş

yKOipS1 ˆMqş
yKOi´1pMq pψr //yKOi´1pMq
commute, pψr preserves the ring structure and satisfies pψr ˝ pψs “ pψrs.
Proof. We will break the proof up into stages as in the complex case [BS12] as follows:
Claim 1. In degree zero, there is a unique natural transformation of set-valued functors
(6.9) ψˆr :yKOpMq ÝÑyKOpMq
satisfying (6.7).
Claim 2. The unique transformations (6.9) preserves the ring structure.
Claim 3. Going up in degrees, there are unique natural transformations
(6.10) ψˆr :yKOipMq ÝÑyKOipMq ,
with ´6 ď i ă 0, satisfying (6.7), making the diagrams (6.8) commute and which preserve the ring
structure. The proof then concludes with an extension of the operations via Bott periodicity. To
define pψr in all degrees, we note that the compatibility (6.7) and diagram (6.5) forces us to extend
via Bott periodicity as yKO˚pMqr1
r
s r
´k pψr
//

yKO˚pMqr1
r
s
yKO˚`8kpMq pψr //yKO˚`8kpMq .
Proof of Claim 1. The space KO0 has the homotopy type of Z ˆ BO. [BS12, Proposition 2.3],
there is a sequence of pointed smooth manifold Ni, together with maps ni : Ni Ñ Ni`1 and
xi : Ni Ñ Zˆ BO satisfying the following:
(1) Ni is homotopy equivalent to an i-dimensional CW-complex.
(2) The map ni is pi´ 1q-connected.
(3) ni : Ni ãÑ Ni`1 is an embedding of submanifolds.
(4) The diagrams
Ni
ni //
xi &&▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼
Ni`1
xi`1ww♣♣
♣♣♣
♣♣
BOˆZ
commute
(5) xi is i-connected.
Let u : Z ˆ BO Ñ Z ˆ BO be the identity map representing the universal class KOpZ ˆ BOq.
By [BS12, Proposition 2.6], we can choose a sequence uˆi P yKO0pNiq such that Ipuˆiq “ x˚i u and
n˚i uˆi`1 “ uˆi for all i ě 0. By [BS12, Lemma 3.8], we also have for r ą 2i` 2, H2j`1pNr;Rq “ 0 for
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all j ď i. Then the requirements (6.7) uniquely determine ψˆrpuˆiq up to elements in the image
(6.11) a :
à
2j`1ěi
H2j`1pNi;Rq Ă Ω˚pNi;π˚pKOqq{impdq ÝÑyKOpNiq .
Fix yˆ P yKOpMq and let f : M Ñ Ni be such that Ipyˆq “ f˚x˚i puq. Choose a form ρ such that
yˆ “ f˚uˆi ` apρq. Any two such choices necessarily necessarily differ by an element in the image of
the Pontrjagin character. By the compatibility
ψrHpPhpxqq “ Phpψrpxqq ,
it follows at once that apρq does not depend on the choice of ρ. Then define
(6.12) pψrpyˆq “ f˚ pψrpuˆiq ` apψrformρq .
Since the ambiguity in uniquely defining pψrpuˆiq is measured by the image of (6.11), it follows that
f˚ pψrpuˆiq does not depend on the choice of refinement of ψrpuiq. The assignment also does not
depend on the choice of map f : M Ñ Ni, which can be shown using the homotopy formula as in
[BS12, Lemma 3.2]. It remains to show that the well-defined mappψr :yKOpMq ÝÑyKOpMq
is natural in M and is unique. With the replacements made above, this follows verbatim as in
[BS12, Lemma 3.3].
Proof of Claim 2. For complex K-theory, this is [Bu10a, Lemma 3.4]. The proof there uses only
the formula (6.12) and the method of proof in [BS12, Theorem 3.6], which holds for E “ KO.
Proof of Claim 3. Choose eˆ P yKO´1pS1q such that ş eˆ “ 1 and Rpeˆq is the unique normalized
rotation invariant form. For xˆ P yKO´1pMq, the commutative diagram (6.8) forces us to definepψrpxˆq :“ ş pψrpeˆˆ xˆq on yKO´1pMq. Similarly, we define 29
pψrpxˆq :“ ż ż pψrpeˆˆ eˆˆ xˆq
on yKO´2pMq and so on. The choice of eˆ is unique up to elements of the form apcq with c P
‘kH4kpS1;Rq – H0pS1;Rq – R. It follows from the commutativity of diagram (6.8) that the def-
initions do not depend on the choice of eˆ. Moreover, these transformations satisfy relations (6.7),pψr ˝ pψs “ pψrs, and are multiplicative by direct computation (as in the complex case). ✷
We now conclude this section by reconnecting with the geometrically defined Adams operations
in Definition 78.
29Note that one could alternatively formulate this in the reduced case using the differential desuspension map we
introduced in Proposition 43, but the above suffices for the current purpose.
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Proposition 83 (Compatibility of differential Adams operations). We have a commutative diagram
(in degree zero)
KO∇pMq
ycyc
//
ψk
∇

yKOpMq
ψˆk

KO∇pMq
ycyc
//yKOpMq .
Proof. Recall from Definition 30 and Proposition 31 that the cycle map xcyc is the unique transfor-
mation satisfying RpxcycpV,∇qq “ PhpF∇q and IpxcycpV,∇qq “ rV s, where rV s is the isomorphism
class of the underlying vector bundle (regarded as a class in KO). Moreover, by Theorem 82, the
operations ψˆk are the unique refinements such that I ˝ ψˆk “ ψk ˝ I and R ˝ ψˆk “ ψkform ˝R. The
same argument as in the proof there shows that the composition ψˆk ˝ xcyc is the unique natural
transformation characterized by the two conditions:
(i) (Compatibility with topological realization) I ˝ ψˆk ˝ xcycpV,∇q “ ψkprV sq.
(ii) (Compatibility with curvature and forms) R ˝ ψˆk ˝ xcycpV,∇q “ ψkformpPhpF∇qq.
By commutativity of diagram (6.4) and noting the expression (6.3) for ∇k, we have
Rpxcyc ˝ ψk∇rV,∇sq “ R`xcyc“ŹkpV q,∇k‰˘ “ PhpŹkpV q,∇kq “ ψkformPhpF∇q ,
where we have also used multiplicativity of Ph with respect to tensor product (see Remark 1) and
compatibility on forms in expression (6.6) above. Similarly, we also have
Ipxcyc ˝ ψk∇prV,∇sq “ Ipxcyc“ŹkpV q,∇k‰ “ rŹkpV qs “ ψkprV sq .
Therefore, the transformation xcyc ˝ ψk∇ satisfies both properties piq and piiq and we establish that
indeed xcyc ˝ ψk∇ “ ψˆk ˝ xcyc. ✷
6.3. A differential Wu formula.
6.4. Classical Stiefel-Whitney classes and their integral lifts. The differentials in the AHSS,
as we indicated in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2, are Steenrod squares or power operations. At the
level of Thom spaces and focusing on the prime 2, Steenrod squares act on the Thom class as Stiefel-
Whitney classes. Indeed, in [GS16a] differential refinements of Steenrod squares are developed, and
then used in [GS16b][GS17b][GS18b] in characterizing the differentials in the spectral sequence.
In this section we consider instead differential refinements of the corresponding Stiefel-Whitney
classes. The results of this section are known but we have not found a single source that contains
all of the ingredients. Furthermore, we believe it worthwhile to collect the results and discussions
that we need in order to make the paper as self-contained and the arguments as streamlined as
possible.
Recall that the Stiefel-Whitney classes wi are defined as certain characteristic classes in the Z{2
cohomology ring H˚pBO;Z{2q, where O :“ limÝÑOpnq is the stable orthogonal group. In fact, if
we restrict to dimension n, the cohomology ring H˚pBOpnq;Z{2q is the polynomial algebra on wi,
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i ď n. In particular, the first Stiefel-Whitney class arises as the generator of the polynomial algebra
H˚pRP8;Z{2q – Z{2rw1s .
The inclusion of diagonal matrices pZ{2qn “ Op1qn Ď Opnq induces a map at the level of clas-
sifying spaces α : pRP8qn “ pBZ{2qn Ñ BOpnq. The corresponding map on cohomology α˚ :
H˚pBOpnq;Z{2q Ñ H˚ppRP8qn;Z{2q “ Z{2rx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xns, is injective. The image is the subring
Z{2rσ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σns Ă Z{2rx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xns generated by the elementary symmetric polynomials σipx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq
of degree i. Then define wi P H ipBOpnq;Z{2q to be the preimage of σi P H ippRP8qn;Z{2q under
α˚. This then gives (see [Qu71][Hu94][MS74])
H˚pBOpnq;Z{2q “ Z{2rw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wns .
Two-torsion is special when considering structures and classes associated with the orthogonal group
Opnq and the Spin group Spinpnq, as torsion elements in H˚pBOpnq;Zq and H˚pBSpinpnq;Zq are
all of order 2 [BH59][Ko86]. Generators for the rings H˚pBO;Zq and H˚pBSO;Zq are given in
[Th60a][Th60b], while relations between the generators are given in [Br82][Fe83]. Generators for
the ring H˚pBSpin;Zq are given in [Th62a].
The following is important for the differential refinement, since integral lifts of mod 2 char-
acteristic classes serve as part of the geometric data, as explained in [HS05]. Hence we find it
worthwhile to discuss integral lifts of Stiefel-Whitney classes as we hope several subtle points will
be appreciated. We are seeking class(es) Ci which enjoy a relation of the type
wi “ C mod 2 ,
which necessarily requires Ci to be of the same degree as wi.
We now consider specific classes which appear as generators of the above rings. To define these,
one uses the coefficient short exact sequence 0 Ñ Z ˆ2ÝÑ Z Ñ Z{2 Ñ 0 which gives the long exact
Bockstein sequence on cohomology groups
(6.13) . . .Ñ Hn´1pBO;Z{2q β // HnpBO;Zq // HnpBO;Zq ˆ2 // HnpBO;Z{2q // . . .
and one defines the pi ` 1q integral Stiefel-Whitney class as Wi`1 :“ β2pwiq. These classes are 2-
torsion within integral cohomology and so they still carry with them the information that they arise
from mod cohomology classes. Note that the whole subset β2pH˚pBOpnq;Z{2qq Ă H˚pBOpnq;Zq
consists entirely of 2-torsion elements, the most prominent elements of which are the integral
Stiefel-Whitney classes.
Remark 23 (Properties of the integral Stiefel-Whiteny classes). Note the following:
(i) Wj measures whether the pj ´ 1qst Stiefel-Whitney class wj´1 is the mod 2 reduction of an
integral class.
(ii) All the Wj ’s vanish when pulled back to BUpnq under the maps BUpnq Ñ BOp2nq (see, e.g.,
[LM89, Appendix B]).
(iii) One can describe these classes via subalgebras of H˚pBSOpnq;Zq (see [BCM18]). Indeed,
within the integral cohomology rings H˚pBSOp2nq;Zq or H˚pBSOp2n ` 1q;Zq one can consider a
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subalgebra of integral elements of order 2 as
(6.14) PZ{2 tW3,W5, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,W2n´1u .
Furthermore, in the latter ring, one has W2n`1 “ χ, the Euler characteristic.
The mod 2 reduction for real vector bundles is rather subtle. It is not quite the case that the
mod 2 reduction of the generators of H˚pBSO;Zq, i.e. the Pontrjagin classes, coincide with the
generators of H˚pBSO;Z2q, which are the Stiefel-Whitney classes. The reason boils down to the
presence of 2-torsion, as indicated above. The Pontrjagin classes for oriented real bundles reduce to
some combination of the Stiefel-Whitney classes, but we are interested in the lift of ‘bare’ Stiefel-
Whitney classes. Note that in H˚pBSOpnq;Z2q, we have βpw2iq “ w2i`1 so that there exits a
unique class of order 2 in H˚pBSOpnq;Zq which reduces mod 2 to w2i`1. Indeed, these are the
integral Stiefel-Whitney classes W2i`1.
Lemma 84 (Integral lifts of Stiefel-Whitney classes). The even Stiefel-Whitney classes w2i have
no integral lifts in H˚pBSOpnq,Zq. The odd Stiefel-Whitney classes w2i`1 have unique lifts in
H˚pBSOpnq,Zq given by the integral Stiefel-Whitney classes W2i`1.
Proof. Denote by β2 and β the connecting homomorphisms, i.e. the Bockstein homomorphisms,
for the two coefficients sequences Z
ˆ2ÝÑ Z ρ2ÝÑ Z{2 and Z{2 ˆ2ÝÑ Z{4 ρ2ÝÑ Z{2, respectively, where ρ2
denotes mod 2 reduction. Note that ρ2 is a ring homomorphism. The three operations are related
by the following diagram
(6.15) Z
ρ2
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
Z{2
β2
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
β
// Z{2 .
Applied to the even/odd classes gives
(6.16) W2i`1
✌ ρ2
&&▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
w2i
✷
β2 99rrrrrrr✤ β // w2i`1
and W2i`2
✡ ρ2
%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
w2i`1
✶
β2 88qqqqqqqq ✤ β // 0 .
At the level of expressions, in H˚pBO;Z2q one has βw2i`1 “ w1w2i`1 and βw2i “ w2i`1 ` w1w2i
(see e.g. [Ha17, Lemma 3.17]), for which the terms involving w1 vanish in the oriented case. The
structure of the rings show that only one generator occurs in an odd dimension. ✷
If we are willing to venture away from the Lie groups Opnq and SOpnq then there are more
possibilities, particularly for the even case. Note that ρ2β2pw2iq “ ρ2W2i`1 “ w2i`1, which is not
zero, so that there is no lift for w2i. However, for space/bundles for which w2i`1 happens to be zero
then we do have a lift. Beyond real bundles, for us there are other two sources of mod 2 reductions
of the wi’s: The first is Chern classes ci of complex bundles Spin
c are unique integral lifts of w2i.
The second is Spin bundles, as Spin characteristic classes Qi (under some conditions [Th62a]) are
unique integral lifts of w4i. Alternative (more general) lifts are given by Hopkins and Singer [HS05]
as the Spin Wu classes vSpin P H˚pBSpin;Zq.
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Note that there are geometric approaches to Steifel-Whitney classes; for instance:
(i) Cˇech description of SW classes: In [Mc96] an explicit Cˇech cocycle representing the k-th
Stiefel-Whitney class wk of a vector bundle is constructed, involving only the transition
function of the bundle. For each point x in Ui0X¨ ¨ ¨XUik , a pk´1q-cocycle on SOpnq{SOpk´1q
is constructed which depends continuously on x.
(ii) Cheeger-Simons refinement of SW classes: Differential refinements of Steifel-Whitney classes
have been studied in [HZ98] [Zw01], in which a very interesting secondary theory is developed
for them. (This seems to work in all parities).
6.5. Differential refinements of Stiefel-Whitney classes and the differential Wu-formula.
We now turn our attention to the natural differential refinements of the Stiefel-Whitney classes.
There are many ways one could interpret such refinements. One way is to simply ask for a differential
characteristic class xˆ, such that ρ2Ipxˆq “ wi. In the language of smooth stacks, we can phrase this
by asking for a homotopy commutative diagram
(6.17) BO∇
cˆi //
I

BiUp1q∇
ρ2I

BO
wi // BiZ{2 .
Such lifts are very interesting to study and do appear naturally in other contexts (see, e.g., [HS05]).
However, they are not the most natural definition as one needs extra structure, as highlighted above
(see also [Sa11][Sa12b]). Indeed, since β2wi is nonvanishing in general, one cannot even expect an
integral lift in general. Nevertheless, under certain conditions one does have such a lift. However,
the correct homotopy theoretic picture must change from the simple commutative diagram (6.17).
For example, for w2 in general one has β2w2 “ w3`w1w2 ‰ 0, so that w2 cannot be lifted through
ρ2. But, from the Pasting Law for homotopy pullbacks, the cover BSpin
c Ñ BO fits into the double
Cartesian square
BSpinc
c1 //

B2Z //
ρ2

˚

BO
w2 //
W3
44 B
2Z{2 β2 // B3Z ,
where the map c1 can be identified with the first Chern class of the canonical line bundle associated
to the Spinc structure. This means that on BSpinc we indeed have an integral refinement of w2.
Then it makes sense to extend to a diagram of the form (6.17), with BSpinc∇ replacing BO∇, i.e.,
differential refinements of w2 for Spin
c bundles.
Instead of asking for lifts of the form (6.17), the most natural definition is to ask for a differential
characteristic form which associates to each orthogonal vector bundle with connection a higher real
line bundle with connection, with a higher Op1q “ Z{2 structure. Since this group is discrete, every
such line bundle (and even higher line bundle) is necessarily flat. Thus the moduli stack classifying
such bundles is simply BiZ{2 » BiZ{2. We have the following.
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Proposition 85 (Correspondence of Z{2-cohomology of classifying stack). We have an isomor-
phism
H˚pBOpnq∇;Z{2q – H˚pBOpnq;Z{2q – Z{2rw1, w2, . . . , wns ,
which is given by precomposition with the unit of the adjunction I : 1 Ñ δΠ.
Proof. By definition, the cohomology groups of the stack BOpnq∇ are given by
H ipBOpnq∇;Z{2q :“ π0MappBOpnq∇;BiZ{2q .
Since Z{2 is geometrically discrete, we have BiZ{2 » BiZ{2 and by the cohesive adjunction Π % δ
(see the Appendix, Section A.4), we find that
π0MappBOpnq∇, BiZ{2q – π0MappBOpnq,BiZ{2q – H ipBOpnq;Z{2q ,
where the isomorphism is induced by the unit I. Since the ring structure is induced from multipli-
cation in Z{2, it is clear that this map preserves the ring structure. ✷
Proposition 85 indicates that, in general, the only appropriate definition for the differential
Stiefel-Whitney classes is the following.
Definition 86 (Differential Stiefel-Whitney classes). (i). We define the i-th differential Stiefel-
Whitney class wˆi as the pullback I
˚wi, where I : BOpnq∇ Ñ BOpnq is the canonical map induced
by the unit of the adjunction I : 1 Ñ δΠ. We define the total differential Stiefel-Whitney class as
wˆ :“ wˆ1 ` wˆ2 ` wˆ3 ` . . . .
(ii). We define the i` 1 differential integral Stiefel-Whitney class xWi`1 as j ˝ j2pwiq, where
j ˝ j2 : H ip´;Z{2q 
 // H ip´;Up1qq   // pH ip´;Zq .
We define the total differential integral Stiefel-Whitney class asxW :“ xW1 `xW2 `xW3 ` . . . .
Remark 24 (Lifts vs. refinements). Note that the classes wˆi should not be confused with differential
refinements of wi in the sense that ρ2Ipwˆiq “ wi. Indeed, from Lemma 84, it is not even true
in general that wi admits an integral lift in general. However, the differential integral Stiefel-
Whitney classes of Definition 86 are compatible with the integral Stiefel-Whitney classes. The next
proposition makes this more precise.
Proposition 87 (Compatibility of differential Stiefel-Whitney classes). The class xWi refines Wi
in the sense that IpxWiq “Wi.
Proof. Recall that from the differential cohomology diamond diagram (3.12), we have Ij “ βUp1q.
Moreover, the Bockstein βUp1q is compatible with the Bockstein β2 : H
˚p´;Z{2q Ñ H˚`1p´;Zq in
the sense that βUp1qj2 “ β2. Then we calculate
IpxWiq “ I ˝ j ˝ j2pwiq “ βUp1qj2pwiq “ β2pwiq “Wi .
✷
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Recall that the total Wu class 30 v “ 1 ` v1 ` v2 ` . . . vk ` . . . is defined as the class which
represents Sq via the cup product operation [MS74, page 132], i.e.
Sqkpxq “ vk Y x ,
with x a degree n´ k cohomology class with Z{2-coefficients. The Stiefel-Whitney class is related
to the Wu class via the Wu formula, w “ Sqpvq (see [MS74, Theorem 11.14]). Note that the
Wu formula can be alternatively obtained via the Thom class as follows. The total cohomology
operation Sq is invertible, and the Wu class can be obtained via the Thom isomorphism as the
class v “ Sq´1Φ´1SqpΦp1qq. With this observation, the Wu-formula is equivalent to the formula
w “ Φ´1SqpΦp1qq ,
which relates the Thom class to the Steifel-Whitney class via Sq.
With the definition of the differential Stiefel-Whitney classes in hand, it is now straightforward
to prove the following analgue of the Wu formula for differential cohomology.
Theorem 88 (Differential Wu formula). Let V ÑM be a real vector bundle on M and let νˆ be a
differential Thom class in pH˚c pV ;Zq “ pH˚pThpV q;Zq. Then we have the formula
ΨV {MxSqpνˆq “ wˆ ,
where xSq is the total differential Steenrod square as defined in [GS16a] and ΨV {M is the pushforward
in differential cohomology (see Proposition 52).
Proof. From [GS16a], we have the formula xSq “ j ˝ j2 ˝ Sq ˝ ρ2 ˝ I. Let ψV {M be the Thom
isomorphism in Up1q-cohomology and let ψV {M be the Thom isomorphism in Z{2-cohomology.
Since the differential Thom class refines the Thom class in integral cohomology, the classical Wu
formula and compatibility of the Thom isomorphism in differential cohomology Up1q-cohomology
(see Proposition 51) give
ΨV {MxSqpνˆq “ ΨV {M ˝ j ˝ j2 ˝ Sq ˝ ρ2 ˝ Ipνˆq
“ j ˝ ψV {M ˝ j2 ˝ Sqpνq
“ j ˝ j2 ˝ ψV {MSqpνq
“: wˆ .
The equality between the second and third line comes from the compatibility of the Thom isomor-
phism in Up1q-cohomology with Z{2-cohomology. ✷
Appendix A. Higher categorical framework
A.1. Smooth stacks and sheaves of spectra. Let Man be the category of smooth manifolds.
This category becomes a site with the Grothendieck topology given by good open covers tUαu of
smooth manifolds (i.e. all finite intersections are contractible).
30The Wu class is often denoted ν, but we have reserved this notation for the Thom class.
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Definition 89 (Prestacks). A prestack is a functor
X : Manop ÝÑ 8Gpd.
The 8-category of presheaves PSh8pManq is defined as the 8-category of functors FunpManq.
A prestack X is called a stack, if it satisfies descent along covers. That is, if
(A.1) XpMq » lim
! ś
αXpUαq ////
ś
αβ XpUαβq // //// . . .
)
.
The full sub 8-category on such objects is the 8-category of smooth stacks and is denoted
Sh8pManq. According to [Lu09, Proposition 5.5.4.15], the canonical inclusion i : Sh8pManq ãÑ
PSh8pManq admits a left adjoint
L : PSh8pManq ÝÑ Sh8pManq ,
which localizes at the strongly saturated class of morphisms generated by the covering mapsš
α Uα Ñ M . This functor is called the stackification functor. The general theory of such lo-
calizations of presheaves is discussed in detail in [Lu09, Chapter 6]. In particular, L is also exact
(preserves finite limits).
Definition 90 (Presheaves of spectra). A presheaf of spectra is a functor
X : Manop ÝÑ Sp.
The8-category of presheaves PSh8pMan; Spq is defined as the8-category of functors FunpMan, Spq.
In the same way that a smooth prestack is a stack if it satisfies descent along covers, so a presheaf
of spectra is called a sheaf of spectra if it satisfies descent on such covers (i.e., we again have
the limit diagram (A.1), but with X taking values in spectra). Again, the canonical inclusion
i : Sh8pMan; Spq ãÑ PSh8pMan; Spq admits a left adjoint
L : PSh8pMan; Spq ÝÑ Sh8pMan; Spq ,
which localizes at the covering maps
š
α Uα Ñ M . In the case of sheaves of spectra, this functor
is called the sheafification functor.
The 8-category of spectra Sp admits the structure of a symmetric monoidal 8-category (via the
smash product). This 8-category can be presented (for example) by the simplicial model structure
on symmetric spectra [HSS00]. Other presentations by orthogonal spectra and S-module spectra
are Quillen equivalent to this one [MMSS01, Theorem 0.1], so these spectra can be presented as
topological spectra if needed.
Proposition 91 (Monoidal structure). The category of sheaves of spectra Sh8pMan; Spq admits
the structure of a symmetric monoidal 8-category. Moreover, the topological realization functor
Π : Sh8pMan; Spq ÝÑ Sp
preserves the product.
Proof. That Sh8pMan; Spq carries symmetric monoidal structure inherited from Sp is [Lur11,
Proposition 1.15]. To see that Π preserves this product, observe that by the proof of [Lur11, Propo-
sition 1.15] (via [Lur11, Lemma 1.13]), the smash product of sheaves is computed in presheaves.
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Hence it suffices to show that Π preserves the product at the level of presheaves. On presheaves, Π
is presented by the colimit operation. Since the smash product preserves colimits in each variable,
the claim follows. ✷
Just as one can take the infinite loop space of a spectrum and form the infinite suspension
spectrum of a pointed space, so too can one define these operations in the case of sheaves. Indeed,
in category of pointed smooth stacks Sh8pManq`, one can define the suspension in a natural way:
namely via the 8-pushout
X //

˚

˚ // ΣX .
Using this operation, one can form a sequence of pointed smooth stacks which give rise to a spectrum
object in the category of smooth stacks. Forming the associated spectrum gives a sheaf of spectra
Σ8X. In a similar way, one can identify a sheaf of spectra E P Sh8pMan; Spq with a spectrum
object in Sh8pManq`. Then, forming the infinite loop space means taking the zero stack E0 of this
spectrum object.
A.2. Group completion. Let CMonpsSetq be the 8-category of commutative 8-monoids and let
CGrpsSetq be the 8-category of abelian 8-groups. The canonical inclusion
i : CGrp8Gpdq   // CMonp8Gpdq
admits a left adjoint K. We call this functor the group completion functor. The unit of the
adjunction η : 1 Ñ iK takes in an 8-monoid and outputs an infinite loop space (i.e., a connected
spectrum). The induced functor on the homotopy categories
Gr : Mon ÝÑ CGr
is the usual Grothendieck group completion functor. More explicitly Gr takes a monoid M and
forms the group whose elements are ordered pairs pm`,m´q and quotients by the equivalence
relation
pa`, a´q » pb`, b´q ðñ there is n PM such that a` ` b´ ` n “ b` ` a´ ` n .
The functor K naturally prolongs to a functor
K : CMonpPSh8pManqq // CGrpPSh8pManqq
on presheaves. Restricting this functor to sheaves and post-composing with the sheafification func-
tor L : PSh8pManq Ñ Sh8pManq allows us to define the completion of an8-monoid in the category
of smooth stacks. Again this functor is left adjoint to the natural inclusion i : CGrpSh8pManqq ãÑ
CMonpSh8pManqq and the adjunction descends to an adjunction on the homotopy categories.
The following is of main interest in this paper.
Remark 25 (Vector bundles with connections). Let M be a smooth manifold and let Vect∇pMq
be the category of vector bundles with connections on M , i.e.
(i) the objects are pairs pV,∇q ÑM with V a vector bundle and ∇ a connection
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(ii) and the morphisms are bundle maps f : V ÑW such that ∇pfpsqq “ fp∇psqq.
Let IsopVect∇pMqq be the subcategory on isomorphisms and form π0IsopVect∇pMqq, the isomor-
phism classes of such objects. This set carries a monoidal structure induced from the Whitney sum
of vector bundles. Then the elements of the Grothendieck group completion are given by pairs of
vector bundles with connection pV,∇V q and pW,∇V q on M modulo the equivalence relation`pV,∇V q, pW,∇W q˘ „`pV 1,∇V 1q, pW 1,∇W 1q˘ô DpG,∇Gq such that
pV,∇V q ‘ pW 1,∇W 1q ‘ pG,∇Gq – pW,∇W q ‘ pV 1,∇V 1q ‘ pG,∇Gq .
‚ Addition is performed component-wise via the Whitney sum.
‚ The inverse of a pair ppV,∇V q, pW,∇W q is ppW,∇W q, pV,∇V q.
For this reason, we will usually denote the class of the pair ppV,∇V q, pW,∇W q as the difference
class rpV,∇V qs ´ rpW,∇W qs. We denote this group by KO∇pMq.
Example 10 (Class of the trivial bundle and the reduced theory). Consider the trivial bundle
n :“ Rn ˆM Ñ M , equipped with the trivial connection d. Then in the Grothendieck group we
have pn, dq “ np1, dq. Thus, all trivial vector bundles with connection are generated by p1, dq. After
modding out by this copy of Z in the group KO∇pMq, all trivial bundles equipped with the trivial
connection are zero. This corresponds to taking the reduced cohomology.
Example 11 (Natural elements in KO∇pMq). Let pM,gq be a Riemannian manifold. From the
Nash Embedding Theorem [Na56], we know that there is an isometric embedding of M into Rn for
n sufficiently large. Such an embedding gives rise to a decomposition
pN ,∇Kg q ‘ pTM,∇gq – pn, dq ,
where ∇g is the Levi-Civita connection corresponding to g and ∇
K
g is the connection obtained by
taking the normal components of ds for some section of N . This gives rise to the identification
rpN ,∇Kg qs “ ´rpTM,∇gqs
in the reduced Grothendieck group.
Example 12 (Virtual reduced classes). Suppose V Ñ M is a real Spin vector bundle. Then
the class of pV ´ rankV q in KOpMq has AH filtration ě 4. This is because the classifying map
V Ñ Zˆ BO of pV ´ rankV q lifts to BSpin, whose 3-skeleton is trivial (see [Fr00, Lemma B.10]).
Similarly, we can equip V with connection and form the difference
rpV,∇V qs ´ rprankV, dqs .
A.3. Spectra from chain complexes. Recall the Dold-Kan functor which takes a positively
graded chain complex C‚ and forms a simplicial abelian group ΓpC‚q. This operation is functorial
Γ : Ch` ÝÑ sAb
and, in fact, defines an equivalence of categories (se, e.g., [GJ99, Corollary 2.3]). Post-composing
Γ with the forgetful functor U : sAb Ñ sSet gives a functor DK :“ UΓ. The latter prolongs to
presheaves in a natural way and, after stackifying the result, gives rise to a functor
DK : Sh8pMan;Ch`q ÝÑ Sh8pManq ,
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where the sheaves on the left take values in positively graded chain complexes. There is an extension
of DK to unbounded chain complexes [Sh07]. At the level of spaces, this gives rise to the Eilenberg-
MacLane functor
H : Ch ÝÑ Sp .
Essentially, H takes as input an unbounded chain complex, forms a sequence of bounded chain
complexes by successively shifting and truncating, and then applies the usual Dold-Kan functor
to get a spectrum (see [Sh07] for more details). This functor fits into the obvious commutative
diagram
Ch`
DK //
i

8Gpd
Σ8

Ch
H // Sp .
Moreover, all these associations naturally lift to the level of sheaves (post-composing with sheafifi-
cation as needed). In particular, we have a well-defined functor (see e.g. [BNV16])
H : Sh8pMan;Chq ÝÑ Sh8pMan; Spq
which we use frequently throughout the paper.
A.4. The hexagon diagram. In this section, we show how to obtain the differential cohomology
hexagon diagram. We will not give the proofs of each statement, as these can be found elsewhere
(see [Sc13][BNV16][GS16b]). We will however, provide the proof for the existence of the hexagon
diagram (which can also be found in [BNV16]).
Note that the category of smooth manifolds admits finite products and every smooth manifold
admits a map x : ˚ ÑM , which chooses a point in M . By [Sc13, Proposition 3.4.9], it follows that
the 8-category of smooth stacks admits a quadruple adjunction Π % δ % Γ % δ:,
(A.2) Sh8pManq Γ //
Π //
8Gpd
δ:oo
δoo .
The functor δ : Sp ãÑ Sh8pManq takes an8-groupoid and forms the associated constant sheaf. The
functor Γ evaluates a sheaf of spectra on the point manifold. The functor Π is called the topological
realization. 31 At the level of presheaves, Π is left adjoint to the constant diagram functor. Hence,
it presents the 8-colimit operation over the corresponding presheaf. This functor has the following
useful property.
Proposition 92. The functor Π preserves finite products.
Proof. The category of smooth manifolds admits finite products and hence Manop admits finite
coproducts. Thus, Manop is a sifted category. Since Π can be presented as the colimit functor on
presheaves, and colimits over sifted diagrams commute with finite products, the claim follows. ✷
Remark 26. The Quillen equivalence | ¨ | % sing, with | ¨ | : sSetÑ Top the topological realization
of simplicial sets and sing : TopÑ sSet the right adjoint which takes the singular nerve of a space,
31See footnote 5.
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allows us to recover a topological space from a smooth stack X. Namely, the composite functor
|Π| : Sh8pManq Ñ Top
takes as input a smooth stack and returns a topological space which is built out of the geometric
data encoded by the smooth stack. Throughout the paper, we sometimes refer to the space obtained
from a smooth stack X in this way as the topological realization of X. Other times, we refer to the
8-groupoid ΠpXq as the topological realization. Whatever the context may be, one can pass between
the two models by either geometric realization or the singular nerve construction.
According to [Sc13, Proposition 4.1.9], the adjoints of diagram (A.3) lift to a quadruple adjunc-
tion in the stable case
(A.3) Sh8pMan, Spq Γ //
Π //
Sp
δ:oo
δoo .
The topological realization has a particularly nice form in the stable case. According to [BNV16,
Proposition 7.6], we have an equivalence
(A.4) ΠpEqpMq » lim
!
Ep∆0q //// Ep∆1q ////// . . .
)
.
Where right 8-limit is computed over the simplicial diagram given by evaluating on smooth sim-
plices ∆n, viewed as manifolds with corners. Actually, there a much stronger statement was proved
– namely, that the composite functor δΠ is represented by the ‘smooth singular sheaf’ operation.
We will not need this here, however.
Proposition 93 (Diamond/hexagon for sheaves of spectra). Let E be a sheaf of spectra. Set
I :“ ηE : E Ñ δΠE, where η is the unit of the adjunction η : 1 Ñ δΠ, j :“ ǫE : δΓ Ñ 1, where
ǫ : δΓ Ñ 1 is the counit, R is the canonical map to the cofiber and a is the canonical map out of
the fiber. We have a homotopy commutative diagram
(A.5) fibpIq
a
&&▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼
// cofibpjq
&&▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
Σ´1δΠcofibpjq
88qqqqqqqqqq
&&◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
E
I
&&◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆
R
88qqqqqqqqqqqqq
δΠcofibpjq .
δΓE
j
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
// δΠE
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
Moreover, the two squares are homotopy Cartesian, the top and bottom sequences are part of long
fiber sequences and the diagonals are exact.
Proof. In any stable infinity category, a square is Cartesian if and only if the induced map on
the fibers (taken at the zero point 0 : ˚ Ñ E) is an equivalence. Moreover, a sequence is a fiber
sequences if and only if it is a cofiber sequence in a stable 8-category. As a left adjoint, the functor
δΠ sends fiber/cofiber sequences to fiber/cofiber sequences. Since δΠδΓ “ δΓ, we see that applying
δΠ to the diagonal
δΓE
jÝÑ E RÝÑ cofibpjq
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gives the bottom fiber/cofiber sequence and the right square must be Cartesian. Arguing dually
for the left square proves the claim. ✷
A.5. Ordinary differential cohomology. In this section we review some of the basic properties
of ordinary differential cohomology. See [HS05][CS85] [SS10][Bu12][Sc13][BNV16]. See also [GS16b]
and more extensive list of references therein.
Definition 94. A differential refinement pH˚p´;Zq of integral cohomology H˚p´;Zq consists of the
following data:
(1) A functor pH˚p´;Zq : Sh8pMan`qop Ñ Abgr;
(2) Three natural transformations:
(a) Integration: I : pH˚p´;Zq Ñ H˚p´;Zq˚;
(b) Curvature: R : pH˚p´;Zq Ñ Ω˚cl;
(c) Secondary Chern character: a : Ω˚´1p´q{impdq Ñ pH˚p´;Zq;
such that the following axioms hold:
˝ (Chern-Weil). We have a commutative diagram
pH˚p´;Zq R //
I

Ω˚cl
q

H˚p´;Zq i // H˚p´;Rq
where i : Z ãÑ R is the canonical map.
˝ (Secondary Chern-Weil). We have a commutative diagram
Ω˚´1{impdq d //
a ((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
Ω˚cl
pH˚p´;Zq˚ R
88rrrrrrrr
and an exact sequence
. . . ÝÑ H˚´1p´;Zq ÝÑ Ω˚´1{impdq aÝÑ pH˚p´;Zq IÝÑ H˚p´;Zq ÝÑ . . . .
There are various models for differential cohomology, such as smooth Deligne cohomology (see
[Sc13][FSSt12] [Bu12][FSS13][FSS15a] and references therein), Cheeger-Simons differential charac-
ters [CS85], and the general construction of Hopkins-Singer [HS05] (specialized to HZ). We will
review both perspectives of Deligne cohomology and of Hopkins-Singer.
Proposition 95. Consider the smooth Deligne complex
Dpnq :“ ` . . . // Up1q d log // Ω1 // . . . // Ωn´1 ˘ ,
where Ωn´1 is in degree zero. The hypercohomology groups H0p´;Dpnqq satisfy the axioms in
Definition 94, restricted to the subcategory of smooth manifolds. More generally, if
DK :“ UΓ : Ch` ÝÑ sAb ÝÑ sSet ,
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is the Dold-Kan functor, then the functor π0Mapp´,DKpDpnqqq defines a presheaf of abelian groups
on Sh8pMan`q satisfying the properties in Definition 94.
Proof. The first statement is classical (see for example [Bu12] for a review). For the second claim,
observe that the maps I, R and a are induced by the morphism of sheaves of chain complexes. By
the basic properties of the Dold-Kan correspondence, we have a natural isomorphism of presheaves
(A.6) H0p´;Dpnqq – π0Mapp´,DKpDpnqqq .
By functoriality of DK, the maps I,R and a induce corresponding morphisms of smooth stacks.
The mapping space on the right is defined for any smooth stack and taking π0 gives an abelian
group, with group structure inherited via the isomorphism (A.6). Thus, the second claim follows
immediately from the first. ✷
Definition 96. We define the moduli stack of n-gerbes with connection as the smooth stack pre-
sented by the simplicial sheaf
Bn´1Up1q∇ :“ DKpDpnqq .
From the basic properties of the Dold-Kan correspondence, we have a natural isomorphism
π0MappM ;Bn´1Up1q∇q – H0pM ;Dpnqq ,
for each smooth manifold M . This gives a presentation of ordinary differential cohomology by
isomorphism classes of n-gerbes with connection (see [Sc13][FSSt12][FSS13][FSS15a]). Smooth
Deligne cohomology admits a ring structure via the Deligne-Beilinson cup product
YDB : H0pM ;Dpnqq bH0pM ;Dpmqq ÝÑ H0pM ;Dpn `mqq ,
and this product comes from a morphism of sheaves of complexes YDB : DpnqbDpmq Ñ Dpn`mq.
Using the monoidal properties of DK, one can show that this product induces a morphism of smooth
stacks [FSS13, Proposition 2.4.5]
YDB : Bn´1Up1q∇ ˆBm´1Up1q∇ ÝÑ Bn`m´1Up1q∇ ,
which induces a product operation on Up1q-gerbes. This product gives ordinary differential coho-
mology a ring structure.
We can also present differential cohomology via the Hopkins-Singer construction. Let H : ChÑ
Sp be the Eilenberg-MacLane functor, which sends an unbounded chain complex to its correspond-
ing spectrum. Consider the sheaves of spectra HZ, Hpτě0Ω˚q and HpΩ˚q » HR. The 8-pullback
{ΣnHZ //

Hpτě0Ω˚rnsq

ΣnHZ
i // ΣnHR 

»
// HpΩ˚rnsq
gives a sheaf of spectra representing pHnp´;Zq. Indeed, unwinding the data described in [BNV16,
Section 4.4], we immediately see that the cohomology π0MappM`, {ΣnHZq satisfies the properties
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of Definition 95. In this case, the corresponding differential cohomology hexagon diagram looks as
follows
(A.7) Ω˚´1{impdq
a
%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
d // Ω˚cl
%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
H˚´1p´;Rq
99tttttttttt
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
pH˚p´;Zq
I
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
R
99tttttttttt
H˚p´;Rq .
H˚p´;Up1qq
j
99tttttttttt
// H˚p´;Zq
99tttttttttt
Differential cohomology is not a homotopy invariant theory. In particular, pH˚pr0, 1s ˆM ;Zq fipH˚pM ;Zq. However, the discrepency is measured quite nicely by the homotopy formula
(A.8) i˚0 xˆ´ i˚1 xˆ “
ż
r0,1sˆM{M
Rpxˆq ,
where i0, i1 :M ãÑM ˆ r0, 1s are the maps which include at the endpoints. We refer the reader to
[BNV16] for the proof in the general case (see also [Bu12]).
Example 13 (Chern-Simons form). Given a characteristic form ω and a pair of connections ∇,∇1
on a (real or complex) vector bundle V Ñ M , the associated Chern-Simons form is defined by the
transgression
(A.9) csωp∇,∇1q :“
ż
r0,1sˆM{M
ωptpr˚0∇` p1´ tqpr˚1∇1q .
This defines a class in differential cohomology by application of the natural map a in diagram (A.7).
Consider the natural map r : HnpM ;Zq Ñ HnpM ;Rq. Given an integral cohomology class
x P HnpM ;Zq and closed differential form ω P ΩnclpMq whose underlying de Rham class is equal to
rpxq, It is natural to ask whether there exists a unique differential refinement. In fact, this is not
the case.
Proposition 97 (Set of differential refinements). Let x P HnpM ;Zq be a class and ω P ΩnclpMq be
such that rωs “ rpxq. Then the set of differential refinements is a torsor for the group apHn´1pM ;Rqq –
Hn´1pM ;Rq{Hn´1pM ;Zq.
Proof. Let xˆ be any differential refinement. Then by the diamond diagram (A.7), for any element
y P Hn´1pM ;Rq, the class xˆ` apyq satisfies Rpxˆ` apyqq “ Rpxˆq. Similarly, by the diagonal exact
sequence Ω˚´1pMq{impdq aÝÑ pH˚pM ;Zq IÝÑ H˚pM ;Zq, we have Ipxˆ ` apyqq “ Ipxˆq “ x. This
gives an action on the set of lifts. This is transitive, since similar considerations show that any two
lifts xˆ and yˆ the difference xˆ´ yˆ is in the kernel of both a and R. Thus, by the commutativity of
the left square in (A.7), there is z P Hn´1pM ;Rq such that xˆ´yˆ “ apzq. The action is clearly free. ✷
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